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ABSTRACT
eltlo1sh lay people confidently assert the existence of regional varieties of New Zealmd.
English, linguists have produced very little evidence to support such claims. There are
vocabulary items special to, or favoured by, the people of Southland and the West Coast of the
South Island; there are traces of non-prevo calic /r/in Southland and Otago; and there are
regional differences in the playground language of New Zealand,school children. Attempts to
identifu further differences between regions have generally not been successful. kr most cases
linguistic evidence has pointed to either social class or ethnic variation, but not to regional
variation.
Nevertheless' rnany New Zealanders assert that a Taranaki variety of New ZealandEnglish
exists' This study was designed to test the validity of the claim by comparing samples of New
Znaland English from Taranaki with samples from Wellington. The taranaki sample included
speakers from New Plymouth (population 50,000) and the South Taranaki dairy farming
community. The Wellington sample was drawn from the Greater Wellington r"gron extinding
from Porirua in the north to suburbs on the southern coast of the city. Intirvi"*i", were located
by the social network approach, otherwise known as the 'friend of a friend' approach advocated
by Lesley Milroy (1980,1987a). An index of rural orientation was devised to rndicate the
{9f". to which a speaker was oriented towards town or country. This proved helpful indistinguishing between genuinely regional differences, and rural uers,ri urban difierences.
Factors ofgender and age were also considered.
It has been claimed that Taranaki English has a ,sing-song' quality, suggesting that an
investigation of the intonation of Taranaki speakers would Ui worthwtrile. Co:mparing
features of the intonation of a Taranaki ru-fl" with a Wellington sample, this thesis attempts to
isolate and measure what conbibutes to the;sing-song' p"r""f,tion of iaranaki English. ,Sirg-
song' in this context was taken to mean that the speakir-had dynamic pitch; in other words their
speech was characterised by a lot of movement up and down in pitch. Auditory analysis of
speech samples was undertaken, and intonation features were derived from that analysis.
Averaging the number of times a speaker changed pitch direction in each intonation group and
then in each accent unit provided global measures-of changes in pitch direction. Anaiysis of
nuclear accents gave an indication of whether speakers faviured hrnes which were
characterised by pitch movement. And analysis of the mzrnner in which accents were
approached, whether with a boosted step up in pitch, or with a more standard onset, provided a
narrower focus on the amount of pitch movement present.
Results indicated that, in general, most Taranaki speakers in the sample showed more pitch
dynamism than the Wellingtonians; for some features the males showed more pitch dynamism
than the females; and, overall, the elderly speakers showed more pitch dynamism than theyounger speakers. There were, however, important exceptions to ihese generalisations. Factors
of Location, Gander and Age interacted significantly foi all but one of the features examined
and there were clear indications that intonational pattems are undergoing change in both
reglons studied. Explanations for the exceptional t"r", *" explored in the thesls, and
sociolinguistic, social network and geolinguistic theories provide possible clues as to the
sources of the differences.
Evidence of differences in the degree of pitch dynamism present in the intonation of the
I"tylH and Wellington speakers supports claims about regional variation in New ZnalandEnglish intonation, but it does not in itself prove the existence of a uniquely Taranaki or a
uniquely Wellington way of speaking English.
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION
'I was talking to a lady in Karori and she said, "You'refrom Taranaki, aren't
you? I can tell by the way you talk."'
'71/hen we went on a school trip to St Pats Silverstream I was aware myfriend
and I sounded dffirent to the other debaters. I didn't lotow we were different till
then.'
'Myfamily have me on when I go back to Stratford. They say I talk diferently
now.'
These are the words of friends and acquaintances bom and bred in Taranaki and now
resident in Wellington. None has linguistic training and each has a perception that
Taranaki speech is distinctive, a view which has long been popular amongst otherNew
Zealanders. 'No-one else can say "Taranaki gate" as a Taranaki person can,' wrote
Rhona Davis, Chairman ofthe New Zealand Speech Board, to The New Zealand
Listener, 30 April I 977.
Until recently there has been little systematic scholarly research into regional variation
in New Zealand English. There has been an assumption amongst linguists that such
variation is nonexistent, or at most, minimal, with the exception of the English spoken
by Southlanders. As a consequence lay perceptions zuch as those expressed above have
not been taken very seriously.
Curiosity as to the basis for these lay opinions attracted me to my thesis topic. I wanted
to investigate whether or not regional variation, and, more specifically, a Taranaki
variety, existed in New ZealandEnglish.
Taranaki was selected for study in part because of folk perceptions of the type quoted at
the beginning of this chapter and in part because Taranaki has become the focus of
derogatory cultural stereotyping. This is conveyed in the ironic use of the adjective
'Taranaki' as in 'Taranaki topdressing' meaning 'cow manure', 'Taranaki sunshine'
meaning 'rain' and 'Taranaki bullshit' meaning 'excessive boasting'. Such culfural
stereotyping, based on the predominance of dairy farming in the are4 may have given
rise to perceived linguistic differences. The region is to some extent isolated from other
areas of the North Island. The most direct route from North to South and vice versa is
via the centre of the island and not via Taranaki. Surfies, gardening enthusiasts,
trampers, mountaineers, milk tanker drivers and extended family members might have
reason to go there, but, as one of my interviewees commented, 'People don't come to
New Plynouth forwork, and people from New Plymouth go elsewhere to find it.'
Michael Smither, a notable Taranaki artist is quoted as saying 'New Plyrnouth is so
isolated, it's a law unto itself (The Dominion Post,l2 Novemb er 2004). This view may
be a little exaggerated, but it is plausible that the relative isolation of the area during its
one hundred and sixty odd years of English speaking settlement may have allowed the
development of some variation in speech. Happily, for ease of data collection, and my
credibility as an interviewer, I had spent seven years of my early adulthood in New
Plymouth, the major urban centre in the region, and I had friends and acquaintances who
were able to put me in touch with potential interviewees. The Taranaki sample consisted
of people from both New Plymouth and the South Taranaki dairy farming communify.
Wellington was selected as a contrast largely for reasons of convenience. Two excellent
corpora of spoken English were available for analysis (the Porirua Corpus collected by
Holmes, Bell and Boyce in the 1990's and material from the 'Coastal Voices of New
Zealand' oral historyproject recorded by Dinah Priestley also in the 1990's). As a
Wellingtonian myself I had plenty of contacts who could introduce me to additional
interviewees.
A good proportion of the population of Wellington tends to be rather transient as is to be
expected of an administrative capital. The city is situated in the centre ofNew Zealand.
on the south coast of the North Island and is a major transport hub for air, sea and land
traffrc. This being the case, there is probably more scope for face to face interaction with
people from outside the region than there is in Taranaki. There is therefore less
likelihood of Wellingtonians having developed a uniquely Wellington way of speaking
English. ln other words they are more likely to speak 'standard' New Zealand English,
whatever that maybe. It seemed that there could well be differences in the speech of
these two very different regions.
The intonation pattems of the two regions were chosen for comparison for reasons
which are outlined in Chapter 4 of this thesis. The systematic study of intonation is
relatively new in New Zealand and the focus until recently has been on the highly salient
intonational feature in New Zealand,English commonlyknown as the High Rising
Terminal (HRT). I chose to look beyond the HRT in this thesis and took as my starting
point the lay description given to me by Priestley (personal communication) of Taranaki
English as 'sing-songy'. I interpreted 'sing-songy' to mean intonation characterised by
frequent pitch movement up and down in a manner reminiscent of singing. In Chapters 5
and 6I outline how I went about measuring and comparing 'sing-songiness' or'pitch
dynamism' in the speech of individual speakers.
The research project was designed according to sociolinguistic principles and these
principles are reflected in the research questions addressed in the thesis. My reasons for
asking these particular questions with their focus on the factors of Location, Gender,
Age and urban or rural orientation are presented in Section 4.3, at the end of the
literature review. In brief, the reasons are as follows: curiosity as to the basis for lay
opinions concerning regional variation in New ZealandEnglish led to the first question.
The two locations chosen for comparison were of interest because of lay impressions
expressed concerning variation, the geographical position of the locations concerned and
sociological differences between the two locations. Comparison between male and
female speakers was of interest because of known gender differences in intonation
patterns. A concern to know if there was any evidence of change over time led to the
comparison of the intonation patterns of two widely different age groups. Finally, I
wished to distinguish between rural versus urban differences and authentically regional
differences. An understanding of what constituted rural versus urban variation was
therefore necessary.
The following are the research questions addressed:
Is there regional variation in New zealand English intonation?
Does Taranaki English possess intonational features which distinguish it from
the English spoken in Wellington?
Are there intonational differences in the English spoken by male and female
speakers in Taranaki and Wellington?
Is there any evidence of change over time in the intonation of speakers from
Taranaki and Wellington?
Are there intonational differences between urban and rurally oriented speakers in
Taranaki and Wellington?
After close examination of the social disffibution of seven intonational features selected
for analysis, answers to the research questions appeared at first sight to be reasonably
clear. All five questions could be answered in the affirmative. But analysis of variance
showed that the situation was actually rather more complex.
Results of the analysis of variance undertaken showed that:
For six of the seven intonational variables studied there were main effects of
Location, with speakers from Taranaki displaying more pitch dynarnism than
Wellingtonians.
For four of the variables studied there were main effects of Gender. For two of
these four variables the men showed more pitch dynaurism than the women and
for the other two, women had higher scores than the men.
For five of the variables studied there were main effects of Age, the elderly
speakers displaying more pitch dynamism than the younger speakers.
Four of the variables studied correlated positively with high rural orientation
scores.
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There were, however, complex interactions of Location, Gender and Age for six of the
seven variables studied and the picture which emerges is murkier than might at first
appear' The fact that not all sample groups behaved as one might expect from the main
effects outlined above indicates that these intonational features may be undergoing
change and the behaviour of some groups provides us with clues as to which people are
responsible for the changes.
Of particular interest is the conhast between the intonation patterns of the young South
Taranaki dany farming men and the young South Taranaki dairy farming women. In this
thesis I argue that the young South Taranaki men express their unique Taranaki identity
by retaining the dynamic pitch patterns [pical of their Taranaki elders while the young
South Taranaki dairy farming women adopt the more level intonation pattems tlryical of
other New Zealanders.
I also argue that the difference between the intonation patterns of the Taranaki and
Wellington speakers in the sample is genuinely regional and not simply a rural versus
urban distinction.
Finally, I acknowledge that evidence of differences in the degree of pitch dyramism
present in the intonation of the Taranaki and Wellington speakers supports claims about
regional variation in New Zealand,English intonation, but it does not in itselfprove the
existence of a uniquely Taranaki or a uniquely Wellington way of speaking English.
considerably more research is needed before such claims can be made.
The thesis is structured as follows:
In Chapters 2,3 and4 literature conceming regional and social dialectology, regional
variation in New ZealandEnglish, and research into intonational variation is reviewed.
Theories of how dialects are formed are outlined in Chapter 2 as are methodologies
employed by dialectologists for establishing the existence of linguistic variation and the
reasons for such variation. Methodologies examined include traditional dialect
geography, and social dialectology including social network theory geolinguistics,
social constructionism and ethnography. The literature on regional variation in New
Zealand' English is reviewed in Chapter 3. This review begins with the folk linguistic
approach to the subject, then studies of lexical, grammatical and phonological variation
are surveyed. Chapter 4 reviews research into intonational variation. The chapter begins
with my reasons for focussing on intonation as a possible area of regional variation in
New Zealand English. Different methodologies used by researchers in the comparison.of
varieties of English intonation are reviewed. The literature on HRTs, the particularly
well known New Zealand feature of intonation, is surveyed, as is the literature on gender
comparison in intonation. At the end of Chapter 4lrestate the research questions which
underpin this thesis, and I outline the reasons for asking these particular questions
drawing on the contents of the preceding literature review.
The sociolinguistic method used for seeking evidence of possible regional variation in
New Zealand English intonation is described in Chapter 5, as is the method used for
hanscribing patterns of pitch movement. The seven intonational features selected for
analysis are described and the statistical analysis undertaken outlined.
The primary results of the thesis are listed in Chapter 6 and the variation associated with
each of the intonational features is examined.
The results are interpreted in Chapter 7 with links drawn between the individual
findings. Insights gained from other studies are used to clarify some of the more
complex findings.
Finally, the major findings and conclusions of the thesis are summarised in Chapter 8.
Ideas for future research in the area are indicated. I conclude with a note on the
contribution this thesis makes to the fields of regional and social dialectology.
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CHAPTER TWO: DIALECTOLOGY
'You can spot an Irishman or a Yorkshireman by his brogue. l can place any man
within six miles. I can place him within two miles of London. Sometimes within
two sheets' (Shaw 194l:26).
Henry Higgins (shaw, Pygmalion, Act r), with his superb ear for the nuances of
variation in British English, here boasts of his skills as a phonetician. He is portrayed in
Shaw's popular play as a dedicated dialectologist, based in part on Henry Sweet, the real
life phonetician and a contemporary of Shaw. ln the global village of today, placing
people 
- regionally, socially and ethnically, by the way in which they speak, is more than
ever an interesting, not to say challenging, occupation. A challenging task because of the
relative ease with which people can now move from one country to another across the
planet, and because of advances in communications technology which give us increased
exposure to different language varieties. Given the world's exposure to mass media,
some might say it is surprising that linguistic variation continues to exist, but there is no
doubt that it does, and the field of dialectology is as relevant as it ever was.
During the latter half of the nineteenth century and the first half of the twentieth century
dialectology principally involved the study of regional variation. With the increase in
social and geographical mobility of the second half of the twentieth century, came a
change in emphasis from regional to social variation, and factors such as social class,
age, gender and ethnicity were found to correlate with linguistic differences among
speakers. The present dialectological study incorporates elements of both regional and
social variation. It is also informed by the discipline known as geolinguistics which
takes note of the influence of face to face communication, ie. who speaks to whom, and
how often such interactions take place, and which features of day to day existence
favour face to face communication and which features impede it.
kt this chapter I consider how dialects are formed, with particular reference to the
formation of New Zealand,English. I then examine different approaches to the study of
regional variation in English: firstly, the traditional approach of dialect geography;
secondly, social dialectology, including social network theory and geolinguistics; and
then thirdly, I consider recent ethnographic approaches to social and regional
dialectology. This thesis draws on each of these approaches to varying degrees, though
the basic design is consistent with the sociolinguistic principles developed by Labov in
the united states (Labov l97za,b,c) and Trudgill and Milroy and Milroy in Great
Britain (Trudgill 1974;L. Milroy 1980, 1987a, 1987b: J.Milroy & L.Milroy l9g5) and
adopted and refined by many others since.
2.1 How are new dialects formed?
I begin this review with an examination of the process of dialect formation in general, in
order to shed light on the formation of possible regional variation in New Zealard,
English.
I use the term dialeu as wolfram used it (1997:107) to refer to
'anyregional, social or ethnic variety of a language. The language differences
associated with dialect may occur on any level of language, thus including
pronunciation, grammatical, semantic, and language use differences.'
New dialectformation refers to
'a linguistic situation which arises when there is a mixture of dialects leading to
a single new dialect which is different from all inputs. In the context ofNew
Zealand, new dialect formation took place after initial immigration of speakers
from different regions of the British Isles. This was a process of dialect mixture
in which, overjust a few generations, a clearly focused variety arose which was
then fairly uniform and distinct from any other existing varieties of the language
in question' (Hickey 2003:214).
Theories as to how dialects form and specifically how New Zealand,English developed
have been the subject of considerable debate. Outlined below af,e some of the more
recent contributions to the subject. I begin with a consideration of the original linguistic
input to the variety which was to become modern day New zealmd,English.
2.1.1 British dialects spoken in New zealand,in the nineteenth century
The dearth of linguistic information about the early European immigrant population of
New Zealand has been lamented because such information could have provided
important clues as to the original linguistic features which went into the make up of
present day New Zealand English @auer 2000:40). Futl shipping listings of immigrants
do not exist and sometimes point of embarkation is the only information available about
immigrants (Bauer 2000:40). what is known, however, is that in the early years of
European settlement the mixture of different English dialects spoken in New Zealand
was not uniform throughout the country, some regions of New Zealandbeing settled by
immigrants from relatively restricted areas of Britain. For instance in the 1840's and 50's
the New Zealand Company brought settlers to Wellington and Nelson from London and
nearby counties, and the Plymouth Company brought people from the South Western
counties of Britain, principally Comwall, Devon and Dorset, to New plynouth in
Taranaki. Scottish free-church emigrants settled in Otago and Southland, Anglo-
Catholics in Canterbury. In l85l thirty one percent of Auckland's population was of
kish extraction compared with only two percent of Wellington's population. The gold
rushes of the 1860's brought thousands of Australians to Otago and the West Coast of
the South Island (Sinclair 2000). However, 'the regional dialects of the immigrants have
not obviously given rise to corresponding regional dialects in New Zealand, @auer
2000:41) with the exception of the English spoken in Southland and in parts of Otago
which shows traces of the original Scottish input dialects (Bartlett lgg2,2003).
McKinnon (1997) provides census based figures for New Zealanders bom in English
speaking counhies who were born before 1881 as follows (percentages calculated by
Trudgill et al 2000:303):
England 49%
Scotland 22%
heland Z0%
Australia 7%
Wales t%
N. America I%
The major areas of immigration from England were: Comwall, Devon, Gloucestershire,
warwickshire, oxfordshire, Hampshire, surrey, sussex, Kent, Essex and Middlesex
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(including London), the cause of emigration often being specific to particular ilreas.
Miners and their families left Cornwall, for example, when the copper and tin mining
industries went into decline.
While other languages spoken in New Zealand,most particularly Maori, contributed to
the dialect mix from which New Zealand English arose, the British English d.ialects of
the dominant goup of immigrants clearly had the greatest influence on the end result.
2.1.2 Dialect mixture
Trudgill (1986) examines what happens when mutually intelligible dialects come into
contact in social contexts such as the growth of colonies, the development of new towns
and in situations of rapid urbanisation. After analysis of case studies he distinguishes
three different chronological stages in the process of new dialect fomration. The three
stages correspond roughly to three successive generations ofspeakers. kr the first stage
rudimentary levelling occurs with the initial contact of speakers of different regional aird
social varieties, the second stage is characterised by extreme variability and further
levelling and in the third stage, focussing occurs with the new dialect appearing as a
'stable, crystallised variety' (Trudgill et al 2000:307). Some other researchers who have
adopted Trudgill's approach to the study of dialect formation include Kerswill and
Williams who studied new dialect formation in the new town of Milton Keyes in the
united Kingdom (Kerswill 1996,2001; Kerswill & williams 2000; williams &
Kerswill 1999); Britain who looked at the formation of dialect in the English fens
(Britain 1991,1997); and Sudbury (2001) who investigated the English spoken in the
Falkland Islands.
The above theorywas applied to analysis of the development of New ZealandEnglish
by Trudgill and fellow researchers at the University of Canterbury $rudgill et al 2000,
Gordon et a12004). For their study of the origins of New ZealandEnglish (knoovn as the
ONZE project), the researchers utilised recordings made between 1946 and 1948 by the
Mobile Disc Recording Unit of the National Broadcasting Corporation ofNew Zealand.
The recordings were of pioneer reminiscences of people in small towns throughout New
Zealand. The speech ofpeople who were children of the first European settlers in New
l0
Zealand and who were bom between 1850 and 1900 was analysed. The authors give as
one example of possible evidence of first stage, rudimentary levelling, the absence in '
their data of the merging of lvl and /w/ as/d, where village becomes willage, a feature
of many nineteenth century southern English dialects. The variability of the second
stage is demonstrated by individuals who have acquired features from a range of dialects
spoken in their speech community. They cite one individual of Scottish parentage who
has linguistic features of Scottish, hish and southwest English origin. An exarnple of '
evidence of second stage levelling is the near absence in the data of the use of the FOOT
vowel in the lexical set of STRUT. According to McKinnon (lgg7)most English
immigrants to New Zealandwere from southern regions of England. The use of the
FOOT vowel in the STRUT lexical set is a feature of northern English dialects to which
second generation English speaking New Zealanders would have had little exposure
(Trudgill et al 2000:307).
The reduction of variants that accompanies focussing, Trudgill's third stage of new
dialect formation, takes place via the process of koineization (Trudgsll 1986:126). The
term koine is derived from the Greek word meaning'common'. Koine was the variety.of
Greek that became the lingua franca of the Mediterranean basin.
Koineization is defined as 'the process which leads to mixing of linguistic subsystems,
that is, of language varieties which either are mutually intelligible or share the same
genetically related superposed language. It occurs in the context of increased interaction
among speakers of these varieties' (Siegel 1985:375). A koine is 'the stabilized
composite variety which results from this process. Fomrally a koine is characterized by
a mixture of features from the contributing varieties, and at an early stage of
development, it is often reduced or simplified in comparison to any of these varieties. It
may also become the primary language of amalgamated communities of these speakers'
(Siegel 1985:376).
An immigrant koine develops in an amalgamated immigrant community and often is the
primary language of the first generation bom in this community. Regional koines
develop as lingua franca of geographical areas in which different regional d^ialects are
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spoken. They can become expanded and eventually become regional standards (Siegel
1985:376).
Trudgill expands on the concept of koineization.Itcomprises the processes of dialect
mixing, levelling and simplification. Levelling involves the loss of 'linguistically
marked and demographicallyminorityvariants'(Trudgill et al 1998:37). Localisms tend
to be suppressed in favour of features which are more common or well known. But, by
means of simplification, 'even minority forms may be the ones to survive if they are
linguistically simpler, in the technical sense' and 'even forms and distinctions that are
present in all conkibutory dialects may be lost'(Trudgill et al l99g:3g).
After koineization reallocation can occur. 'Variants originally from different regional
dialects may in the new dialect become social-class variants, stylistic variants, or, in the
case ofphonology, allophonic variants' (Trudgill et al l99g:3g). Bauer (1994:423)
provides examples of this phenomenon in New ZealandEnglish. One such example is
the use of voiced intervocalic /t/ in words like beauty used as an expression of approval.
This may have originated in part from one of the southwestem English input dialects.
Another example is the retention of aspirated /t/ as a prestige form.
2.1.3 Determinism in new dialect formation
By comparing features of the speech of New Zealanders born between 1g50 and 1900
with the speech of modem dayNew Zealanders, Trudgill et al (2000) arrived at a
deterministic theory as to which features of speech used by people at the second stage of
new dialect formation were likely to be selected by people at the third, or focussing,
stage of dialect formation. They argued that dialect mixture and new dialect formation
are not haphazard processes and that 'given sufficient tinguistic information about the
proportions of speakers of the different dialects, it is possible to make predictions about
what the outcome of the mixture will be' (Trudgill et a|2000:299). They also claimed to
'have arrived at a probabilistic solution to the problem of randomness in the
transmission of dialect features from one generation to another in such sifuations'
(Trudgill et al 2000:299).
L2
The following is an example used by the researchers to demonstrate that the majority
wins out' ftrl -dropping in words such as hammer, hitl and househas not survived in
modern New Zealand English although it was a feature of the speech of 25%of the
speakers in their recorded data. N dropping is normal in vemacular varieties in London
and the southeast of England generally but is not present in the kish, Scottish,
Northumbrian, West Country and peripheral East Anglian variants which were in the
majority in the dialect mixture in New Zealand,at the time. The majority of their second
stage informants used lh/ and this was because of 'the presumed majority status of the
variants in the dialects brought to New Zealand,by immigrants from different parts of
the British Isles at the first stage' (Trudgill et aI2000:310). The researchers
subsequently examined the occurrence of tokens of /h/ dropping as well as the
percentage of speakers who ihl dropped and found a low rate of usage. Both factors
contributed to the rapid disappearance of the feature in New ZealandEnglish. It was
concluded that, 'it is not enough to consider how many speakers use a particular variant.
We also have to consider the degree to which they use it' (Gordon et a]-2004:241).
2.1.4 The role of children in new dialect formation
In a study of new dialect formation in the English New Town of Milton Keynes,
Kerswill and Williams (2000) stressed the important role children, particularly those
verging on adolescence, play in the focusing of new dialects. They found that if there is
a high proportion of children present in the early years of dialect formation and if they
are able to form close social networks with each other, new linguistic norms are readily
formed.
'Children presumably take the diverse adult models as a part of their input; but
grven the opportunity, they will begin quite rapidly to form new, more iocused
varieties - which may contain further changes, including simplificatory
processes, not foreshadowed in their parents' speech' (Kerswill & Williaurs
2000:l l0).
The role of the younger generation in the focusing stage of new dialect formation is also
noted by Hickey (2003). He believes that New ZealandEnglish evolved from a mixture
of dialects of English from the British Isles but considers that the position of Trudgill et
al - that numerical superiority of variants is the main reason for the survival of some
features and the rejection of others - is in need of 'further nuancing' (Hickey 2003:213).
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He would include in the process 'speakers' active, though unconscious, participation in
the forging of the new variety and a more differentiated assessment of the status of the
main ethnic groups in New Zealand.society in the second half of the nineteenth centur5r'
(Hickey 2003:213). New Zealanders involved in the focusing stage of the formation of
the New zealand, English dialect would, as young people, have recognised which
variants were more innovative and which were more conservative and would have beeh
likely to opt for the more innovative variants. 'Which individuals use what variants in
what situations gives speakers of the young generation at any point in time the necessary
information about what to favour as dynamic members of their society' (Hickey
2003:232).The lack of influence of Irish English on New Zealand,English is explained
by Hickey with reference to the large percentage of hish, as opposed to Scottish or
English, immigrants who arrived in New Zealandas unmarried adults (Irish - 60.80 ,
Scottish - 33'4yo, English - 25%) and the small number of married couples who arrived
with children (34.4%) (Akenson 1990). In other words, most children of Irish parents
were born in New Zealand and would have been exposed to, and influenced by, the
embryonic New Zealand English dialect spoken by other children from a young age.
This is one proposed reason for the apparent lack of Irish features in New Zealand
English today.
2.I.5 Law of swamping
Another perspective on new dialect formation is provided by Lass (1987). His Law of
Swamping is formulated as follows:
'(i) In cases of mixed input to an ETE [Extra Territorial English], whatever
the original demography, the output is (a) southern, and (b) more eastern
than western.(ii) Whatever the size of the non-southern input, it will normally leave only
unsystematic relics (eg. odd lexical items, idioms, or minor
constructions); there will rarely be larger-scale structural effects (eg. in
the system ofphonemic oppositions)' (Lass 19g7:269).
By this law the tendency for Aushalians, New Zealanders and South Africans to speak
varieties of English similar to that spoken in Southern England could be accounted for
by the swamping of the minority Scottish, Irish and Northern English varieties present in
the input dialects by the majority southeastern British dialects present.
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It has been suggested that the source of the swamping might be the fact that there was in
general 'an attitudinal bias in favour of variants which sounded as though they might
come from the southeast of England,' forms from the north of England being considered
'barbarous'(Bauer 1994:423). As Lass says, 'Essentially southern [English] dialect-types
have been institutionalised as standard since the 15ft century or so, and this has had its
effects on Extra Territorial Englishes as well'(Lass l9g7:255).
European settlers in New Zealanddid not on the whole deliberately reject the society in
which they had been raised. They had settled in a new land because they wanted to
prosper, to get on in life and they clung to the values and attitudes of their parent
society. Govemor Grey's wife reflects these attitudes in an approving letter to a South
Australian correspondent during a visit to New Plymouth in February 1850. 'This is a.
lovely country, the finest agricultural country you can imagine with the nicest quietest,
most simple, rural population you can imagine out of dear old England, and almost all
of them from my own West Countree and it is a pleasure to hear the old Dorsetshire
farmers speak of my dear father. We have too the friendliest church and some of the
nicest schools in the Colony' (quoted in Gratram l gg l : I l9).
The settlers were predominantly from labouring and working class backgrounds
(Gratram 1981:116). Getting on in life would have entailed the valuing of and adoption
of something approximating the English standard which would presumably have helped
them 'get on in life'back 'Home,.
Presumably'swamping' was responsible for the current near absence of non-prevocalic
/r/ nthe speech of Taranaki where the founding English settlers were from the South
West of England. Virtually all traces of their lrl-fulEnglish have now vanished, though
it my interview data there are two instances of /r/ occtrring at the end of the first
syllable and word finally infertiliser and another of lrlword finally in tractor.
Interestingly, both these words could be termed 'farming' words. Researchers in the
ONZE project found that, 'Farming words and mining words, in particular, were much
more resistant to /r/-loss than other types of words for a number of the Mobile Unit
speakers' (Gordon etal2004:279).Itcould be argued that, where Taranaki English is
concerned, both Trudgill's and Lass's positions are correct. As more and more speakers
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of non-rhotic varieties of English moved into Taranaki, non-pre-vocalic /r/ would have
become more marked as a feature and it would have been subject to levelling processes.
At the same time the population became increasingly educated throughout the
nineteenth century (compulsory free schooling for all children was instituted in 1877)
and people aspiring to get on in life would have felt inclined to adopt speech patterns
which more closely approximated what they saw as the standard English of the South
East of England. The lr/-fuLEnglish of the people from the rural South West would have
been swamped by the /r/-less English of speakers of other varieties.
2.I'6 Comparison of New ZealandEnglish features with British dialect features
By hacing New Zealand English words listed in The Dictionary of New Zealand English
(Orsman 1997) as being of British dialectal origin, back through British dialect
dictionaries to their places of origin in the United Kingdom, Bauer (2000) confirmed the
very mixed origins of New Zealand,English. The exercise showed an even spread of
dialect attributions throughout Britain. In an analogous exercise he compared a set of
eighteen New Zealand English phonological traits with traditional dialect
pronunciations in England and found many features from both the southwest and the
southeast of England @auer 1999). By no means all variants which survive in present
day New Zealand English have been swamped by southeastem variants and Bauer
therefore cautions against appealing to swamping as the sole explanation for the
formation of New ZealandEnglish.
2.1.7 Supraregionalisation
An alternative approach to new dialect formation, which also explains the present
apparent lack of regional variation in New Zealand,English, is given by Hickey (2003).
He invokes a phenomenon which he labels supraregionalisation and it is this
phenomenon, rather thanfocusing, which he says is behind the lack of variation.
He defines supraregionalisation as:
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'a process where by dialect speakers progressively adopt more and more features
of a non-regional variety which they are in contact with. There does not have to
be direct speaker contact; indirect exposure to the non-regional variety can be
sufficient. Supraregionalisation is distinct from accommodation which does
require such contact and it is different from dialect levelling in which the input
varieties lose salient or minority variants, resulting in a new mixture not present
before. Dialect levelling can be assumed to have taken place in the areas'of high
density in New Zealandprior to both koineisation and supraregionalisation'
(Hickey 2003:236).
Speakers acquire supraregional forms through exposure to mass media, and as a result
of physical, social and occupational mobility. The population of New Zealand has
traditionally been characterised by mobility. Gardner (1999:50) referred to New
Zealand's 'untidy past', describing it as 'a game of regional snakes and ladders'.
'Historical community in New Zealand,'he said 'may mean a rather solid core, and a
large fluid overlay' (Gardner 1999:50). However, in spite of mobility, the all pervading
presence of the mass media, and the existence of compulsory education since 1877,
there is evidence of variation in modern dayNew ZealandEnglish (see Section2.4 and
Chapter 3). This suggests the presence of opposing forces which may yet prove to be
stronger than supraregionalisation. The importance of social factors relevant to variation
will be examined in Section 2.4.
ONZE project researchers also looked beyond the theory of determinism and .the sheer
weight of numbers' in dialect formation and found that social factors needed to be
considered for the effect they had on the process of new dialect development. They
found, for example, that women were in the lead in almost every change, that .mixed
towns [led] over more homogeneous towns such as the Scottish settlements, where
forms like rhoticity survived longer' (Gordon et a12004:257) and that in certain
circumstances 'speakers' farnilies [could] have a highly influential role' (Gordon et al
2004:286).
Having considered some proposals conceming the process by which several British
dialects merged into a single, all but regionally homogeneous dialect, New Zealand
English, I turn now to the question of how regional diversification might occur, or have
already occurred, within New Zealand. I consider in greater detail evidence for the
existence of regional variation in New zealandEnglish in chapter 3.
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Development of regional variation
It is acknowledged that people speak differently in the Southland/Otago region of New
Zealand, the most salient phonetic feature of their speech being their usage of non-
prevocalic /r/ which is not shared by most other New Zealanders. This variety seems to
have developed separately, but alongside the majority New ZeatandEnglish variety and
could be seen as a'competing koine' (Bauer & Bauer 2002a:173). Its development has
been attributed to the input of Scottish settlers in the region (Bartlett Lgg2,2003).
It is theoretically possible that other regional varieties could have arisen at the same time
as the New Zealand English dialect which is spoken by the majorify of New Zealanders,
particularly given the early settlement patterns of New Zealandreferred to in Section
2.1.1 above. The elusiveness ofthese as yet hypothetical varieties could be accounted
for by their lack of stigmatised or salient features of the type found in the
Southland/Otago region. In other words, they may exist but noone has as yet noticed
them. which begs the question, if people in a given region are not aware of the
specialness of their speech, how can they be said to speak a dialect which is different to
the dialects which surround their region? At what point do differences become
sufficiently critical for it to be said that a separate regional dialect exists? Another
possibility is that such variation has existed in the past but is disappearing or has already
disappeared under the levelling pressure of the standard New Zealand English koine and
any observed variation would then be a remnant. The instances of non-prevocalic /r/ in
my Taranaki corpus (see Section 2.r.5 above) could be a case in point.
If, however, it is accepted that, aside from the competing Southland/Otago variety, New
Zealand, English developed into a single, homogeneous koine, it is to be expected that in
time that koine will itself change and develop new offshoots. There is considerable
sociolinguistic evidence that different social and ethnic varieties of New Zealand.
English have emerged over the past few decades (eg. Bayard 1987; Holnes et al l99l:
Waren & Bauer 2004). There is evidence of language change in progress with younger
people using more innovative features than their elders and there is also evidence of
ethnic and gender differences in the way New Zealanders speak. (See Section2.4 for
more detail on social, ethnic, generational and gender variation in New Zealand,
2.2
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English). It would seem that more time is required for the development of recognisable,
new regional varieties.
The existence of regionalisms has been established by L. Bauer and W. Bauer in a study
of words used by New Zealand children in the school playground (Bauer & Bauer
2000b, 2001,2002a,b,2003).They classified the lexical items which were found to
belong to different regions according to whether they were innovations or retentions and
explored what happens when there are competing forms. Three distinct dialect regions
emerged from the study: northern, central and southem. (A more detailed description
follows in Section 3.2). The researchers admit the possibility that the differences found
may be age-graded and that there is no evidence as yet of matching adult regional
variation' For a new regional dialect to arise, 'the language of adjacent areas will have to
become radically different, or start to move in different directions' @auer & Bauer
2002a:r9r). This implies the need for a considerable time lapse.
'regional dialects demand not only the development of a national koine, but the
development of two or more regional koines (each less well-defined than the
national koine) which, through the operation of a number of (apparently) random
choices have come to move apart from each other'(Bauer & Bauer 2002,a:l9l)..
They also point out that 'until it is clear what the national koine is, it is very difficult to
recognise minor local deviations from the national standard'(Bauer & Bauer
2002a:l9l).
So in order to say that a specifically Taranaki and./or Wellington regional dialect has
formed, it will be necessary to (a) provide evidence of variation which is special to the
region concerned and (b) demonstrate that the varieties in question have moved away
from 'standard' New ZealandEnglish (whatever that may be).
Having considered the processes by which dialects are formed, I tum now to
methodologies used by dialectologists to establish (a) the existence of linguistic
variation and O) the reasons for such variation. Since the principal aim of the present
project is to establish whether or not regional variation exists in New ZealandEnglish, a
review ofthis literature will be helpful.
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2.3 Traditional dialect geography
Dialectology has haditionally been associated with geographical variability in language.
It had a strong historical bias as it aimed to offer a means of answering questions about
the earlier history of the language. 'The main objective was to study contemporary
reflexes of older linguistic forms in their natural setting, concentrating on speakers and
locations which were relatively free from extemal influence' (Milroy 1987a:9).
Fieldworkers looked for traditional vernaculars which they thought were best found in
rural areas amongst the farming community. Nonmobile, older, rural males, or NORMS,
to use Chambers' and Trudgill's (1980) tongue in cheek acronym, were selected as
informants irrespective of other social considerations. Dialectologists were typically
concerned to record and preserve older dialect forms before they became extinct
(Trudgiu 1983:33). Theyproduced maps showing the broad areal limits of the
phonological or lexical features chosen for study. Boundaries, indicated by isoglosses,'
were plotted on the maps showing where one form gave way to another. A dialect
boundary was said to exist where a number of isoglosses coincided.
However, in spite of their seeming preoccupation with space, Britain (1991:203) says of
the dialectologists that, for them, space 'was no more than a container, a background
setting against which dialectological findings could be mapped' and 'the essential
question of why two locations shared or did not share certain linguistic characteristics
was not on the agenda.' In other words they were not concerned with explanation.
2.4 Social dialectology
Social dialectologists are not interested in either the taxonomic, 'butterfly collecting,
approach of the dialect geographers or the purely abstractionist approach of linguistic
theoreticians. They are interested in developing a social explanation as to why a
linguistic phenomenon is present and in order to do so they seek information about its.
social distribution and context. Linguistic variation, they argue, is tlpically apparent not
only within the language system itselt in its phonology, morphology, syntax and
semantics, but also within its social dimensions. Exponents of this approach include,
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amongst many others, Labov (1966, l972a,b), J.Milroy and L.Milroy (19g5, 1993),
Trudgiil (1974,1983) and Wolfram (1991, t997).
Social dialect research on New ZealandEnglish during the past three decades has taken
into consideration the following social factors: socio-economic status, ethnicity, gender
and age. I outline below some of the findings in this area.
2.4.1 Socio-economic status
One of the first research projects in New Zealand,to operate within the sociolinguistic.
paradigm developed by Labov in the United States in the 1960's and 1970's was
undertaken by Bayard (1987) who undertook a broad spectrum, or 'scatter-shot' (to use
his words) study of the speech of 144 informants most of whom were from the south of
the South Island. The stigmatised diphthongs /eil, lul, /au/ and /ou/, centralisati on of /t/,
the merging of the vowels in EAR and AIR, and vowel variants before lV weresome of
the features analysed. This work clearly demonstrated a correlation between social class
and the degree of'broadness' ofspeaker accent, though Bayard suggested that
'socioeconomic class in NZ is very likely better viewed as a continutrm with few clear-
cut breaks (unlike the UK situation)' (Bayard 1987:11). A sele.ction of other features
which have since been found to conelate with social class in New Zealand English
includes: -ing reduction, deletion of the perfect auxiliary have, anduse of the pragmatic
particle ei (Holmes et al 1991); the voicing of intervoc alic /t/ (Holmes 1994); and
unaspirated word initial /t/ (favoured by young Pakeha, i.e. New Zealanders of European
descent, working class men) (Holmes 1995a). There are problems associated with the
concept of social class and different approaches have been taken to resolving them.
Some of these will be outlined in Section 5.1.7.
2.4.2 Ethnicity
Like social class, ethnicity is a criterion by which people can be grouped and linguistic
means can be used to convey goup membership. In New Zealand,the influence of the
Maori language on English has been observed (eg. Benton 19g5, l99l; King 1993;
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Holmes 1997a, Bauer & Bauer 2}}}a,,Macalister 2002,2003;Warren & Bauer 2004)
and the varietywhich has come to be known as Maori English examined.
Maori have been found to use the pragmatic tag ei significantly more often than pakeha
(New Zealanders of European extraction) (Holmes, Bell & Boyce 1991, Meyerhoff
1994).The high rising temrinal contour (HRT) has been found to be used more
frequently by Maori than Pakeha (Allan 1990, Britain lgg2).Unaspirated word-initial /t/
and devoiced word-final lzlhave been found to occur more frequently in the speech of
Maori than in that of Pakeha (Holmes 1995a, 1996).The mora-timed rhythm of Maori
and./or the quality of Maori vowels appear to have influenced the way English is spoken
by some New Zealanders (Ainsworth 1993; Holmes & Ainsworth 1996,lggT; Warren
lees).
The important role of Maori people in the creation of patterns of regional and social
differentiation found in New Zealandhas been stressed by the Bauers in their research
on playground language in New Zealand (Bauer & Bauer 2000a). They noted the high
density of Maori people in Northern areas of New Zealandand the preponderance of
low decile schools in these areas ('low decile' equating with lower socio-economic
status) compared with both the central and southern regions which had a higher
percentage of high decile schools. In the Northern region the researchers found
instances of Maori language words (eg. pakarumeaning'damaged'), features previously
established as Maori English (eg. the constructionin he growled me) and,vocabulary
pertaining to concepts reflecting Maori nonns (eg. the use of the expression Ifelt shame
or Ifelt shamed (out) in reaction to being praised by the school principal. This relates to
the Maori concept of whakamaa, areaction of extreme outward embarrassment in the
face ofpraise). These forms which are associated with the Maori population are also
associated with lower socio-economic schools, and 'show strong links to either the
Northem Region or the North Island or both' (Bauer & Bauer 2000a:60). The influence
of the Maori population on playground ranguage in these areas is clear.
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2.4.3 Gender
A third important speaker variable in the study of language variation is gender.
Linguistic differences between women and men have been documented in several
studies of New Zealand English. Of particular interest is the role which New Zealand
women play in the adoption of innovative features which lead to changes in the standard
accent.
In a comparison of the vowels of first generation Anglophone New Zealanders bom
between 1864 and 1886, and twenty year old speakers of 'the General variety of New
Zealand English' recorded in l979,Maclagan (2000) found that the vowels of women in
the older sample were more like the vowels of present day men and women than were
the vowels of the older group of men. Maclagan concluded that,
'women led the move towards a distinct NZE accent as early as the nineteenth
century and that, as they led this movement, so they helped to create the accepted
nonns of what is now NZE. And therefore the female gender role of creating
language standards has been operating for at least a hundred years within New
Zealand' (Maclagan 2000 : g g).
Reasons why women in New Zealand,play the role they do in language change have
been explored by Holmes (1997b). She noted that, 'whatever their origins, the success
of particular innovations (as opposed to linguistic variants which never acquire the
status of changes in the standard accent) appears to depend on their being adopted and
endorsed by women' (Holmes 1997b:l3l). She argued that this may be because of the
greater influence Pakeha women have traditionally had in matters of social etiquette
since the early days of the colony, with women being 'expected to provide models of
correct and refined linguistic usage' and that 'issues of language usage have long been
regarded as more appropriately the concern of women than men in New Zealand,
(Holmes I997b:131). A second possible reason given for women's linguistic variants
being treated as models by New Zealand,society and becoming established as
components of standard New Zealand English is that 'women typically interact with a
wider range of social contacts than men' and 'since they are more responsive to the
speech of others than men are, they are thus likely to acquire a number of linguistic
variants from which innovations may develop' (Holmes 1997b:133). These innovations,
being favoured by women, then become standard fonns over time and by looking at
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women's usage it may be possible to predict what New Zealand,English will sound like
in future' The range of social contacts of the men and women in my project and their
roles in society are ofparticular interest and will be explored in Section 7.2.
While women's role in language change has been noted, it has also been observed that
'For stable sociolinguistic variables, men use a higher frequency of nonstandard forms
than women' (Labov 1990:210). Labov cites studies in support of this principle covering
such stable sociolinguistic variables as nonstandard pronunciation of -ING. In other
words, women have been shown to lead in linguistic changes which are new and
dynamic, but lag behind men in the use of variables representing older changes which
may have become 'overtly proscribed' (Labov 200l:367\.
This generalisation is illustrated by Woods (1997) in a study of gender-related variation
and linguistic change using real-time evidence of the development of New Zealand,
English. She compared the speech, recorded in 1948, of men and women who had lived
most of their lives in the Otago region of New Zealand,,with the speech of some of their
present day descendants who continued to live in Otago, and who were recorded in the
early 1990's. The speakers in both sets of recordings were aged between 60 and 87. She
analysed 30 tokens each of the MourH, TRAP and DRESS vowel sets for both
generations of speakers. For the purposes of the study she termed the earlier generation
ofspeakers 'first' generation and the subsequent generation 'second' generation. I shall
do the same. She found that the MOUTH diphthong had become closer over time and
that the first generation women were leaders in the change, but that fifty years later,
when the feature had become a more established variant ofNew ZealandEnglish, the
second generation women were using a more open, less advanced forrn than the men.
The vowels in TRAP and DRESS had also been raised over time with women leading
the change in both cases. tn the case of TRAP women of the first generation had closer
articulation than the first generation men, but by the second generation the gap between
the women and the men had closed. The raising of the vowel in DRESS was shown to
be a more recent change and the women of the second generation were clearly leading
this change.
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The above analysis illustrates three d.istinct stages in the diachronic development of
New Zealand English as spoken in otago with women being the first to adopt
innovative features which are then adopted by men over time, at which point women
may have a tendency to revert to earlier forms. Woods hlpothesises that women's
preferred discourse strategies may provide an explanation as to why women tend to
introduce new phonological features into New Zealand,English. She cites research
which shows that women have been found to be more co-operative and listener-
orientated in face-to-face interaction than men and that they are more accommodative to
their interlosuters' needs (Woods 1,997:117). She suggests that in the levelling stage of
New Zealand English dialect formation her first generation women would have
accommodated their speech to the linguistic features of people they were in contact
with, in this case, quite possibly Australians. Australians were present in Otago,
especially during the time of the gold rushes, and their dialect was characterised by
raised MOUTH and TRAP vowels. She also suggests that, by way of contrast, where it
is found that men are leading linguistic change it is in situations of geographic
restriction and comparative lack of contact with speakers of different varieties. Labov,s
(1972a) analysis of the centralisati on of /ayl and /av,,/in Martha's Vineyard is a case in
point. Men were in the lead in this change and it was clearly not the result of dialect
mixing but rather the adoption of a form associated with conservative usage on the
island. Woods also compares her findings to those of Milroy and Milroy (1993) who
found that 'strictly localised' variants were most frequently used by men in their Belfast
sfudy and 'supralocal' forms were favoured by the women in their sample.
With gender known to pattern in language change in such clearly different ways, it was
necessary to investigate the presence of gender differences in intonation pattems in
Taranaki and Wellington English and to seek possible explanations for these
differences.
2.4.4 Age
The main motivation in social dialectology for examining linguistic features of speakers
of different age groups is to investigate possible language change in progress. Using an
apparent-time model, diachronic inferences can be made about language change (see
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Section 5.1.4 for further detail). Many studies of linguistic features in New Zealand
English have employed this model, tracking such changes as the merging of the
diphthongs in EAR and AIR (Gordon & Maclagan 1990, Holmes et al 1991, Batterham
1995), the emergence of the HRT in New Zealand English (Britain IggZ) and increased
usage of the pragmatic particle elz (Meyerhoff 1994).
The study of a selection of New ZealandEnglish vowels by Woods (lgg7) cited in
Section 2.4.3 above. provides an example of a study of language change using a real-
time model. In this study the author was able to find evidence of the development of
New Zealand English over fifty years by analysing recordings of the speech of two
generations of the same families, who lived in the same area, all participants being
approximately the same age at the time of recording.
For practical reasons I adopted the apparent-time model for investigating the existence
of language change over time in my project, although it is acknowledged that the speech
of individuals will probably shift, at least to some degree, in the d.irection of new norns
throughout their lifetimes (Gordon et a|2004:261).
2.5 Geolinguistics
Having considered the social factors of socio-economic class, etbnicity, gender and age
in New ZealandEnglish research, I now turn to consideration of geographical location
and social space which are of prime importance in a study of regional variation in New
Zealand English. Studies which correlate geographical location with linguistic features
in New Zealandwill be reviewed in Chapter 3. These are few in numberhowever.
Insights into regional variation can be gained from geolinguistic sfudies which have
been undertaken in other parts of the world and a brief review of some of these ficllows.
Geographical insights are important in the development of theories which attempt to
explain the diffusion of linguistic innovations throughout a region and beyond.
'The diffusion of changes takes place both within and across speech
communities; that is, changes can spread vertically through a community from
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one social goup to another, and they can spread horizontally from one location
to another'( M.Gordon 2001:5).
The 'hierarchical' theory of the diffusion of linguistic innovations used by Callary
(1975) and refined by Trudgill (1983) shows innovations beginning in large population
centres before trickling down to smaller centres. Trudgill (1983:75) borrowed from the
methodology of geography a 'gravity model' which used a mathematical measure of the
level of interaction between two population cenfres that was based on the population of
the two centres and the distance between them. Sometimes diffrrsion is 'contagious'
with innovations spreading more uniformly across a region simply by contact among
neighbouring areas @ailey et al 1993). Both 'hierarchical' and 'contagious' diffi.rsion
theories are relevant to my findings on regional variation in New Zealand,English and
will be referred to later in Section 7.2.4.
Neither of the above theories appears to apply, however, in the spread of /V vocalisation
in Australasia. Geographic considerations were added to sociolinguistic ones in a study
of lU vocalisation in six different locations in Austalia and three in New Zealand
(Horvath & Horvath 2001,2002). /U vocalisation was found to correlate most shongly
with place in this study, there was a moderate correlation with age indicating a change'in
progress' and sex and social class were only weakly associated with variability. The
researchers' speech locality hierarchy showed 'all New Zealandcities leading Australian
cities, with Christchurch ahead of Wellington and both of them atread of Auckland. In
Aushalia, Adelaide and Mt Gambier [were] close and still on the side of promoting
vocalization, while speakers from other Australian cities [were] less likely to vocalize.
lU, gradually decreasing to only 7% nBrisbane' (Horvath & Horvath 2002:41).If the
hierarchical theory of the diffusion of language innovation were to apply, one would
expect the language change process to have started in the city with the largest
population, which is Sydney, and diffused from there down through the Australian
locations finally reaching Mt Gambier, 'the lowest order speech locality in the
hierarchy' (Horvath & Horvath 2002:51). In New zealandthe change would have
reached Auckland first, about the same time as it reached Melbourne and Brisbane, and
then it would have spread to Wellington and Christchurch. But the geographical pattern
revealed by the Horvaths does not conform in any waywith the diffrrsion pattern down
the urban hierarchy. The researchers suggested that the effects of'place' as opposed tq
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those of ospace' needed to be examined in order to understand the geographic
distribution of lU vocalisation.
'Place effects refer to the ensemble of sociolinguistic conditions within a speech
locality, whereas space effects refer to the relationship between speech localities.
Space focuses attention on distance, proximity, or location; place addresses the
effects of linguistic and social conditioning within particular speech localities.
Space and place operate together in the real world, but their causal importance
may vary from context to context. ln some situations place effects mayprevail
with little or no significant space effects, and in other cases space effects prove
to be significant' (Horvath & Horvath 2002:53).
The effects of 'place' prevailed in a study of the Northern Cities Chain Shift in two
small towns in Michigan undertaken by M.Gordon (2001). The predicted pattern of
hierarchical diffi.rsion did not apply, as paw paw, the town furthest from a large
metropolitan centre, led the change, with Chelsea, which is much closer to the big cities
of Detroit and Chicago, following behind. The author looked to the social dynamics of
the two towns for explanation of the pattems revealed. He noted, for example, the
tension created by the recent influx of city people into the town of Chelsea and a
consequent reluctance amongst locals to adopt a socially marked incoming linguistic
change. No such tension appeared to exist in Paw Paw and residents adopted the
changes more readily.
In a survey of the English spoken in the Fens district of England, Britain (1991) found
that it was the social rather than the physical aspects of spatiality which were most
relevant in explaining his findings. Reclamation of the Fenlands and subsequent in-
migration resulted in a dialect mixture which led to the phonological pattern known as.
Canadian Raising. He defined social spatiality as 'the way in which humans and space
interact, how humans in the enactment of their everyday lives, colonize their
surrounding environment' @ritain 1991:195). He considered the social networks of his
interviewees and their 'daily routinization'. 'Routinization' was defined by Giddens
(1984:376) as 'the habitual taken-for-granted character of the vast bulk of activities of
day{o-day social life, the prevalence of familiar styles and forms of conduct'. It is
through routines that norm enforcement is achieved and routines instill in people a sense
of trust in the continuity of the object world and in the fabric of social activity (Giddens
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1984:60). Both norm enforcement and the development of trust are aspects of strong,
dense social networks.
I turn now to discussion of social network theory, a theorywhich links regional and
social variation.
'One of the benefits of [ttre] network-based approach is its generality. It provides
a link between regional and social variation and suggests that the mechanism
involved in diffirsion of innovation through both geographic and social space is
essentially the same' (M.Gordon 2001:7).
2.6 Social Networks
2.6.1 Social network theory
Social space' or 'place' as defined by the Horvaths in Section 2.5 above, is an important
aspect of the social network theorywhich was developed within sociolinguistics by
Milroy and Milroy (1985).
According to this theory social networks have varying degrees of density. A high density
network is one where members have contact with each other independently of any one
individual in the network. Networks may have clusters which have a high density. If
there is more than one transactional basis for social relationships in a network, eg. an
individual might have workrnates who are also friends and rugby team mates, then the
network can be said to be multiplex. A uniplex network tie is one where one individual
relates to another in a single capacity. t have uniplex network ties with my hairdresser
and dentist. The more dense and multiplex a network, the greater the likelihood of social
cohesion' In such a network an individual's contacts are in contact with each other in
several capacities. trn a small, close community people might be related to each other,
live together and work together. There will probably be a strong sense of solidarity and
pressure will be exerted on members to conforrn to social nonns. 'Densely interrelated
networks...exert a function of norm reinforcement which results in the development of
resistance to forces of innovation. As a consequence of this, inter-group distinctiveness
is emphasised and the members of close-knit networks are insulated from outside
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influences, including mainstream linguistic values' (Bortoni-Ricardo, 1985:81). On the
other hand, a weakening of network ties can produce conditions which favour languagb
change. 'A network analysis can help to explain why a particular community
successfully supports a linguistic system that stands in opposition to a legitimized,
mainstream set of norms, and why another system might be less focussed or more
sensitive to external influences' (Milroy & Gordon 2003:l l8). It has been observed that
'Relationships in tribal societies, villages and traditional working-class communities are
typically multiplex and dense, whereas those in geographically and socially mobile
industrial societies tend to uniplexity and spareness' (L. Milroy, 1980:52). It has also
been claimed that 'the most integrated individuals, the core members, use the regional
variants most frequently' (Charnbers 2003 : g6).
It is possible to measure the degree to which an individual is integrated into, or oriented
towards a particular speech community, by devising a scale of indicators for social
network strength. Care must be taken in selecting features which are to be used in the
construction of such a scale as different features will be salient for different
communities' There are four conditions which enrich network ties that are basically the
same everywhere: kinship, proximity, occupation and friendship (Chambers 1995:75).
However indices can be refined to include very community specific items.
A network approach has proved useful in a variety of social contexts. I outline some of
these below.
In their study of working class speech in Belfast, the Milroys devised a scale to measure
the degree of density and multiplexity in the personal networks of residents on the basis
of indicators of network attributes. Particularly relevant indicators were those clustering
in the areas of kinship, workmates and friends. The men, who, if employed, worked
locally, seldom ventured outside the neighbourhood, and had higher network scores than
the women who were much less restricted in their employment and recreation. The
language of individuals and their network scores were compared to find out whether
there was a correlation between a high network score and particular linguistic variations.
The men, with their dense and multiplex personal networks, tended to maintain the local
vernacular norms (Milroy I 987a: I 60).
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Language shift from Hungarian to German in the rural community of Oberwart in
Austria was studied by Gal (1979). She found that a person's use of Hungarian or
German could be predicted by the degree to which his or her social contacts could be .
regarded as 'peasants' or'workers'. The traditional Hungarian language was favoured
by peasants and the economically useful German language by salaried workers. She said
that, 'Linguistic presentation of self appears to depend at least in part on the
expectations of those with whom one habitually interacts'(Gal, 1979:l4l). The
'peasantness' of an individual's network contacts predicted the choice ofHungarian
over German at least as powerfully as the speaker's own stafus as a peasant worker.
Social network integration and language change in progress in the rural alpine village of
Grossdorf in Vorarlberg, Austria's western-most province, were the focus of research by
Lippi-Green (19S9). She spoke the local dialect fluently and had been an active member
of the community. Consequently'many doors were open to [her] as a linguistic field
worker in a clannish community otherwise very distrustful of strangers' (Lippi-Green
1989:215). The three areas of measurement of social network density selected by her
were the degree to which the individual was related to core families in the village,
workplace network and voluntary association. She found that 'people who have in
common high levels of integration into conservative employment networks also have in
common a preference for the conservative linguistic variable'(Lippi-Green l9g9:224).
She suggested that workplace networks seem to be stronger norm enforcement
mechanisms than clans because they are a better indicator of voluntary integration into
the community, the implication being that voluntary group membership is stronger than
invo luntary membership.
The findings of the above three studies are particularlyrelevant to the sociolinguistic
pattems I found in Taranaki. The young farming men in particular belonged to dense,
multiplex networks, they were employed in a traditional,'conservative, part of the
workforce alongside similarly employed people and their intonation proved to be simiiar
to that of the old people of the region.
In a study of sociolinguistic adjustment of rural migrants to an urban setting, the social
network concept was operationalised rather differently by Bortoni-Ricardo (19g5). She
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studied the language patterns of a group of rural immigrants in the city of Brazlandia,
Brazil, who had come to the city to find work and so that their children could receive
formal education. They were motivated to adopt those features of the new culture,
including language, which were necessary for success. The researcher used a network
approach in order to assess the extent to which speakers had moved away from the
stigmatised Caipira dialect. She employed two different network measures, a network
integration index and an urbanisation index. The network integration index reflected the
degree to which an individual was insulated from, or integrated with, wider networks in
the city. The urbanisation index measured the urbanness of a migrant's contacts
according to a set of criteria which included category of work and geographic mobility.
She found that people who had integrated well in the urban community tended to
display the greatest movement away from the Caipira dialect (Bortoni-Ricardo,
1985:247).
Bortoni-Ricardo's methodologywas of relevance to mywork because one aspect of my
study of regional variation in New Zealand English was to determine the degree to
which Wellingtonians and people in Taranaki in both urban and rural settings were
oriented to either town or country. Any linguistic differences I found between speakers
from Taranaki locations and speakers from Wellington could be said to be purely rural
versus urban differences and some means of separating possible regional variation from
what might be a rural/urban distinction was needed. I outline in Section 2.6.1 below
some of the problems I faced in deciding the extent to which people were either rural or
urban in their orientation, and the way in which I operationalised social network theory
is outlined in Section 5.2.
2.6.2 Social networks in Taranaki
Taranaki presented particular challenges as an area for sociolinguistic study. It is made
up of three districts which are largely rural in character: New Plymouth District to the
north ofMount Taranaki, the mountain which dominates the region; Shatford Dishict.to
the east of the mountain, and South Taranaki District to the south, as its name suggests.
New Plymouth and Hawera are the only towns of any size. New Plymouth is big enough
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to be called a city with a population of 50,000 and Hawera (population I1,000) in the
south raranaki district is also undergoing rapid expansion at present.
One could imagine that rural communities of Taranaki might be classically dense and
multiplex. In South Taranaki where I conducted my interviews, dairy farms predominate
over other sorts of fanns and they tend to pass down through the generations from father
to son. A description of rural Taranaki in the 1950s would show groceries and mail
being collected from the local co-op store, friends and families connected by party line
telephones, everyone drinking at the local pub, people watching their own sports teams
in action on local sports grounds, farmers co-operating with each other in activities such
as hanesting hay, farmers transporting their own milk to the local dairy factory people
attending the local church (choice of Catholic or Protestant), families visiting the local
town once a week (probably on Friday night), New plymouth once a month and
Wellington or Auckland very rarely. People had large families and women stayed home
to look after them and, in many cases, they also looked after the farrn accounts. This
social setting is suggestive of close-knit communities with typically dense and multiplex
network ties and a scene set for the development and/or maintenance of dialectal
variation.
However, in recent years massive changes have taken place in rural communities, not
least in Taranaki. It is difficult to say what effect, if any, there will have been on the
language spoken in the area. Groceries are now bought in supermarkets in town, mail
arrives via rural delivery and increasingly via the intemet, people tend to shop in New
Plymouth or Wanganui, they take regular trips to Wellington and Auckland, overseas
holidays are common as is off-farm employment. Women are employed either offthe
farm or on the farm as partners in the business. There are differences in the occupations
and lifestyles of those who live in the country. Alternative lifestylers attempt to live off
the land, artists and crafts people find living in the country cheaper, people open their
homes to paying guests and Taranaki gets its share of the tourist dollar. These changes
may have resulted in less multiplex networks and the looser ties more tlpically found in
urban settings.
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A feature ofNew Plymouth and Hawera, the biggest centres of population in Taranaki,
is the number of farmers who choose to retire there. Many of these retirees maintain
their relationships with family and friends still living in the country.
These complicating factors made it difficult to disentangle urban and rural threads in
both town and country settings in Taranaki and I concluded that a network approach
might help the process. The degree to which speakers in the Wellington sample were
rurally oriented was also of interest as I noted that some of the elderly sample had rural
connections as did one of the Wellington young men. So social networks of Wellington
speakers were analysed in the same way as those of Taranaki speakers. The rural
orientation index which I devised along with the rationale for indicators selected is
outlined in Section 5.2.
Social network theory looks at the effect of networks, close or open, on the individual. I
look next at social constructionist methodologies which focus on the individual actively
choosing from the linguistic resources available from the different social groups with
which they wish to be associated. Social network theory and social constructionism are
related. They differ in focus and methodology.
2.7 Social contructionist approach to dialectology
The social constructionist approach to dialectology advocated by Ochs (1993) explores
how individuals use linguistic forms associated with particular social groups, and
linguistic devices and strategies associated with or symbolising particular social
dimensions or stereotlpes. 'Using a more ethnographic qualitative method of analysis,
this approach explores how people use language to create, conskuct and reinforce
particular social identities' (Holmes 1997c:204). Although my research methodology
was not ethnographic in approach, consideration of how people might construct their
identities was important when it came to the interpretation of quantitative data. I outline
below some of the ways in which social constructionist methodology has been applied
by others in social dialectology. I look at how individuals have been shown to express,
amongst other things, social class, gender, ethnicity, and a sense of belonging to a
particular place.
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The ability to construct and express ones identity through linguistic means is leamt
during childhood. As part of their socialisation children learn how to pick and choose
from the linguistic resources available to them those features which will be acceptable
to particular social groups. These features may be marked for gender, ethnicity or place.
The importance of conforming linguistically in the primary school playground was
noted by Bauer and Bauer (2001:75). They observed that,
'the sort of language a child uses is just as important to their acceptance or
rejection by their peers as their clothing and their behaviour. It is a 'uniform'
they impose, an unwritten code of what is acceptable and what is not.' What is
more 'there will be several different 'uniforms' in most playgrounds, and goup
membership will depend on the 'uniform' a child displays. To belong, youhave
to talk like the others in your goup' (Bauer and Bauer z00l:75).
I will refer in greater detail to the study by Bauer and Bauer of New Zealand,playground
language in Section 3.2.
2.7.1 Expression of gender and social class
The ways in which a group of Detroit high school students expressed gender and social
class through membership of social groups of their own construction was explored by
Eckert (2000). This group of adolescents allied themselves with the Jocks' or
'burnouts' or adopted aspects of one or other of these cultures as suited them. By
looking at their 'communities of practice' she described the social mechanisms by
which local behavioural conventions and norms of language, d.ress etc were constructed.
'Community of practice'was defined as 'an aryegateofpeople who come together
around mutual engagement in an endeavor. ways of doing things, ways of talking,
beliefs, values, power relations - in short, practices - emerge in the course of this mutual
endeavor' (Eckert & McConnell-Ginetl992:464).An individual can align themselves
with multiple 'communities of practice' at different times and in different contexts.
The way women and men 'do' gender identity in New Zealandwas demonstrated bv
Holrnes (I997c) when she undertook discourse analysis of two conversational
narratives, one between two women and the other between two men. In both narratives
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stereotypical gender identities were constructed through the speakers' choice of
pragmatic particles, conversational devices and phonological variants known to be
favoured by one gender or the other.
2.7.2 Expression of ethnicity
Several recent projects have studied ways in which different ethnic groups choose to
convey their ethnicity via linguistic means.
The speech of the Lumbee Native American Indian commrurity was studied by Wolfram
and Dannenburg (1999). The Lumbee do not have reservation land and have lost their
ancestral language but the researchers found that the community had developed a unique
way of speaking English which was quite distinct from the English of neighbouring
European Americans and African Americans.
'Of the behavioral haits that may symbolize ethnic and cultural identity, few are
as symbolic as language. The current and past sociohistorical and sociocultural
circumstances of the Lumbee certainly underscore their cultural and ethnic
distinctiveness on a local level and beyond, and their dialect of English
demonstrates that language has been integral to their construction of ethnic
distinctiveness. Ow sociolinguistic findings indicate Lumbee English to be a
vibrant, distinctive dialect representative of a community-based culture'(Wolfram & Dannenbwg 1999 :Zl 0-2 I I ).
Another researcher studying the speech of the same rural community used an
ethnographic, sociohistorical methodology and observed that different groups within the
community had different notions of local loyalty and expressed their sense of belonging
through different language variants (Schilling-Estes 1999). For exarnple Lumbee who
prided themselves on their membership of a core Lumbee subcommunity used certain
features not used by other subgroups. What appeared to be a single variant could have
different meanings for different speakers and even within the speech of a single speaker,
one variant could communicate several different meanings depending on the company at
the time.
The development of Cajun English in rural areas of Louisiana was researched by Dubois
and Horvath (2000). Theywere interested in the social life and social historyof three
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generations of speakers of Cajun English and found links between sociohistorical
aspects of the Cajun community being studied and the linguistic behaviour of each
generation. The behaviour of the young men in the community was of particular interest.
They chose to express their Cajunness through Cajun English features whether or not
they had closed or open social networks. Only women who were deeply immersed in
Cajun fraditional culture and who did not work outside the home spoke Cajun English in
the way that the young men did. The researchers suggested that the young men chose to
display their Cajunness through language in part because there were financial
advantages in doing so. Their work tended to consist ofplaying music to tourists in the
area and acting as tour guides in the bayous. In other words it was 'cool' to be Cajun
and it also paid to be Cajun.
It has been observed that increased usage of the variety known as Maori English,
sometimes referred to as 'bro talk', has been parallelled by a Maori renaissance in New
Zealand, 'which has seen an upsurge in pride in wide-ranging aspects of Maori culture'
(King 1999:36). King interviewed a group of Maori university students about their
experiences and perceptions of who spoke Maori English when and where, and what
they thought the functions of the variety might be. She concluded that 'for these Maori
students, Maori English functions as an important emblematic marker of their Soup
identity' (King 1999:36). Her interviewees chose to speak Maori English in some
contexts and not in others depending on which aspect of their identity they wished to
display.
2.7.3 Place as a cultural concept
The social dynamics underlying variation at the level of the individual have been studied
by Johnstone and Bean (Johnstone 1999, Johnstone & Bean lggT). The researchers
viewed 'place' as a cultural rather than a geographical, physical entity and suggested
that as such it could provide the individual with linguistic resources for self expression.
Regional identity is situated in the same way as ethnicity is situated, 'arising on the spot
in interaction as people categorize themselves and others' (Johnstone & Bean
1997:240).
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They conducted detailed case studies of the language of ten women of different
ethnicities and representing different rural and urban regions in Texas. Of particular
interest were the Anglo-Texas women who typically did not think of themselves as
southerners, but when it suited them they were able to use speech forms that came to
Texas with southern plantation culture, including ones associated with a widely
recognised image of 'southern Belle' femininity. Speakers could either accept this way
of talking or they could display resistance to it according to the persona they wished to
display at the time (Johnstone 1999).
Johnstone concluded that 'close attention to what region and rurality mean to people and
how region and rurality can be resources for identification and self-expression shows
how dialectology might help moderate sweeping claims by social and media theorists
that place has become meaningless in the modem world' (Johnstone 1999).
As mentioned above my methodological approach is quantitative rather than qualitative
but place as a cultural construct proved useful in the interpretation of variation in my
data. In adopting this approach I follow the precedent set by Labov in his study of
language pafterns in the Martha's Vineyard community (Labov 1972a).In this study
Labov drew on ethnographic knowledge of the island community of Martha's Vineyard
for explanations for the linguistic variation which existed in the community at the time.
Of major importance was the region's socio-economic history the downfurn of the
fishing industry and the decline in farming and dairying with a consequent increasing
reliance on tourism and summer holiday makers for income. The linguistic response
amongst middle-aged men to these changes was to demonstrate their pride in being
different to the incoming flood of socio-economicallyprivileged mainlanders by
maintaining the linguistic features tlpical of the older generation of fishermen. Those
who had left the island to further their education or to join the army and who then chose
to return, enthusiastically adopted local speech patterns, while those who did not intenil
to stay on the island adopted mainland speech norrns. Four decades later Blake and
Josey returned to Martha's Vineyard and undertook a synchronic analysis of the /ayl
diphthong studied by Labov (Blake & Josey 2003). They found that the earlier linguistic
pattern had undergone changes in the intervening years and argued that the changes
were linked to socio-economic restrucfuring and resulting ideological changes taking
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place on the island. Fishermen no longer had the status they once had and young people
did not have the same incentive to choose fishing as a profession. 'The economy of the
island [had] been maintained primarily by tourism, with locals going from an
oppositional to cooperative stance towards tourists' @lake & Josey 2003:481). 'The
sociolinguistic findings for the present-day data base suggest that, with a change in the
socio-economic sffucture of the Vineyard, locals' allegiance to a traditional way of life
has diminished. As a consequence, there has been a decline in the linguistic marking of
opposition to non-local populafions' @lake & Josey 2003:4gl).
Changes in the socio-economic structure of rural Taranaki are as inevitable as they were
in Martha's Vineyard. Some of the changes that have already taken place in the area
were outlined in Section2.6.l. Young men and women still choose to stay on or refurn
to the dairy farms worked by their parents, and often their parents before them, but the
industry has changed. Dairy farming is becoming less and less a family business and is
increasingly becoming big business with the more successful farmers buyrng up
neighbouring properties. The recent television and newspaper advertising campaign in
this country extolling the virtues of a career in dairy farming suggests that there is now a
nationwide shortage of dairy farm workers. Advertising on this scale is to my
knowledge unprecedented in this sector of the farming industry. An influx of townies
(NZE for town-bred people) may contribute to the demise of a rural Taranaki way of
speaking in the silme way that large numbers of tourists to Martha's Vineyard and a
decline in traditional fishing and farming industries have led to linguistic changes in that
part of the world.
Having surveyed the literature on dialect fonnation, and the methodologies employed by
social dialectologists to establish the existence of linguistic variation and their atremprs
to explain such variation, [ turn now to consideration of regional variation in New
Zealand English. In the next chapter I review available evidence of regional variation in
New Zealand English.
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CHAPTER THREE: EVIDENCE OF REGIONAL VARIATION IN
NEW ZEALAND ENGLISH
In this chapter I survey approaches taken to research on regional variation in New Zealand
English and outline the results of these studies. It will be apparent that attempts to identi$
differences between regions have generally not succeeded to date. [n most cases the
evidence has pointed to other sorts of variation, namely, either social class or ethnic
variation. This does not mean, however, that regional differences do not exist. [n more
recent work researchers have been looking at different data, in different places, with rather
different results.
For locations referred to in this chapter see Map l, page x.
3.1 Folk linguistic approach - perceptual dialectology
Using methodology drawn from the field of perceptual dialectology which is associated
with Preston and Niedzielski (Preston 1989, Niedzielski & Preston 1999), pamela Gordon
(1997) explored the views of New Zealanders on the subject of regional accents in New
Zealand. She surveyed Otago University students who had little or no linguistic taining.
Of the 97 respondents to the question, 'Do you think New Zealanders speak differently in
different parts of New zealand?' only two people said, oNo.' The 95 people who claimed
that there were differences were asked to identiff any such areas on a map of New
Zealand, to give the areas labels and to describe the speech of the area. 88 of Gordons'
informants identified Southland as being different. Given Southland's proximity to
Dunedin where the students were resident it is not surprising that the Southland post
vocalic lrl was well known to them.
A nunber of other areas were identified and interesting lay descriptions given of these
areas. Gordon noted the tendency for people to evaluate their own home area, be this
southland, otago, canterbury, wellington, Taupo or Auckland, as .normal'. various
pejorative expressions were used to describe the speech of others. According to those
from other areas West Coasters have a 'harsh' accent; there is a 'lack of articulation, in
the speech of Southlanders; the speech of the cenhal North Island is 'nasal'; in Northland
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they speak with 'flattened vowels'. Class distinction was recognised: the speech of the
higher socio-economic group of Canterbury was characterised by a 'plum in the mouth'
accent- The influence of te reo Maori was noted, particularly in rwal parts of the North
Island. An urban/rural distinction was commented on, very often with respect to speed of
utterance, rural speech being perceived as slower than urban speech.
Gordon drew similar conclusions to those of Bayard who had been conducting accent
attitudinal surveys in New Zealand.since 1986 (Bayard & Bartlett t9g6)- In a survey on
attinades to language in New Zealand.Bayard (1990) found that only 45% of his subjects
would hazard a guess when tested with the question, 'Where do you think this speaker
comes from?' with reference to a voice on a tape. The subjects who did hazard guesses as
to regional origins were wildly inaccurate in their guesses for the most part and
demonshated that New Zealanders are, on the whole, no good at identiSing where their
compatriots come from by their accent. Gordon and Bayard were agreed that 'the
stereotypes that NZE speakers atbibute to regional variation are social in origin' (Bayard
1990:85)' The predominant, perceived, social differences to emerge from Gordon's
research were socio-economic variation, ethnic variation and a ruraVurban distinction.
Lexical variation
The existence of small-scale differences in the use of regional vocabulary has long been
acknowledged by linguists and nonJinguists alike.
'Shifting from the South Island to the North ..., from Invercargill all the way up to
Morrinsville .... Things that stuck out most is we roll our r's, we call "luncheon',
"belgium" and we call "vacuum cleaning" "luxing".' (euoted from the Tablet,
Dunedin, 2l January 1996 in Orsman 1997:456\.
Several words which may be diagnostic of Southland English arose in the course of
interviews conducted by Bartlett in Southland in the early 1990's (Bartlett 1992: l0-l l).
Examples include:
ashet: a large plate, especially one used for meat
shaws: the tops of potato plants (or the potatoes themselves, or the complete
potato plant)
3.2
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sullq,i old style of pushchair in which the child faces the person who is pushing
Belgium, Belgium roll, Belgium sausage: luncheon sausage
superheater: hot water cylinder
/ax: vacuum cleaner
like:lond, tlpe (as in'What like is it?')
mind: remember (as in 'Do you mind what the name for that plate is?')
Vocabulary items characteristic of people from the West Coast of the South Island were.
identified by Durkin (1972). One of her findings was that West Coasters were often
unaware that there was anyhing different about the way in which they used words and
people from outside the region were the best informants. Primary school teachers who had
come from or taught in other areas of the country were particularly helpful. A few of the
words she identified were:
barber: a very cold wind
crib: aminer's lunch
lammy: a long, greS woollen shirt worn in the bush
taipo: a weta (large insect, native to New Zeatand)
from away: a person who comes from outside the West Coast is 'from awav'
Playground vocabulary was the focus of research undertaken by L. Bauer and W. Bauer
(Bauer & Bauer 2000a,b, 2001, 2002a,b,2003). They investigated expressions which 1l-
12year old children from 150 schools throughout New Zealand said they used whilst
playlng, and these expressions were mapped according to geographic distribution. The
maps of children's word usage showed that three broad dialect regions (northem, central
and southern) were emerging in New Zealand. The northern region extended south to the
volcanic plateau in the central North Island. It often, thougb not always, included Taranaki
on the western side of the volcanic plateau. The central region extended from Hawkes Bay
on the eastern side of the plateau, through the southern North Island (sometimes including
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Taranaki) and the northern and central South Island including the main tourist areas in the
Central Otago lakes area. Southland and eastern Otago formed the southern region.
Terms now used for the game which my friends and I called chasingin Wellington during
the 1950's and 1960's divided New Zealand into the three regions. In the northern region it
is now usually tigg, nthe central region itis tag and in the southern region it is rrg. The
researchers traced this regionalisation back to the 1920s. They found that the words used
for the basic chasing game have changed over time but the regions have not. They
concluded that 'the forces which brought the original dialect areas into being are still
present' (Bauer & Bauer 2002b:37).
Their statistical analysis also revealed the existence of subregions within the three major
regions (Bauer & Bauer 2003). Of interest to my research was the fact that Taranaki d1d
not constitute one of these subregions, although wellington did. Taranaki was
incorporated into the large 'Cenhal North Island' area north of the volcanic plateau
extending from Taranaki in the west across the King Country and the Waikato to the
Hauraki Plains in the east. Two vocabulary items were found to be special to Taranaki,
the truce term fwigs and the expressionp inner for something which is easy. Almost
exclusive use of these expressions in Taranaki suggested the existence of shong internal
ties within the region. There was, however, evidence of rwlgs leaking northwards and
there were strong resemblances between Taranaki and the King Country to the north with
respect to other items. The researchers inferred the eristence of longstanding ties between
the regions.
They found thatfans, another fuce word, was exclusive to the Wellington region
suggesting shong internal ties within this subregion.
To the list of words special to the Southland-Otago region cited by Bartlett (lggz')can be
added the children's truce term nibs. As the Bauers say, 'local pride is strong in the
Southern Region, and this provides resistance to the loss of local forms' (Bauer & Bauer
2003:106). They noted that there is pressure from the northern region in Southland and
Otago as a result of northerners immigrating to the tnvercargill area in search of cheaper
housing and life-style. kr addition to this, dwing the course of interviewing I did for my
own project, I learnt that a number of Taranaki dairy farmers had moved to the Southland
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area in search of cheaper dairy farming land. There is also likely to be an impact from the
large number of people visiting the lakes and mountains of the southern section of the
central region immediately to the north.
Of the three major regions there was more evidence overall for the existence of a northern
region which was separate from the rest of the country than there was for a southern
region which was separate from the rest of the country. The southern region shared some
features with the central region. The central volcanic plateau of the North Island seemed
to provide a greater linguistic barrier than the Southern Alps which separate the West
Coast of the South Island from the rest of the Island, and greater even than Cook Strait
which separates the North Island from the South Island. The Bauers also observed that,
'the divide between the northern and central areas .... coincides roughly with the divide
between eastern and western dialects of Maori ..., suggesting that the North Island ranges
are a major physical and linguistic barrier, despite modern communications and transport'
(Bauer & Bauer 2003:16). Having lived in New Plymouth and travelled on several
occasions by bus and car north, south and east from the city I can vouch for the difficulties
of traversing the cenhe of the North Island from west to east and east to west. The roads
are slow and torhrous to say the least and much more of a challenge than the road south.
The road to the north is also difficult in places. Taranaki is situated in an interesting
position on the border of the northern and cenhal regions with apparently more linguistic
influence coming from the north. The Bauers noted'the large Maori population in
Taranaki' and suggested that this could be the most likely explanation for the fact that
Taranaki belongs to the northern region (Bauer & Bauer 2003:103). This is still open to
question however and I suspect that the links between Taranaki and the King Country may
be based on rural ties rather than ethnic ties per se. Wellington sits squarely in the middle
of the large cenhal region.
These findings clearly demonstrate the existence of regional variation in New Zealand.
children's playground language. L. Bauer is quoted in the New Zealand Listener of 14
october 2000 (Taylor 2000) as saying, 'New Zealand may be at a turning point
linguistically. The evidence from other countries is that, within three generations of
British settlement, the immigrant dialects all blend into one. Then, about three generations
further on, regional dialects start to emerge. The playground data suggests that New
Zealandmay be entering this phase.' tt is probable that regional variation in playground
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vocabulary in New Zealand will continue to be confined to children. These particular
children's expressions are unlikely to continue into adulthood. However, the fact that
regional variation exists in this restricted area of language suggests the possibility that
there could be regional variation in other aspects of language, in adult vocabulary, s)mrax,
or phonetics/phonology. It is known that a regional variety of New ZealandEngtish exists
amongst the adults of Southland with respect to vocabulary and phonetics/phonology
@artlett 1992,2003), (see Sections 3.2 above and 3.4), the area coinciding roughly with
the southern children's playground dialect area. It is possible, thousb not yet
demonshated, that adult dialects could have developed, or be in the process of developing,
with boundaries at least roughly coinciding with the northern and central children's
dialect areas, as well as the southem area.
If this scheme were to extend to intonational variation it appears feasible that
Wellingtonians' intonation might conform with some central regional norm for intonation
patterns' Where Taranaki intonation would fit in the scheme would be less clear. It could
conform to the northern pattern, whatever that might be; it could be more like Wellington
and the cental regional pattern; or alternatively it could contribute to a linguistic
subregion all of its own. The scope of my study did not permit me to draw any
conclusions concerning a putative northern dialect or for that matter a southern one.
3.3 Grammatical variation
A few grammatical constructions have been noted as distinctive, or at least prominent, in
some regions- On the West Coast of the South Island a preference for the construction 'the
gful of Smith'has been noted (Durkin 1972). Reflecting the influence of the high numbers
of Scottish immigrants to the south of the South Island in the nineteenth century, a
preference for the use of the past participle after 'needs' and 'wants' as in .the cat wants
stroked'has been observed in Southland as has the lack of contaction of 'not' in
expressions like, 'Did you not?' (Bartlett 1992 12,13). There is obviously scope for
further research in this area.
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3.4 Phonological variation
Both non-linguists and linguists are agreed on the existence of a d.istinctive regional
difference in the Southland/Otago area of New Zealand. The most salient feature of this
variety is the post-vocalic lrl.Bartlett(1992) began researching regional variation in
Southland in 1989 and he collected data from Invercargill city, Cental Southland (rural
areas around Winton) and Eastern Southland (rural areas to the immediate south of Gore)
(see Map 1). He found considerable variation in the degree of rhoticity exhibited by
speakers of Southland English, rangrng from fi.rlly rhotic speakers to completely non-
rhotic speakers. Older speakers in rural areas proved most likely to pronounce post-
vocalic /r/ wherever it occurred. Among younger speakers, where the post-vocalic /r/
occurred, it was almost always after the NURSE vowel in words like 'work' and'fnst'.
Bartlett's findings indicated that speech in late twentieth century Southland was becoming
less rhotic, although there was some evidence that a positive attitude towards rhoticity of
the NURSE vowel, seen as a badge of local identity, could be reducing the speed of the
change @artlett 2003). Primary school children in Queenstown displayed rhoticity in
interviews conducted by L.Bauer for the survey of playground language described in
Section 3.2 above, adding weight to the argument that local pride may be providiug
resistance to the loss of local forms.
Some Southlanders have been found to favour other distinctive phonologlcal features.
Older people in Southland maintain thewhich/wilclr distinction more consistently and in a
wider range of vocabulary items than do younger speakers. Variation in usage of lal and,
/a/ nwords like 'dance' and 'chance' has been found with some individuals using both
the lal pronunciation and the la,/pronunciation for the same item in different parts of an
interview (Barflett 1992). The use of /hw/ as opposed to lwl, and rhoticity have been
attributed to the Scottish origins of the heavier proportion of the settlers of the region
(Bartlett 2003, Gordon et aI2004:218).
On the West Coast of the South Island children have been found to speak with a 'broad,
accent similar to that of Christchurch children of the same socio-economic goup
suggesting social class rather than regional variation (Durkin lgTz).
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The language of dairy farmers and the teenage sons of dairy farmers on the West Coast of
the South Island and in the Manawatu region of the North Island has been compared
(Hogstad 1995). Analysis of the diphthongs /er/, /ai/,/ou/ and lau/,thediphthongisation of
ll as /et/, and the level of (ING) reduction, revealed that the speech of West Coast dairy
farmers was slightly 'broader' than that of the Manawatu dairy farrners. This may reflect,
as Hogstad observes, the fact that the West Coast region is, as a whole, poorer than the
Manawafu region and the 'broadness' of accent reflects lower socio-economic status or it
could reflect regional solidarity and the farmers' desire to stress their identiw as West
Coasters (Hogstad I 995:83,84).
Vowels in the speech of men in Kaikohe, a rural town north ofAuckland, have been
acoustically analysed (Hall 1976). When these vowels were compared with those of men
from Auckland city the Northland close vowels were found to be more open, the
Northland open vowels were closer and the Northland back vowels were fi.rrther forward
than in Auckland.
A regional comparison of the front centring diphthongs EAR and AIR was undertaken by
Batterham (2000:1 I l-145). Results were compared from studies undertaken in four
different New Zealand cities by different researchers at different times: in Dunedin
(Bayard 1987), in Christchurch (Gordon and Maclagan 1990), in Wellington (Holmes and
Bell 1992) and in Auckland (Batterham 1995). Batterham found that methodological
differences between the studies made comparison difficult, but that, if she applied the
methods she used in her Auckland study to all the studies, she could detect patterns of
difference between regions. She concluded that a partial merger of the two diphthongs is
evident in all four cities. The merger is bidirectional, towards the close variant /ia/ n
Auckland and Christchurch and towards the more open variant /ea/ nWellington. The
direction of the merger in Dunedin is not known. She also noted that changes of direction
had been observed in both wellington and christchurch but not in Auckland.
Evidence of regional speech variation was reported within Auckland by Allan and Stark
(2000). They found that in certain parts of the city (in north, central and south Auckland
in a ship either side of the motorway) there was a tendency for people to pronounce /s/ in
utterance final position with a fronted dental articulation. People who lived in the east or
west, further away from the motorway, were more inclined to pronounce /s/ in a non-
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fronted, less shrill sounding way. OnIy about half the 1243 speakers who participated in
the study had the fronted /s/ so the feature could not be considered diagnostic of
Aucklanders' speech though older qpeakers exhibited it less frequenfly than younger
speakers, suggesting that its usage is advancing.
Having reviewed approaches taken thus far to the exploration of regional variation in New
Zealand English I turn, in the next chapter, to my reasons for focussing on intonation as a
possible area of regional variation. I also survey the ways in which varieties of English
have been found to differ intonationally.
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CHAPTER FOUR: INTONATION
As indicated in the previous chapter, syntactic, lexical and segmental
phonologicaVphonetic features have until now been the focus for research into possible
regional variation in New ZealandEnglish. In comparison intonation is relatively under-
researched, which is surprising glven the comments which have been made about aspects
of New ZealandEnglish which relate to intonation and. its variation. Informants in the folk
linguistic survey conducted by Gordon (1997) described Taranaki speech as whining or
possessing a twang (P.Gordon 1997:18,25). Elderly women of Taranaki interviewed for
an oral history project were said by their interviewer, Dinah Priestley, to have a sing-song
quality to their speech (Priestley, personal communication).
This sing-song quality to intonation is noted by Abercrombie (1967) in the following
observation:
'That languages, and even dialects, do not sound alike in the matter of pitch
fluctuation is a matter of common knowledge; it does not take a trained ear to
detect that differences exist. The accusation commonly made by one group of
people about another that 'they sing when they talk' merely recognizes ttrit they
use different melodic patterns. Familiar pattems, those of the mother-tongue, go
un-remarked 
- they are not heard in terms of musical pitch as such, but simply as
immediate indications of meaning and attitude. Unfamiliar patterns, however,
since they do not convey these immediate indications, are heard as pitch
fluctuation, and are therefore often said to sound like singing' (Abercrombie
1967:102).
Abercrombie's observation tallies with the above assessment of Taranaki speech as .sing-
songy'. Priestley, who made the comment, is a wellingtonian. She was aware of
something different in the speech of the elderly Taranaki women she interviewed and
remarked that they sounded as though they were singing, the sort of comment which,
according to Abercrombie, might be expected in the circumstances.
These somewhat loose 'folk' characterisations suggested that there might be something in
the intonation of Taranaki speech which is distinctive. Furthermore, 'It has often been
remarked that the essential auditory identity of a language [and, I would trgu€, a dialec!
HA], the immediate impression conveyed upon a first or a passing encounter, derives
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from the character of its prosody' (Crystal 1995:174) and intonation is an important aspect
ofprosody.
L.Bauer (1986:251) pointed out that no studies had at that point been carried out
considering intonation as a possible regionally defined variable in New Zealmd English
and, as far as I know, none have been carried out to date. He also noted that, 'The
intonation of New Zealand English is generally speaking rather flat' (1994:391). I
understand 'flat' here to mean 'having restricted variation in pitch'. Pitch is the prosodic
feature most centrally involved in intonation and it relates to the listeners' judgements 'as
to whether a sound is "high" or "low", whether one sound is.'higher" or,.lower" than
another and by how much, and whether the voice is going "up" or "down"' (Cruttenden
1997:4).It is the melody of voice during speech. An assessment by a lay commentator, the
Hon. Nigel Wilson Q.C. (quoted in Gordon et a]r2004:68) is similar to that of Bauer. In a
radio talk in 1983 he maintained that there is a 'monotonous and dull' quality to New
Zealand' speech, 'monotonous and dull' presumably referring to prosodic elements of
speech. His explanation for this quality was, as indicated by Gordon et al, decidedly
fanciful. He claimed that it was the result of 'the loss of enjoyment of life occasioned by
the 1930s Depression'. tn line with Bauer's and Wilson's comments, it is interesting to
note that the speech of ttre man selected to demonstate general New Zealand English in
the Evaluating English Accents Worldwide project of Bayard et al(2001) is notable for its
flat intonation. Presumably the speaker was chosen because it was thought that his speech
typified that of a New Zealand male. My impression of the speech of the elderly Taranaki
women recorded by Priestley was that it was characterised by a lot of pitch movement and
it was not at all flat. It did not conform to what was thought to be fypically New Zealand
intonation and the women came from the one region of New Zealand,Taranaki. So it
seemed there was a reasonable possibility that there could be regional variability in
patterns of intonation in New Zealand English. Hence my decision to compare the
intonation of Taranaki speakers with that of people from another region of New Zealand,.
Wellington was selected for contrast in part because of its status as capital city of New
Zealand and in part because of the availability of a suitable corpus of material for analysis.
The fact that the man with the noticeably flat intonation in the Evaluating Accents
worldwide project was a wellingtonian also contributed to the decision.
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A further reason for my focus on intonation was the possibility suggested in the literature
that prosodic features, intonational ones in particular, may be the most enduring features
of speech where there are competing dialects or where one language or dialect is giving
way to another. [n a recent survey of the phonology of Rhondda Valleys English, Walters
(2003) examined the degree to which this dialect was inlluenced by the Welsh language
and found that suprasegmental features derived from the Welsh language such as stress,
rhythm and intonation seemed more pervasive than segmental features. He concluded that,
'they may ... prove to be the most enduring, in that such features, particularly the
intonational ones, can be retained in the speech of speakers who have shed all other traces
of "Welsh accent"' (Walters 2003:85). Kerswill (1994) found when researching the
Norwegian spoken by rural migrants to Bergen that rural speakers acquired prosod.ic
features of the urban dialect spoken in Bergen less readily than morpholexical and
segmental phonological features (Cheshire, Kerswill & Williams 2005 f.c.) though the
fact that prosodic features also play a lexical role in Norwegian could confound the issue.
These findings suggest that intonation may be the most difficult aspect of a second or
subsequent dialect to acquire and conversely the hardest thing to lose. In the latter stages
of the process whereby one regional dialect gives way to pressures from another it may
well be that intonational features could distinguish between the different regional varieties
in the absence of any other easily identifiabre characteristics.
Having decided that an investigation of intonation might be a good place to start in
pinpointing what might or might not differentiate Taranaki speech from Wellington
speech I needed a procedure which could measure the 'singsong' quality of speech.
'Singsong' was taken to refer to regular pitch movement up and down in a manner
reminiscent of singing. Singing of course has other prosodic attributes such as ceriain
rhythmic types that may or may not be found in speech. The purpose of the current
investigation was to seek confirmation of the singsong impression specifically in terms of
pitch dynamics, ie. in the patterns of pitch movements in speech. An account of the means
used to measure 'singsonginess' will be given in Chapter 5.
Before reporting on the regional comparison I undertook I will review what has been
discovered about ways in which varieties of English differ intonationally. I will attempt to
categorise differences according to the typological framework devised by Wells (1982) for
segmental systems and then adapted by Ladd (1996) to distinguish intonational
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differences between and within languages. After this I will look at methodologies used to
establish the existence of differences.
4.1 Ladd's taxonomy of intonational differences
Ladd's taxonomy consists of four possible ways in which language varieties can differ.
These are:
o 
"Semantic" diferences: differences in the meaning or use of phonologically
identical hrnes.
"Systemtc" dffirences: differences in the inventory of phonologically distinct
tune tlpes, irrespective of semantic differences.
"Realisational" differences: differences of detail in the phonetic realisation of
what may be regarded phonologically as the same tune.
"Phonotactic" dffirences: differences in tune-text association and in the
permitted structure of tunes.' (Ladd 1996: I l9),
Ladd admits 'it is not always easy to classi$r specific cases' but that it is useful to be
'aware that there are different kinds of differences' (Ladd 1996:119). The description of
the intonation tunes tlpical of New ZealandEnglish is in its infancy so categorisation of
any differences I find within the variety will necessarily be tentative only.
4.1.1 Semantic differences
One of the examples Ladd gives of a semantic difference is the use of the high rising
intonation tlpical of questions sometimes used on utterances which are syntactically and
fi-rnctionally statements. This is commonly known as the high rising terminal (henceforth
HRT) and it is a salient feature of Australasian English. The rising pitch at the end of non-
interrogative intonational phrases has a frrndamental frequency which varies in range and
the rises can spread over a single syllable, over several syllables or over more than one
word (Britain & Newmanlgg2:4-8). Halliday's description of an HRT, cited in Fletcher
et al (2003:2), is that 'the tune must rise to a pitch level approximately 40% higher than
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the nuclear accent' (Halliday 1967). The feature has been studied in great detail in
Australia and New Zealand.It has been examined for social and contextual correlates, it.
has undergone testing for people's subjective evaluations, and there has been much
discussion about its possible meaning. I will discuss this work in Section 4.2.2.3.The
feature is not confined to Austalasian English and has been observed in the United States
(ching 1982), in canada (Paddock 1981, James et al 1989), and the united Kingdom
(Cruttenden 1995).
Ladd maintains that HRT statement rises and question rises have different semantic
functions but identical tunes. However, recent close analysis of HRT statements compared
with yes/no questions in Australian and New ZealandEnglishes reveals realisational
differences in the degree and timing of the rises. Fletcher et al (2005) found in the speech
of male speakers of Aushalian English a contrast between a lower starting point for
statement rises than for question rises with no difference in ttre target end point of the rise.
Warren and Daly (2005 f.c.) found that female speakers of New Zealand.English in
particular started their statement rises later than question rises. Perceptual research has
shown that New Zealanders, hearing the same segmental material but uttered with
differing rising patterns, are most likely to identiff a rising pitch which is quick, occurs
early in the accent unit and sustains a high pitch level as a question. Conversely, if the
same passage has a rise which oceurs late in the accent unit and which rises to the end-
point of the pitch contour it is likely to be identified as a statement (Zwatiz& Warren
2003,Warren 2005). It would seem then that in Australian and New Zealand,Englishes the
rising statement tunes and the rising question tunes are not necessarily always identical .
and the differences may not be simply semantic. In New ZealandEnglish at least the
difference may be becoming a systemic one (Warren 2005).
4.1.2 Systemic differences
The Urban Northern British English inventory of phonological tunes includes a pattern of
a rising accent followed by a plateau and sometimes a following slump (known as the
rise-plateau-slump pitch contor-u) which is not shared by other varieties of English. This is
an example of a systemic difference in Ladd's taxonomy (Ladd 1996:123). Urban
Northern British English rises differ both phonetically and pragmatically from the HRT.
The HRT tends to begrn high on the accented syllable (though Warren and Daly, 2005
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f.c., have found that statement rises in their NZE data tend to rise after the accented
syllable) and it keeps rising to the end of the phrase to which it is attached, whereas the
rises of Urban Northern British English statement intonation are characterised by a low
beginning on an accented syllable and the rise is often followed by a distinct fall. HRT
statement rises have a specific meaning of checking that the listener is understanding what
is being said (Britain 1992). This is not the case with Urban Northern British English rises
which function as normal declaratives.
Belfast, Newcastle, Glasgow, Liverpool, Manchester and Birmingham Englishes are
examples of Urban Northern British English varieties which have statement intonation
which rises, or rises then falls. Different approaches have been taken to the study of the
rises. I outline some of these below.
4.1.2.1 Overall percentage of rises
Jarman and Cruttenden (1976) noted the preponderance of intonation groups containing
rises in Belfast English. They analysed the speech of an educated speaker of the urban
dialect of Belfast and found 70%o of the intonation groups analysed contained rises. Of the
remainder a few had a rise-fall where the fall did not go below mid-pitch. The remaining
small percentage of intonation groups had a falling tone in which the voice fell from high
to mid-pitch. The frequently expressed meaning of the rises was declarative.
4.1.2.2 Prosodic features of conversational turn endings
Turn endings in conversational talk in Tyneside English were analysed by Local, Kelly
and Wells (1986). A typical turn ending was characterised by a pitch step up at the end of
a turn as opposed to the steep rise at the end of a typical Belfast turn-ending. Both patrerns
reflect the rising pattern of intonation typical of statements in Urban Northern British
English. Although the New Zealand,data I have analysed is not characterised by Urban
Northern British English rising intonation it is interesting to note that some speakers,
notably the young women, have a tendency to use stepped up level accents rather than
continuous rises when they do choose to raise their pitch.
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4.1.2.3 Placement of baseline
Brown et al (1980:19) approach the comparison of the intonation of different regional
varieties of English by observing the placement of the intonational base-line of unstressed
syllables in relation to stressed syllables, the inclination of this baseJine and the type of'
excursion of stressed syllables from the base-line. (Was the excursion stepped or was it
contoured?) The base-line, they say, in Edinburgh Scottish English and in RP is lower in
pitch than the stressed syllables. The base-line in the English spoken in Glasgow and
Belfast is, however, positioned above the stressed syllables 'which occur as scoops down
in pitch from this raised base-line, yielding the characteristic rising-contour pattern of
Glasgow and Belfast intonation' (Brown et al 1980:19) The base-line in Edinburgh
Scottish English differs from that of RP in that it remains quite flat throughout the
intonation unit whilst the RP baseJine sloped downwards. The effect of the flat
Edinburgh base-line was that excursions from it on shessed syllables involved relatively
little pitch movement or steps whereas there was more pitch movement on RP stressed 
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syllables as the base-line declined creating contours (Brown et al 1980:20). The base-lines
in these varieties of English could be said to represent systemic differences. It has been
observed that the baseJine of New Zeal:and,English may be flatter than that of RP (Chris
Lane: personal communication). This may or may not be true of the data I have collected
in Taranaki and Wellington. I have not specifically measured base-lines in my data but it
is my impression that base-lines vary from speaker to speaker in New Zealand,English
and I believe that if speakers have flat base-lines this is more likely to be evidence of a
realisational difference than a systemic one.
4.1.2.4 Closed versus open tone meanings
Cruftenden (1997) focusses on meanings of nuclear tones and in so doing arrived at a
systemic difference between Manchester English and RP. He suggests that the meanings
of nuclear tones can be divided into closed and open meanings. He propose s closed as a
label for those tones which are ascribed meanings of assertiveness and non-continuation.
Open tones were those which have been described as having non-assertive and
continuative meanings. In RP falling tones belong to the closed set and rising tones are
classified as open. He makes a similar division between closed and open sets of tones in
the intonation tlpical of the English spoken in Manchester (Cruftenden 2001:57). But in
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Manchester the closed and open sets are quite different to those of RP. Rise-slump is the
basic tone in the closed category in Manchester. Cruttenden uses the term slump to refer
to 'a fall from a relatively high pitch to a relatively mid pitch'. A slump is different to a
fall'where a falling contour reaches the base-line of the speaker'(Cruttenden 200I:57).
Fall-level is the basic tone in the open category in Manchester. The fall-level of
Manchester is differentiated from the RP fall by the fact that it maintains an elongated low
tone as opposed to the final fading and lowering at the end of the RP tone. This difference
is important in preventing possible confusion between the open meaning of the
Manchester intonation pattern and the closed meaning of the Rp contour.
4.1,3 Realisational differences
Ladd (1996) lists differences of tonal alignment as an example of realisational differences
between and within language varieties. The pitch contour of a tone may fit the segmental
aspects of an ufferance differently in different varieties. I comment below on some
instances of differing peak alignments:
4.1.3.1Peak lag
Nolan and Farrar (1999) atrvey peak lag in the speech of people from Cambridge, Leeds,
Newcastle and Belfast. Peak /ag occurs where the pitch accent associated with a particular
syllable is aligned not with the accented syllable but with a following unstessed syllable.
F0 peaks may be aligned 'not even with the immediately a-djacent syllable, but delayed
still further, grving rise to "exteme peak lag"' (Nolan & Farrar 1999:961). Data for
analysis comes from the Intonational Variation in English (IViE) corpus (Grabe et al
1997) and consists of utterances read aloud from the story of Cinderella by forty seven
speakers resident in Cambridge, Leeds, Newcastle and Belfast. In the ten utterances
selected from each speaker a high pitch accent was associated with the first accented
syllable. Peaks were found to be more frequently subject to lag in the data from Belfast,
Newcastle and Leeds than in the data from Cambridge. Extreme lagwas foturd to be most
cornmon in the data from Newcastle and Leeds (Nolan & Farrar 1999:964).
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4.1.3.2 Alignment of rises
Late alignment of rises has been found to be typical of fernale speech in New Zealand
English in certain contexts. [n an examination of rises in questions realised by intonational
means in New Zealand English Warren and Daly (2000) find realisational differences
between males and females. Females used larger, more rapid rises than males and the rises
were aligned later with respect to text. The authors of this study also study data relating to
rises realised on statements, in other words the HRTs discussed above under the head.ing
Semantic Differences. They find that statement rises started significantly later than
question rises for both males and females (Wanen and Daly 2005 f.c.).
4.1.3.3 Pitch movement on unaocented syllables
Pitch movement on unaccented syllables is found in the intonation of the English spoken
in Abercrave, a Welsh indushial village in the Swansea Valley (Tench 1990:140).
Conversations of three men in their Frfties and sixties who were bonr in Abercrave and
had lived there all their lives were tape-recorded and analysed. 'Neutral' intonation
patterns in Welsh English had more pitch movement than RP English 'neutral'patterns,.
glvlng us another example of a realisational difference between two dialects. A high
degree of pitch movement on unaccented post-tonic syllables was noted (leading to the
impression of a high proportion of rise-falls), as was a high degree of pitch movement on
unaccented syllables in pre-tonic position. Glissando rising was found to be very
cornmon. Tench says that it was these features which gave rise to the popular claim that
Welsh people have a 'sing-song' or 'lilting' intonation. It could be argued that these
features really belong in the category of phonotactrc differences described in Section 4.1.4
below.
4.1.4 Phonotactic differences
Semantic, systemic and realisational differences in intonation are the categories of
dif,lerence in Ladd's taxonomy which have attracted most attention in the literature.
Phonotactic differences appear to be very similar to realisational differences and it is
diffrcult to find illushative examples.
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Pitch accents are normally associated with lexically stressed syllables. Ladd (1996) gives
as an exarnple of a phonotactic difference the case of a pitch accent being used in
association with a lexically unshessed syllable. He cites the use of two falling declarative
accents for emphasis where one accent might be expected. This is a particularly halian
tait he says. However, as a speaker of New ZealandEnglish, I am aware that occasionally
I say'No' or 'Yes' with a double falling accent for extra emphasis and I am not alone in
this.
4.2 Methodologies used to establish intonational variation
Intonational variation in English has been studied from several viewpoints and a variety of
methodologies used to establish the existence of variation. Until recently most studies
have been monodialectal, with some taking Southern Standard British or RP (Received
Pronunciation) as a point of comparison. There have been many impressionistic,
qualitative descriptions of the intonation of particular varieties of English and, more
recently, sociolinguistic comparisons between varieties have been undertaken, as have
studies with a psycholinguistic, experimental approach. I outline below a sample of
studies illusftating the different approaches taken. I limit my review for the most part to
research on British and Austalasian English largely because of the origins of New
Zealand'English in British dialects and because of historical and ongoing links between
New Zealand, the UK and Australia. This is not to deny possible inlluences of other
varieties of English spoken in New Zealand., for example Maori, Pacific Nation, Asian
and North American Englishes.
4.2.1 lmpressionistic/qualitative studies
Conversational texts have been the source of data for several impressionistic analyses of
intonation. When Jarman and Cruttenden (1976) described the intonation of Belfast they
based their analysis on recordings of the conversational speech of a single educated
speaker of an urban dialect of Belfast, checking their principal findiugs by reference to a
second speaker of the same dialect. Wells and Peppe (1996) based their analysis of the
intonational features of turn delimitation in Belfast English on a single extended exfiact
from a conversation, which had been collected by Lesley Milroy as part of her
sociolinguistic study of Belfast English in the mid-1970s. A similar approach was taken
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by Local, Kelly and Wells (1936) when they studied turn delimitation in Tyneside
English. They used a conversation benveen two urban Tyneside families involving seven
conversationilists in all, all of whom knew each other well, and the recording took place
in the home of one of the families. Tape recordings of the conversations of three men in
their fifties and sixties who had lived in Abercrave all their lives provided material for
analysis for Tench (1990) in his study ofpronunciation features of English in Abercrave
in the Swansea Valley of Wales. And Cruttenden (2001) based his observations of the
characteristics of nuclear tones in Manchester English on qualitative analysis of
conversational data from four women who knew each other well and who were native to
the area of Greater Manchester where they lived.
Impressionistic studies zuch as those listed above provide a good starting point for the
description of the intonation of a region. But it is diffrcult to generalise from such findings
without reference to social factors which may affect intonation patterns and until recently
there has been little research undertaken on regional and/or social variation in the
intonation of English using a standard sociolinguistic framework.
4.2.2 Sociolinguistic studies
4.2.2.I Comparison of nuclear tones
An early, indicative sociolinguistic study of intonational variability in Tyneside speech
was undertaken by Pellowe and Jones (1978) as part of the Tyneside Linguistic Survey.
This survey aimed to determine the ecology of speech varieties in urban environments.
Researchers on the project were interested in linguistic, social, spatial and temporal
associations between varieties. The intonation of twenty speakers was studied, nine
women and eleven menn aged from 17 to70, with occupations ranging from unskilled
manual to higher supervisory. AII had lived continuously on Tyneside. Proportions of
different kinds of nuclear tones were compared with nuclear tones in the speech of Rp
speakers from the Survey of English Usage (Quirk et al 1964). The Tyneside speakers
were found to have more level nuclei and fewer falls than the RP speakers. The Tynesi.le
level tones were frequently preceded by a step up in pitch. When percentages of rises
compared with falls were contrasted there was no difference between Tlmesiders and ftp
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speakers. There was, however, a gender difference with women, younger women in
particular, using a higher percentage of rises than men.
A similarly'broad' analysis of different kinds of nuclear tones was undertaken by Warren
and Daly (2005 f.c.). They compared the newsreader speech of male RP and male New
ZealandEnglish newsreaders and found that New ZealandEnglish newsreading speech 
.
tended to be characterised by more complex nuclear accents, rise-fall accents in particular,
and fewer level nuclear accents than the RP newsreading speech. Rise-fall tunes in British
English have been interpreted as expressing a range of emotions such as excitement,
pleasure, dismay or ilmusement (Crystal 1969:305). Warren and Daly (2005 f.c.) suggest
that the New Zealand newsreaders may be permitted to show more involvement in the
news they are broadcasting, hence the use of more emotive intonation patterns.
4.2.2.2 Comparison of intonation tunes
Social variation in intonation was the focus of a study of Belfast English by Douglas-
Cowie, Cowie and Rahilly (1995). The speech of twenty three people, selected ro give a'
cross-section of Belfast society, was analysed. Speakers, male and female, were assigned
to one of three broad social groups on the basis of their education, occupation and income.
They were asked to describe a day in their lives and sections of this relatively informal
speech were analysed. Intonation tunes were divided into three broad families: concave,
convex and linear. The names of the tune families convey the general shape shared by
tunes in the family. The concave family was found to be marked for both class and^ sex
(concave tunes described as "rise-fall head + rising nucleus + falling tail" were the most
working-class and "falling head + rising nucleus + rising tail" were the most upper class,
both tune types were favoured by females and not by males); the convex family was
marked for sex (almost all the tunes belonglng !o this family were preferred by males, a.
typical convex tune being "rise-fall head * failing nucleus + falling tail"); and the linear
family, which either goes straight up or straight down, was marked for class (starting a
linear tune with a fall is higher class than startrng with a rise, linear nrnes with tails but no
heads tend to be working-class, and within this category headless rising tunes are very
much female and headless falling tunes are male).
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4.2.2.3 Comparison of HRT usage
Sociolinguistic methodology was employed in studies of the HRT intonation pattern in
Australian English (McGregor 1980, Guy and vonwiller 1984, Horvath 1985, Guy et al
1 986, Fletcher et al 2005) and in New Zealand English (Allan I 990, Brita n 1992, Britain
and Newman 1992, Ainsworth 1994, Warren and Britain 2000, Fletcher et al 2005).
Age, sex, socio-economic class and ethnicity have all been examined as possible
conelates of HRT usage.
4.2.2.3.1 Age
In both Aushalia and New Zealandage has been shown to be a significant variable. In
Britain's study 20-29 year olds used HRTs over 4.5 times more than did,70-79 year olds
(Britain and Newman 1992:4). Nine year olds in Ainsworth's data had a very high rate of
HRT usage,13.76Vo of their tone groups containing HRTs (Ainsworth 1994:9). This is
considerably higher than the 1.6% usage reported amongst I I -14 year old children in
Sydney by Guy et at (1986).
4.2.2.3.2 Gender
The reported frequency of HRT usage amongst New Zealand women is higber than that
for Aushalian women. In a study of the speech of nine 25-35 year old women of the same
social class in Levin, 3% of non-interrogative pause defined units (intonation groups were
defined by pauses in this study) contained HRTs (Allan 1990:l l9). Britain (1992; Britain
and Newman 1992) studied data from interviews which were part of the wide ranging
sociolinguistic project undertaken in Porirua, an area on the north western outskirts of
Wellinglon (Holmes et al l99l). Age, gender, ethnicity and social class were factors
considered. As in Australia, women used more HRTs than men (women 3.9vo, men
1.8%). The gender difference did not exist, however, amongst Maori men and women
(Maori women 5.}yo,Maori men 5.1%). The gender distinction in HRT usage amongst
Pakeha New Zealanders was found amongst very yorrng New Zealanders (Ainsworth
1994). Amongst four year old girls 3.54% of all tone groups contained HRTs and with
four year old boys there was a much lower rate of 0.69% .lna more recent piece of
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research designed to test whether audiences of different ethnicity or gender affect the use
of HRTs it was found that Pakeha women used more HRTs than Pakeha men, no matter
what the ethnicity or gender of their audience (Bell and Johnson 1997, reported in Warren
and Britain 2000).
4.2.2.3.3 Ethnicity
Of the nine women whose speech Allan analysed, five were Pakeha and four were Maori
(Allan 1990:116). The Pakeha women studied averaged 2.33% HRT usage and Maori
women averaged 3.58% usage. There was also a clear ethnic distinction in Britain's
Porirua data with Maori New Zealanders using 45Vomore HRTs than Pakeha New
Zealanders (Britain and Newman 1992:4). Both Maori men and Maori women favoured
HRT usage over Pakeha men in Bell and Johnson's study (1997). This mirrors a
preference for HRT usage amongst some ethnic minorities in Australia where Italians and
Greeks were shown to have higher HRT scores than Ausfralians of British or lrish
extraction (Guy et al 1986:40).
4.2.2.3.4 Social class
Social class was found to be an important factor in HRT usage in Australia with working
class speakers having a higher percentage of HRT usage (z.l%) than middle class
speakers (0.7%) (Guy et al 1986) whereas in New Zealandthere was no significant
difference between working and middte class speakers (Britain and Newmanlgg4;4).
Aspects of Ainsworth's (1994) findings suggested a similar lack of class distinction
amongst young children in New Zealand. The highest user of HRTs was a pupil at a
private school whereas all the other children attended a state primary school (Ainsworth
1994:l l). Obviously it cannot be srrggested on the basis of this one child's speech, that
the HRT is a more middle class than working class feature in New ZealandEnglish.
Current research in Australia s rggests that HRT usage has now spread to a much broader
cross-section of the Australian community (Fletcher et aI2005). Analysis of the speech of
three females and six males participating in a MAP task included in the Australian
National Database of Spoken Language (ANDOSL) shows 2lYo usageof HRTs .rmongsr
the women and2lo/o amongst the men, though differences in the discourse context in
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which the HRTs were elicited may account to some extent for the increase in usage. (See
Section 4.2.2.3.5 for details on discourse contexts studied in New Zealand). All speakers
in this study were speakers of 'general' as opposed to 'cultivated' or'broad' Australian
English. 'Cultivated', 'general' and 'broad' were labels glven to three linguistically
defined groups of Australian English by Mitchell and Delbridge (1965). The fact that
speakers of 'general' Aushalian English of both sexes favour HRT usage to this extent
indicates that the feature is no longer confined to working class females in Australia. HRT
usage has in recent times been reported in England, and Cruttenden (1997:130) comments
that it is not his impression that it is a working class feature of speech in London. He says
that, on the conhary 'it seems to be typical of what might be called'New Yuppies"'.
There is a popular notion in England that the spread of HRT may have come about as the
result of exposure to Australian television soap operas.
4.2.2.3.5 Discourse context
There are similarities with respect to findings in Australia and New Zealandas to which'
text types favour HRT usage. In both countries HRTs are most commonly found in
narrative texts and far less often in opinion-giving texts (Guy et al 1986, Allan 1990,
Britain 1992). Four year olds in Ainsworth's (199a) data used HRTs only in explanation
texts, but the nine year olds had acquired the New Zealandadult pattern of a preference
for using HRTs in narrative texts. Warren and Britain (2000) have refined the study of the
location of HRTs by looking at exactly where they occur within narrative and opinion
discourse genres. They found that they occurred most frequently in evaluation and
orientation sections of narrative texts and far less often in resolution, coda and
complicating action sections. They also found that where a narrative was at its most
exciting, HRTs tended to occur in a series, thus heigbtening the listener's interest in the
story. In the act of giving opinions speakers tended to use HRTs when they were
providing evidence to support initiating opinions but not whilst expressing the opinion
itself.
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4.2.2.4 Gender comparisons
Intonational differences between men and women have been commented on by several
researchers and given that gender comparison is of importance in my research on the
intonation of New Zealand, English as spoken by people in Taranaki and Wellington I
outline below some of the differences which have been noted in different parts of the
English speaking world.
Differences in the intonation pattems of males and females have already been noted in the
above surnmary of variation in intonation (eg. Pellowe and Jones 1978; Douglas-Cowie et
al 1995, Vermillion 2003, the HRT studies cited in Section 4.2.2.3). tn addition to these
studies there are several more which deal specifically with gender variation.
4.2.2.4.1 Stereotlpes
Several researchers have approached the investigation of gender differences with respect
to intonation by looking firstly at malelfemale stereotypes (eg. McConnell-Ginet 1983, 
.
Henton 1989, warren & Daly 2000, Daly & warren 2001, vermillion 2003).
Stereotlpically, female intonation has been described in negative terms such as 'high-
pitched', 'shrill', 'over-emotional' and 'swoopy' (Henton 1989:299). These descriptors
appear to be based on the speech of American women but Henton seenu to imply that
they apply to all women not just American women. In a more positive vein, Dutch female
voices are described as 'melodious' by Tielen (lggz,cited in Henton 1995:52). Womeols
intonation has also been characterised as 'more dynamic than men's, displaying wider
ranges of pitches, more frequent and rapid shifts in pitch, and more frequently ending with
a non-falling terminal than men's' (McConnell-Ginet 1983:555). These descriptions may
be less emotive, but McConnell-Ginet still questions the validity of such global
characterisations, saying that they are based on 'unsystematic observation and a few
experimental studies in laboratory settings involving oral reading' (McConnell-Ginet
1983:555). She calls for systematic investigation to determine to what extent these
male/female stereotypes are based on fact. I outline below how some researchers have
addressed the issue.
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4.2.2.4.2 Pitch range
The notion of 'swoopiness' provided the focus of study for Henton. She explored what '
'swoopy'might mean in terms of acoustics, firstly taking it to refer to greater overall pitch
range (Henton 1989) and secondly greater pitch dynamism (Henton 1995). She reviewed
data from seventeen previous acoustic studies which compared male and female pitch
range in American and British English and in Swedish. She followed this up with analysis
of her own recordings of the speech of five men and five women speakers of American .
English.
If valid comparisons are to be drawn between the findings of different studies on the
comparative pitch ranges of different groups of speakers, 'pitch range' must be clearly
defined and the way in which it is measured is also critical. Pitch range, Henton said,
'may be defined as the amount by which a speaker varies around the average pitch'
(Henton 1989:301). Conclusions drawn from the studies she selected for review were
based on measurements in Hertz which is a linear measurement. However pitch
perception is non-linear and normalisation is necessary to accommodate for lack of
linearity. 'A large change in frequency at the higher absolute pitch range of a female voice
is needed to produce the same perceptual effect as a smaller change in the frequency of a
male voice' (Daly & Warren 2001:86) so a non-linear measurement is particularly
necessary when comparing men's and women's pitch. Henton therefore chose to convert
the Hertz values in the data from studies selected for review, into logarithmic semi-tone
values which preserve perceived intervals in pitch. The studies' original conclusions,
based on measurements in Hertz,were that women used a wider pitch range than did men.
Adopting the semi-tone scale on her own recordings and on data from the seventeen
reviewed studies, Henton came to the conclusion that there was little measurable
difference between men's and women's pitch ranges.
An alternative non-linear scale is the Equivalent Rectangular Bandwidth (ERB) scale,
which normalises for absolute differences in male and female pitch ranges. It is based on
the frequency selectivity of the human auditory system and is said to afford a perceptually
realistic comparison between men's and women's pitch ranges (Hermes & van Gestel
l99l)' It was adopted in a study of sex-related pitch range in Dutch (Haan & van Heuven
1999). Pitch range in this study was defined as the difference between minimum and
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maximum pitch values over an utterance. It was found that women had larger pitch ranges
in both declarative and interrogative speech than did men in both read and spontaneous
speech. Final pitch movements in statements and questions were greater for women than
for men. Statements were marked by bigger final falls and questions by bigger rises.
Using the same working definition of pitch range and the same measurement scale, the
existence of measurable and reliable speaker-sex differences in pitch range wuls
demonstated in New ZealandEnglish by Daly & Warren (2001). The speakers in their
study read scripted sentences and stories which included instances of direct speech. Their
findings confirmed speaker-sex stereotypes. ln other words women had greater pitch
ranges than men. This was particularly true in the story readings which contained
dialogues, and were presumably closer to natural speech. When the dialogue data was
converted to semi-tone values the women still had greater pitch ranges than the men. The
findings of both Daly and Warren (2001) and Haan and van Heuven (1999) conhasted
with those of Henton (1989). The reason for the difference in results appeared to lie in the
text types used for analysis. Story telling encowaged women,s usage of wider pitch
ranges, whereas the reading of lists of statements did not. The studies which Henton
reviewed, with the exception of one study by Graddol and Swann (1983), were notable for
the fact that they did not contain dialogue tasks (Henton 1989).
4.2.2.4.3 Pitch dynamism
Study of pitch dynamism was the second phase of Henton's investigation of what might
be acoustically involved in stereotypical female 'swoopiness'. Pitch dpamism in some
form is also important to my exploration of a possible difference between the intonation.
of Taranaki and Wellington speakers of New Zealand,English. Just as pitch dpamism is
likely to be involved in 'swoopiness', so it is likely to be an important aspect of 'sing-
songiness'.
Crucial to cross-study comparison of pitch dynamism is similarity of operafional
definition. Henton defined pitch dynamism as, 'the degree of rapidity of changes in a
speaker's pitch range from high points to low points and vice versa, in time' (Henton
1995:44). She analysed passages read by five men and five women selected for social
homogeneity. She calculated the average rate in change in F0 for the ten speakers in
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Hertz, which she then converted to semitones. Using this measure she found no
significant difference between male and female speakers with respect to pitch dynamism.
The survey undertaken by Daly and Warren (2001) mentioned above in connection with
pitch range, also measured pitch dynamism. They used a similar methodology to that used
by Henton (1995). Important differences in project design were the inclusion of a reading
passage which contained direct speech and the employment of ERB meastuements.
Analysed in this way, female speakers were found to use more dynamic pitch than males
as well as employing a greater pitch range.
In another study Warren and Daly focussed their attention on rises in pitch (Warren &
Daly 2000). They examined the size and rate of change of rises and the alignment of pitch
movement against segmental aspects of utterances, in questions realised only by
intonational means in the speech of young Pakeha women and men in Wellington.
Females were found to use larger and more rapid rises which were aligned later with
respect to text. The differences between men and women were found to be realisational as
opposed to semantic.
4.2.2.4.4 Other studies which confirm speaker stereotypes
Many other studies of intonation have confrrmed speaker stereotypes. I outline a few of
these below. They are reviewed because of their relevance to my findings with respect to
gender differences in intonation in Taranaki and Wellington.
A study by Nicola Woods (1992) of the intonation of Southern British English is of
interest because it is one of few studies to analyse spontaneous speech. In this respect it
more closely resembles my own research where material from conversational interviews
was selected for analysis. ln an examination of the intonation of spontaneous speech of
twenty middle-class speakers of Southern British English (five young men, five young
women' five boys and five girls) Woods focussed on pitch movement on nuclear syllables,
pitch range and maximum pitch. Both impressionistic and instrumental techniques were
employed' Whilst acknowledging that the relationship between pitch and fundamental
frequency is not simple, she equated pitch with fundamental frequency when comparing
pitch ranges. She found women's speech to be characterised by rising and high-falling
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nuclear tones and by a wide pitch range. ln contrast level tones and a relatively narrow
pitch range were what marked men's intonation. The frnding regarding young women's'
preference for rising nuclear tones is consistent with that of Pellowe and Jones (1978)
who found that young female speakers of Tyneside English and of RP favoured rising
tones. Woods separated the category of rising tones into complex fall-rises and simple
rises. She found no significant difference between men and women in the number of
simple rises used but women used significantly more complex fall-rises than did men. A
similar pattern is evident in the data I have collected in Taranaki and Wellington.
Woods' study was later criticised by Henton on the grounds that (i) because the author did
not control for the sex of the interviewer (herself), her findings could be affected by
'listener-orientation adaptive pitch tuing' and (ii) the interlocuters were probably in
'information gathering', 'curious' and/or 'emphasising' modes, because this was
presumably the fust time the participants in the conversational dyads had met (Henton
1995:47).It could be argued, however, that, given that both men and women found
themselves in the same predicament, both sexes had equal oppornrnity to express curiosity
and/or empathy and in so doing could have chosen to use a larger number ofrise-falls and
high falling tones. Henton observed that it is necessary to consider 'the speech situation,
the sex of the interviewer, t}re sexes of conversational dyads, ... and the topic/content of
the speech before concluding that certain intonational patterns are more favoured by one
sex than the other' (Henton 1995:47).
Other researchers have found that females use a greater variety of intonational tunes thair
males. This was so for students in Bristol (Elyan 1978), and for children in Swedish day
schools (Fichtelius et al 1980). Women speakers of American English used more complex
intonation patterns when interacting with a female interviewer (Edelsky IgTg),hence
Henton's comment above about 'listener-orientation adaptive pitch tuning'. This
contrasts, however, with the finding that Pakeha women in New Zealandused more HRTs
than Pakeha men, regardless of the gender or ethnicity of the listener (Bell & Johnson
1997).
Before describing my own methodology I will refer briefly to two studies of the intonation
of New ZealandEnglish which used a very different approach.
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4.2.3 Psycholinguistic/experimental methodology
Vermillion (2003) used an experimental approach to the study of dialectal variation in
English intonation. She examined the tonal cues which listeners use to distinguish one
variety of English from another. In an investigation of the cues which New Zealanders use
to distinguish New ZealandEnglish from Southern British Standard English (RP) it was
found that the relative pitch height of final phrase boundaries was significant. An adult
male speaker of RP British English was asked to read aloud a statement'as natually as
possible'. This sentence was then digitally manipulated in order to assess which
intonational variations may be used by listeners to identiS New Zealand English
(Vermillion 2003:20). Thirty university students listened to different manipulations of the
sentence and rated them according to the degree to which they sounded as though they
were uttered by a speaker of New ZealandEnglish or by a British English speaker. Where
there were rising accents at the end of phrases, higher pitch peaks were associated with
New Zealand English speakers and in the case of falling accents at the end of phrases, the
lower the pitch fell, the more likely the listeners were to claim that a New Zealander was
speaking. Results of a further perception experiment indicated New Zealand English has
relatively high pitch values within intonation phrases compared with British English
speakers, with the above mentioned marked departures to either low or high phrase final
boundaries. A production study (Vermillion 2004) showed speakers of New Zealand,
English realising wider contours than British English speakers, regardless of position
within the intonation phrase.
Psycholinguistic/experimental methodology was used by Zwartzand Warren (2003) in .
their study of how New Zealand listeners perceive differences between questioning
intonation and statement HRTs. They reported that listeners hear differences in the
alignment and shape of rising contours which signal to them whether the rises function as
questions or statements. Question rises tend to be characterised by quick early starts and
statement rises by later starts and the rise continues to the endpoint of the contour. No
significant gender difference was found in this study. This contasts with the findings
reported in the production study of Warren & Daly (2000). (See Section 4.2.2.4.3).
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4.3
My review of the relevant literature on dialectology, regional variation in New Zealand
English, intonational variation, and methodologies used in the comparison of varieties of
English intonation is now complete.
I conclude by restating the research questions to which I ssrrghf answers and outlining my
reasons for asking these particular questions.
Research questions
Sociolinguistic methodology, drawing on social network, geolinguistic and ethnographic
theories seemed most appropriate for my purposes and sociolinguistic principles are
reflected in the questions addressed.
Question l: Is there regional variation in Na;v zealand English intonation?
The first of my questions focuses on my principal area of concern, whether or not regional
variation in New Zealand English, aside from the Southland variety, exists. [t arose from
curiosity as to the basis of lay opinions concerning regional variation in New ZeaLand
English (See Chapter I and Section 3.1).
That regional variation may be emergent seerned a reasonable assumption given that a
homogeneous New Zealandvariety of English has been in existence for at least three
generations. Australia, settled by English speaking people approximately fifty years before
New Zealand, showed traces of regional diversification in the way English was spoken
some twenty years ago (Bradley 1989). Presumably these changes would have started
somewhat earlier than this. This being the case, one could expect that New Zealand
English might be ripe for the development of regional variation. And indeed, Bauer and
Bauer have found evidence of regional variation in playground language (see Sections 2.2
and 3.4).
Question 2: Does Taranaki Englishpor^eess intonationalfeatures which distinguish it
from the English spolcen in Wellington?
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The second question inhoduces the two regions selected for comparison. Taranaki was
selected firstly because folk perceptions of the English spoken in the area, particularly the
notion that Taranaki English is 'sing-songy', suggested there might be something unique
about Taranaki English intonation. Secondly, the area's relative isolation from the rest of
New Zealand may have allowed for the development of variation. Wellington was
selected in part because of the availability of trvo existing corpora of spoken English. In
addition it was thought that the speech of Wellingtonians might represent a standard for
New Zealand English, given the city's status as administrative capital of New Zealand,
thus providing a contrast for possible regional variation in Taranaki. It could be
anticipated that Wellingtonians' intonation might be characterised as 'generally speaking
rather flat' as per Bauer's description (L.Bauer 1994:391).
Question 3: Are there intonational diferences in the English spoken by male andfemale
speakers in Taranaki and Wellington?
This question focuses on possible gender differences in the intonation of speakers from
the two regions. A variety of studies, using widely different methodologies, have
demonsfiated the existence of gender differences in intonation pattems (see Section4.Z.2)
so consideration of possible gender differences was important. In addition, if evidence of
language change were found, gender differences in intonation patterns needed to be
considered, grven the different contributions men and women have made in the area of
language change. (See Section2.4.3 for the significance of gender in language change).
Question 4: Is there any evidence of change over time in the intonation of speakers from
Taranaki and Wellington?
If evidence of regional variation were found I wanted to know if the variation was a recent
phenomenon or if it had existed in earlier generations, hence my fourth question
concerning change over time, and my decision to compare the intonation of speakers from
two widely separated age groups.
Question 5: Are there intonational diferences between urban and rurally oriented
speakers in Taranaki and Wellington?
7l
Many New Zealanders have rural connections and it would be wrong to assume that,
because an individual lives in an urban setting in New Zealand,they will automatically be
urban in their orientation. I believed that this would apply to New Plymouth dwellers in
particular (see Section 2.6.1). This being the case, it might be said that any variation I
found between Wellington and Taranaki speakers was in fact an urban versus rural
difference, and not a truly regional difference. I was anxious, therefore, to gauge the
extent to which speakers from all locations were rural or urban in their orientation, and to
check whether particular intonation features oorrelated with rural or urban orientation. In
this way authentically regional differences could be separated out from ruraVurban
differences.
ln the next chapter I describe the means by which I sought answers to the research
questions.
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CHAPTER FIVE: METHODOLOGY
This research project was designed according to sociolinguistic principles developed by
Labov in the United States, Milroy and Milroy and Trudgill in Great Britain (Labov
1972a,b, c, Milroy & Milroy 1985, L.Milroy 1980, Trudgill lg74,lg83) and adopted and
refined by many others since. Cenhal to the sociolinguistic paradigm is the notion that
linguistic variation is to be expected, and linguistic variation can be understood, at least in
part, if the social context in which it occurs is considered. Using this method independent
social variables are correlated with linguistic variables in order to reveal the underlying
structwe in what might appear to be an otherwise chaotic language situation. This chapter
describes the methods I used to examine the associations between social factors and
patterns of intonation in the speech of people in two regions of New zealand-
5.1 The sample
The aim of my project was to seek evidence of possible regional variation in New Zealand
English intonation and the research sample was designed with *ris goal in mind. I chose
two very different regions for comparison - Taranaki, a predominantly rural area having
one city, New Plymouth, and a scattering of small towns and Wellington, the capital city
of New Zealand. Random sampling of these areas would not have been appropriate given
that I wished to control for social factors such as ethnicity and socioeconomic class whictr,
if ignored, could potentially bias apparent regional effects. I therefore chose to use a
judgement sarnple where I identified in advance the tlpes of speaker to be studied and
sought a quota of speakers who would fit specified social categories.
5.1.1 Sample size
ln order to confiol for the social variables I was interested in I needed samples of speech
from a minimum of sixty speakers, these speakers being divided into twelve cells
(described below), with five speakers per cell. Sixty speakers was not only a minimum, it
was also a maximum numbeq given that I was to be the sole interviewer and analyser and
there were financial and time consFaints to be considered. (As things transpired I ended
up conducting forty of the interviews myself, the remaining twenty interviews being
divided between two other interviewers (see Section 5.3 below)).
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The size of the corpus is in line with sociolinguistic surveys of its type. Much larger
samples are required for surveying other kinds of social behaviour such as dietary
preferences or television watching habits but it has been argued that smaller samples are
appropriate for linguistic analysis.
'A speech community sample need not include the large number of individuals
usually required for other kinds of behavioural surveys. If people within a speech
community indeed understand each other with a high degree of efficiency, this
tends to place a limit on the extent of possible variation, and imposes a regularity
(necessary for effective communication) not found to the same extent in other
kinds of social behaviour' (Sankoff 1980:51-52).
Trudgill interviewed and analysed the speech of sixty people in Norwich (Trudgill lg74),
Milroy analysed data from sixty speakers having interviewed seventy three people in
Belfast (L.Milroy 1980), and Holmes et al used a sample of seventy five speakers in
Porirua (Holmes et al l99l). Eckert (2000) selected for analysis sixty nine speakers from
a total sample of t'wo hundred students at a suburban Detroit high school. Her approach to
sampling was somewhat different in that she used an ethnographic methodology, spending
two years as a participant observer in the school gaining an understanding of the social
structures of the institution and an empathy with its students. Because of this she was able
to construct a judgement sample based on 'local' categories as opposed to predetermined
categories. The subjects themselves contributed to the iclentification of social categories
she should investigate, categorising themselves as either 'Burnouts' or'Jocks' on the
basis of their opposing ideologies and styles. 'Rather than testing hypotheses against
predetermined categories, ethnography is, among other things, a search for local
categories. Thus while survey freldwork focuses on filling in a sample, ethnographic
fieldwork focuses on finding what is worth sampling' (Eckert 2000:69). This level of
participant observation was impractical for the present study. However my status as a
semi-insider in Taranaki and an insider in Wellington (see Sections 5.4 and 5.5)
compensated to some degree. It enabled me to locate potential subjects to fill my sample
categories with relative ease and it certainly helped in the interviewing process.
Five persons per sample cell is generally considered an adequate number for
sociolinguistic analysis provided the researcher defines the cells in terms of carefirlly
considered local social categories (Feagin 2002:29). The nature of the analysis I
undertook (see Section 5.9) precluded larger cells.
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5.I.2 Composition of the sample
In order to explore the question of whether speakers in Taranaki and Wellington had
diflering patterns of intonation, I constructed a sample which allowed for comparison
across three social parameters: location, age and gender. I endeavoured to keep ethnicity
and socioeconomic class stable for reasons to be discussed. In addition I was anxious to
avoid confusion between possible regional differences and rural versus urban variation.
To help clari$ this situation speakers were rated according to a rural orientation index
(see Section 5.2 below) so that their orientation scores could be correlated with linguistic
trends. The rural orientation index was not used in determining the sample. [t was
employed in post hoc analysis. The selection of speakers was based on a combination of
traditional demographic categories and on social network theory. The sample design is
summarised in Table 5.1 below.
5.1.3 Location
I selected for examination two Taranaki communities and Wellington was chosen ro
provide a regional confast with these communities. The two Taranaki communities were
New Plymouth, a coastal city to the west of Mount Egmont/Taranaki with a population of
50,000, and the dairy farming community of South Taranaki centred around Opunake, a
small rural cenhe on the South Coast of Taranaki. Wellington speakers were scattered
throughout Greater Wellington from Porirua in the north to Lyall Bay in the south.
South
Taranaki
New Plymouth Wellington Totals
Old Males 5 5 ) l5
Old Females 5 5 ) l5
Young Males 5 5 5 15
Young Females 5 5 5 l5
Totals 20 20 20 60
Table 5.1. The sample
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Wellington
Map 2. North Island
The communities were selected to enable
me to explore possible geographic
diffirsion of intonational pitch patterns
(see Section 2.5). New Plymouth is 355
km distant from Wellington. The two
cities are joined by Highway I from
Wellington to Bulls and Highway 3 from
Bulls to New Plymouth. Opunake, the
cenfre of the rural South Taranaki dairy
farming district I surveyed, is 62 krn of
very winding, nilrow road from New
Plymouth on Highway 45 south of the
mountain, or I l5 krn from New Plymouth
via Hawera and Highway 3.
If there is a change in progress with regard to particular pitch patterns in New Zealand.
English intonation, the size of community populations may be a factor in determining the
progress of the shift. It may be spreading via hierarchical diffusion. Callary (1975) and
Trudgill (1983) say that hierarchical diffusion occurs where linguistic innovations begrn
in large population centres and then hickle down to cenFes with smaller populations.
According to this scenario, speakers in Wellington and other larger cities in New Zealand
would be most likely to display innovative intonation patterns. These patterns would be.
less evident in New Plymouth and least evident in the dairy farrning community around
Opunake.
Criteria for selection of speakers for the location cells were (l) they had been bom in the
location or they had moved there before the age of ten, (2) they still lived in the location
and (3) they had spent at leastT5%o of their life in the location.
Most speakers selected for the Taranaki location cells were second, if not third or more
generation Taranakians. At least one subject had ancestors who came to New Plymouth
on one of the original six boats of the Plymouth Company which brought settlers from the
Taranaki
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South-West of England to Taranaki in the early 1840's. Most of the Wellington sample
were also at least second generation Wellingtonians.
It is unlikely that physical location and population size alone will explain linguistic
variation so other social factors were also explored.
5.1.4 Age
An important aspect of the present shrdy was the investigation of possible language
change in progress over time. Study of differences in the speech of people from different
age groups can be used to make diachronic inferences about language change. This model
is known as the 'apparent-time' model of language change. It 'rests on the assumption that
the dialect a speaker learns as a child will remain with that speaker for life. Thus, other
things being equal (eg. social class or dialect contact), differences among generarions of
adults will mirror actual diachronic developments in language. From this perspective, the
speech of each generation is assumed to reflect the language as it existed at the time when
that generation learned the language' (Wolfram et al 1999:8).
The speakers in the present study were taken from two widely separated age groups in
order to examine the inter-generational differences expected of change in progress - /otrng
adults aged2D - 35 and older people aged 70 years and over. Young adults, having moved
away from childhood and the adolescent years in which age-grading of speech patterns is
most likely, are at the stage where they establish personal preferences, including
preferences in styles of speech which will, in all likelihood, remain relatively stable
throt'ghout their adult years. The older cohort could be expected to display the speech
pattems they developed during the corresponding stage of their own lives. There are,
however, as far as I know, no longitudinal studies which demonshate that pitch patterns
stay with speakers for life. Given the finding of Harrington et al (2000:927\ that Queen
Elizabeth II's pronunciation of some vowels has changed over her lifetime, it may well be
that pitch patterns too do not remain constant. The assumption behind apparent time
studies needs to be heated with due caution.
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5.1.5 Gender
In addition to age I was interested in the relationship between intonation patterns and
gender. For the purposes of this study I assumed a simple correlation between gender,
which is a cultural construct, and the biological sex of the speakers concerned, although I
acknowledge that the two do not necessarily map directly on to each other. (See Sections
2.4.3 and2.7 for discussion of gender as a sociolinguistic variable and as a cultural
construct).
Comparison of the intonation of women and men was important for two reasons. Firstly,
variation between women's and men's intonation patterns has frequently been described
and analysed in the literature. For example, there are differences in pitch range (for
American English, see Childers and Wu 1991; for British English, see Woods 1992; for
New Zealand English, see Daly & warren 2001); in pitch dynamism (Daly & warren
2001); in percentage rate of HRT usage (for Australian English, see Guy et al 1986; for
New Zealand English, see Britain 1992);in the size and rate of pitch rises, and their
alignment against segmental aspects of utterances (Warren & Daly 2000) (for more detail
see Section 4.2.2). On the basis of these findings, I expected to find differences between
the intonation patterns of women and men in the present project. Iporing speaker gender
as a factor could distort the description of the intonation patterns of the regions being
examined. Secondly, it has been found that linguistic differences between women and
men are important in understanding the process of language change. In numerous studies
women have been reported as leading men in the use of innovative speech forms (Labov
1990, Holmes 1997b) (for more detail see Section 2.4.3).If there should be evidence of
language change in the regions studied, examination of gender contrast could be useful in
interpreting such change.
5.1.6 Ethniciry
Ethnicity is another social category which is prominent in variationist research. Ethnicity,
like gender, is socially constructed. It is 'not about what one is, but rather about what one
does' (Fought 2002:444) and it'is a subjective rather than an objective matter, and
consequenfly diflicult to quantiff' (Boyce 1,992:24). For this reason participants in my
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research project self-selected their ethnicity and in every case they identified as Pakeha (or
European) New Zealanders.
Maori English is a variety of New Zealand English which has received considerable
attention in the literature in recent years (Benton 1985, l99l; King 1993; Holmes I997a;
Warren & Bauer 2004\.It is distinguished by particular features of vocabulary, syntax and
pronunciation (see Section 2.4.2).It has been demonstrated that exposure to the Maori
language has some inlluence on the way that Maori New Zealanders speak English
(Holmes 1997a). As the focus of my project was regional variation it was important that,
as far as possible, I avoid possible confusion with ethnic, in this case, Maori, variation.
The sample was therefore restricted to Pakeha New Zealanders who had had very little
exposure to the Maori language.
5.1.7 Social class
Social class is another speaker variable commonly examined in sociolinguistic studies and
it has proved highly productive from the time of the early work of Labov in New York .
(1966), to Trudgill's research in Norwich (1974) and in numerous other studies up to the
present day (eg. Horvath 1985, Labov 1990, Haei 1997). Social class as a concept has
proven problematic however. It has been described as 'inherently fiizzy'(Chambers
2003:41), a description which is particularly apt for the situation as it pertains to New
Zealand where occupational mobility is common. Middle-aged male doctors are likely to
have worked in freezing works and shearing gangs to finance their medical studies, while
it is not impossible for a housewife with a good idea, entrepreneurial flair and drive to
become CEO of a major company. Higher education is regarded as desirable but it does
not guarantee a high payrng, high status job. Ash (2002) rightly says that tailoring the
notion of social class to the particular community under study is important.
'If the researcher is truly engaged in the community, if he or she has talked and
listened to its members enough to visit in their homes, to ask about their families,
to know what topics are of burning local interest and concem, then he or she will
learn how the members of the community regard each other and will tailor the
formulation of all social variables to describe the community in its own terms'
(Ash 2002:420).
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Eckert's (2000) ethnographic approach to the study of the speech of adolescents in a
suburban high school in Denoit is a case in point. In this study students divided
themselves into two fundamentally opposed social groups, Jocks and Burnouts (see
Section 2.7.1). The Jocks were oriented towards middle class preoccupations and the
Burnouts to working class ones.
'These contrasting orientations are displayed in everyday social practices such as
dress, adornment, demeanor, use of leisure time and preferred hangout places, and
the adolescents make use of the rich symbolic resource offered by language
variability to construct styles which situate them socially in relation to others in
the high school between the polar values ofjocks and burnouts' (Milroy &
Gordon 2003:98).
Traditionally sociolinguistic survey studies have employed indices of socioeconomic
stafus based on factors such as income, occupation, level of education, tlpe of dwelling,.
residential area and father's occupation. Factors may be weighted depending on the
researcher's view of their relative importance as indicators of the social class system in
the community being studied. In New Zealand studies speakers have generally been
allocated to one of trvo classes depending on whether they attended a state schooi or a
private school (Gordon & Maclagan 1990), and on the basis of occupation and level of
education (Holmes et al 1991, Maclagan & Gordon 1999). Bayard (1991) placed people
on a social class continuum from 3 at the lower end to 13 at the upper end. Placement on
the continuum depended on occupation, level of education and amount of
private/boarding schooling.
Most New Zealandsociolinguistic researchers have utilised the Elley-trving Scale index
of male occupations (Elley and Irving lg72,lg85) and the kving-Elley index of female
occupations (Irving and Elley 1977). Occupations were classified into six levels according
to an equal weighting of income and educational level and were last revised using data
from the l98l census. A more complex method was used in the construction of the New
Zealand Socio-economic lndex-1996 of Occupational Status (NZSEI-96) (Davis et al
2003). It is based on 1996 census data and it updates and revises the New Zealand,
Socioeconomic Index of occupational status-I991 (NZSEI-91). values for the
occupations in the 1991 index equated to 'an optimally-weighted combination of income
and educational variables, corrected for age, based on the assumptions of the model (ie.
minimising the stength of the direct education-income link). These values represented
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occupational SES (socio-economic status) scores, which were finally scaled on a
continuum from l0 - 90 to yield the NZSEI-91'. The scale was divided into six goups
(level I being the highest status goup and level 6 the lowest) in part to enable
comparisons with the Elley-Irving socio-economic scale. Adjushnents were made to the.
construction of the scale in the revised NZSEI-96 so that part-time workers could be
incorporated, and index scores were adjusted to allow for the tendency of self-employed
workers to understate their income. The relationship between income and expenditure on
food for self-employed workers was compared with that for waged employees assuming
that both the self-employed and employees would corectly report their food expendihue.
The calculated ratios of expenditure to income were higher for self-employed individuals
(with the exception of the group classified as professionals) than for waged individuals
and the incomes of the self-employed were adjusted upwards accordingly. The adjustnent
affected agricultural workers in particular, moving them from level 5 on the scale to level
4.
In the present study I was anxious to avoid confusion of social class variation, which has
been shown to exist in New ZealandEnglish (Gordon & Maclagan 1990, Holnes et al
1991, Bayard 1991, Batterharn 1995), with regional variation, so I attempted to keep
social class as stable as possible. ln order to do so I checked the occupations of
interviewees against the NZSEI-96 scale of occupational status. I elected to use
occupation as a measure of social class because 'there is substantive evidence that
supports the idea that an individual's position within the labour market is a key
determinant of life chances, access to rewards and quality of life' (Rose 1995, cited in
Galbraith et al 2003:18). It is also more socially acceptable to ask people about their work
than it is to ask about other factors which might be relevant to their social status such as.
income. I chose this particular scale because (1) it is based on 1996 census material and
most of the interviews for my research took place in the late 1990's, (2) 'it looks at how
education translates into income via occupation'making allowances for age (Galbraith et
aI2003:20), and (3) because it makes adjustments for part-time and self-employed
workers. Given that a substantial number of my interviewees were self-employed this was
important.
A social network technique was employed for the recruitrnent of participants (see Section
5.4). An advantage of this technique was that it worked well in keeping the variabte of
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soclo-economic status reasonably constant. The social networks of speakers tended to
consist of others of comparable status and lifestyles. This was particularly so in the case of
the rural cells, male and female, old and yomg, who were a notably homogeneous group.
As farmers they were all on level4 of the NZSEI. When the entire sample of sixty
speakers was considered the mode occupational level was 4, with the mean and median
levels 4.5. The Wellington cells tended towards the more working class end of the scale,
ie. occupational levels 5 and 6, although the Wellington young men were more mixed
with two men at level 3, a policeman and a psychiatric nurse. The New Plymouth samples
were more heterogeneous with occupations ranging from level2 to level 6. The young
women in particular were skewed towards the middle-class end of the scale. This cell
consisted of two accountants (level2), a florist running her own business (level 3), a
nurse (level3) and a polytechnic student who aspired to be a police officer (level3). The
fact that some of the New Plymouth sample tended towards the middle-class end of the
scale is perhaps not surprising given that I had lived in New Plyrnouth, I would classiff
myseHas middle-class, my friends were mostly middle-class, and these friends were my
initial contacts who introduced me to people within their social circles. It was necessary'to
keep this bias in mind when variation in intonation was analysed.
Figure 5.1 shows the distribution of NZSEI scores among the participants in the three
locations.
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Figure 5.1 New Zesland Socioeconomic Index Scores
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5.2 Rural Orientation Index
I noted in Section 2.6.1 some of the changes which have taken place in rural Taranaki in
recent years which have brought country people into closer contact with urban inJluences.
Disentangling urban and rural threads in Taranaki was an issue for the research and I
concluded that a social network approach could help separate participants with a more
urban bent from those who had a distinctly nuat orientation. This was an important
distinction to make as I wished to avoid confirsion between urban versus rural differences
and possible regional variation.
I devised a network index which reflected the kinds of people a person interacted with, so
that I could test assumptions about how an individual's linguistic behaviour would be
conshained and shaped by their social contacts. I selected parameters for the index on the
basis of what I knew about the areas concerned, and the people who lived there, from
personal experience and from discussion with others who knew the areas intimately. The
chosen parameters were:
NZEI Score I 7 3 4 5 6 7
South Taranaki 20
New Plymouth 3 I I 4 4
Wellington 4 2 7 7
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. residence
. kin
. occupation
. voluntary association
. schooling
r commercial transactions
Each of these had been adopted successfully by other researchers in other contexts in
other parts of the world (see Section 2.6), but the weighting and detail of the criteria for
the parameters were designed with local contexts in mind.
The criteria for each of the parameters are given below. Points were scored for each
criterion as shown. Points could be scored for more than one criterion per parameter up to
the limit stated. A participant scoring 0 points in total would be entirely urban in
orientation and someone with 14 points would have maximally rural orientation.
Parameter l: Residence. Range: 0 - 2.
Points and criteria:
(l) Informant currently lives on a farm or in a small rural community.
Pihama, okaiawa, oeo and re Kiri in south raranaki are typical of such
communities. They consist of a handful of shops and businesses whose function it
is to service the surrounding countryside.
(l) Inforrrant has always lived on a farm or in a small rural community.
This is based on the premise that residence in a rural community is necessary for
integration into that community and the longer you live in a communiry the greater
the pressure to conform to its social nonns, including its speech nonns.
(1) Informant lived on a farm until retirement.
Retired farmers who now lived in town scored a point because, not only had they
spent the bulk of their lives on the farm, they still spent time on the farm which in
most cases their sons and/or nephews were now working.
(.5) Informant has lived on a farm at some point in their life.
Some inhabitants of New Plymouth had either lived on farms as children or were
employed on farms at some point in their younger years.
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(.5) Informant has definite plans to live in the country in the future.
A small number of young people resident in New Plymouth expressed interest in
living in the country at some stage in the fuhue. They were given half a point if
they had a stated goal for living in the country.
Parameter 2: Kinship. Range: 0 - 2.
Points and criteria:
(1) Informant's parher/spouse was brought up on a farm or in a small rural
commr.urity.
(1) Members of the informant's extended family live on a farm or in a small rural
community.
(.5) Member(s) of extended family has/have lived on a farm.
Parameter 3: Occupation. Range: 0 - 2.
Points and criteria:
(l) Informant is a farmer.
'Farmer' included farm owners who farm their own land farm managers who
farm someone else's land and sharemilkers (a sharemilker being a person who
works another's dairy farm for a share of the profits, and who sometimes owns a
herd of cows).
(1) Informant is a retired farmer.
'Retired' farmers in my sample had not stopped being farmers. Each of them had
sons or nephews running the family business and the old farmers hded out on the
farm as and when they could. [n at least two cases this meant dailv involvement.
(1) Informant is at least a second generation farmer.
The rural ethic will have been passed down through successive generations
making it difficult for the individual to break from tradition.
Parameter 4: Voluntary association. Range 0 - 4.
Points and criteria:
(l) Most of informant's friends live in country.
(l per activity, max.3) Informant is active in rural associations, clubs, sports, church.
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Voluntary association was heavily weighted because subjects were most likely to
accommodate their speech to the speech of those they chose to mix with. A rurally
oriented person would tend to have friends who lived in the country and would choose to
participate in rural activities and join rural groups.
Parameter 5. Schooling. Range 0 - 2.
Points and criteria:
(2) Informant was educated entirely in the country.
(l) Informant was educated partially in the country.
Most subjects in the South Taranaki rural sample were educated entirely in the country but
two of the old men had had their primary schooling in small country schools and then
went on to boarding school in town for their secondary schooling. One of them boarded at
a Catholic school in Wellington because at the time there was no Catholic secondary
school for boys in Taranaki. He told me he was one of about sixty boys from Taranaki.
The pupils at the boarding school were a mixture of urban and rural boys. One might
expect therefore that the rural peer inlluence would be diluted, hence the lower rual
score. All subjects attended school. None lived so far from a school that they had to be
educated by correspondence.
Parameter 6. Commercial ftansactions. Range 0 - 2.
Points and criteria:
(l) Informant goes to a small rural town to conduct the bulk of their commercial
transactions and to do their shopping.
(1) Informant goes to a small rural town once a week or more.
Subjects who lived on farms were asked which town they went to to conduct commercial
transactions and do their shopping. If by 'town' they meant a small Taranaki rural town
such as Opunake, they scored a point. If they went to a town like this once a week or more
they scored another point. On the other hand, if by 'town' they meant New Plymouth, no
points were scored" the implication being that the more one mixes with people of one's
own kind, the more likely it is that one will speak like them. Subjects living in New
Plymouth or Wellington scored no points as the bulk of their tansactions took place in the
city.
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Ftgule 5.2 shows tUe ,ori€ntation scof€s of oach sp-eake,r along the oorrfururm of exhtmely
urbaa to exbemely rural orieqtatio-n The \fir,,ellingtron aad Nsw PlX,moutr gtrotfps displ4y'
eimilar dlstributions at the urban @d of'the ,sealc, runging, Som 0 tn 6 w,hile, wi& tho
exceptlo'n of otle outlier, the South Taraoaki sanrplo has ssors, r,andng ftom l0 to 14.
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5.3 The corpora
I decided to use data from three corpora of spoken New Zealand,English collected for
three separate projects. This was largely because of the practical issues of the size of the
database needed for my project (samples from sixty speakers) and the existence of time
constraints. It was fortunate that excellent material had already been collected (l) for the
sociolinguistic survey of the Porirua community conducted by Holmes, Bell and Boyce
in the early 1990's and (2) for an oral history project entitled 'Coastal Voices of New
Zealand' recorded by Dinah priestley in the mid- to late 1990's.
5.3.1 The Porirua Corpus
Speech samples from ten women, five young and five elderly, from the Porirua corpus
were included in my Wellington sample. Although technically a separate city from
Wellington, Porirua forms part of the greater Wellington region. In addition to this,
several of the Porirua women worked or had worked in Wellington city. These women
were therefore considered suitable for my Wellington sample.
5.3.2 The Oral History Corpus
Speech samples from five elderly Wellington men and four of the elderly Taranaki rural
women were obtained from the Oral History Archives of the Tumbull Library. This
material was collected by Dinah Priestley for her oral history project on the Coastal
Voices ofNew Zealand.
5.3.3 The Taranaki Corpus
The bulk of the material was collected by me over four years from 1998 to 2001. This
included all the Taranaki cells, excepting the four Taranaki rural elderly women
mentioned above. It took a long time to collect this material as it required many
weekend expeditions to Taranaki which is six hours drive away from Wellington where
I live. I also recorded the speech of five young Wellington men.
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5.4 Locating and contacting speakers
Making contact with people and asking them to participate in sociolinguistic surveys
can be a daunting prospect. The task can be eased, however, by utilising the social
networks of study participants, using the technique variously known as the 'friend of a
friend' or 'snowball' approach to data collection as advocated and adopted by Milroy
and Milroy in their study of working-class communities in Belfast (L.Milroy 1980,
Milroy & Milroy l9S5).
L.Milroy gained access to Belfast communities by using the status of a friend of a
friend, introducing herself through mutuallyknown individuals and entering networks of
kith and kin. In this way she was successful in obtaining large quantities of relaxed,
vernacular speech.
In a study of the speech pattems of rural migrants in the city of Bergen, Norway,
Kerswill (1994) followed L.Milroy's procedure for obtaining contacts and was similarly
successful. He wrote of his experience, 'The efficacy of the 'friends of a friend' method
was striking. Once I had made the initial contacts, I mentioned these contacts when
approaching people whose names I had been given. In almost every case, I received
enthusiastic co-operation and cordial hospitality. In many cases, I was clearly regarded
as a friend of a friend, even though my identity and purpose were known' (Kerswill
1994:66). He achieved these contacts after arranging to meet the chairperson of one of
the rural migrant societies at one of their weekly folk-dance meetings. On that evening
he arranged to meet with eight volunteers. After interviewing these people he
interviewed sixteen more people who were friends or relatives of the earlier volunteers
(Kerswill 1994:65).
An individual has 'first-order' contacts with whom they have direct contact. Each of the
people in the first-order zone may be in contact with others whom the individual does
not know, but with whom he or she could potentially come into contact via the people in
the first-order zone. These more distantly connected people are 'friends of friends' or 
.
people in the individual's 'second-order' social network zone. 'Friends of friends' are
extremely important people in most societies (Milroy 1980). According to the theory of
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exchange propounded by Boissevan(I974) the 'friend of a friend' relationship is
thought to set up mutual rights and obligations. I chose to adopt the 'friend of a friend?
approach in obtaining survey subjects in the hope that I would find, as Kerswill did, that
'people would be more likely to agree to be recorded because of their obligation to our
mutual contact, who would also act as a guarantor of my good faith' (Kerswill 1994:65).
In Taranaki I applied the methodology as follows. I talked initially to an assortment of.
contacts in the New Plymouth and rural South Taranaki regions and these people in turn
put me in touch with their first order networks. My initial contacts were old friends from
my years spent in New Plynouth, more recently acquired friends in South Taranaki and
colleagues and students at Victoria University who hail from Taranaki. Having
explained the aims of my project to them, my contacts, or network gatekeepers, gave me
the names of family and friends who fitted the required social criteria and who might be
able to help me. In some cases the gatekeepers contacted potential subjects for me and
then let me know whether or not they were willing to help and, in other cases, I
contacted the people myself, letting thern know I was a friend of their friend or relative
and seeking their consent to be interviewed. Very often, after a successful interview,
subjects would give me the names of further friends and familymembers who could be
interviewed. I found that subjects who were initially rather diffrdent about taking pafi in
the project could have their anxieties alleviated by talking to their friend who had been
interviewed previously.
The same procedure was followed for contacting the Wellington young men. Three of
this group were already well known to me and my extended family put me in touch with
the two additional people needed to fill the cell.
The benefits of the 'friend of a friend' approach cannot be overstated. One participant
confided in me after a successful recording session, 'I would never have agreed to do
this you know if G... (her uncle and my friend) hadn't talked to me first'. Another
subject, much relieved, said afterwaxds, 'It's just like chatting with a friend really'. And
indeed, that is exactly how it often felt for me.
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I was forfunate in managing to tap into a dense network of young friends in rural South
Taranaki. Seven of the ten young people in the location sample were well known to each
other. I needed more 'gate keepers' in New Plymouth to find the required number of
subjects and fewer of the gate keepers' fust order contacts knew each other. The
methodology used led me to social networks which reflected the difference between the
looser knit social networks typical of urban dwellers and the closer networks of rural
New Zealand.
My first contact with potential speakers was usually via telephone although o.r.rionully
I had already met the person and talked to them. The 'friend of a friend' approach to
filling myjudgement sample meant that typically people were expecting a call from me
and they had already been briefed about the nature of my project by their friend or
relative whom I had interviewed previously. I was always honest about what the project
involved. I would tell them I was interested in how people spoke in different parts of
New Zealand, with a particular interest in the Taranaki and Wellington areas. I
refrained, however, from telling them that my principle focus was intonation as I did not
want them to become self conscious about this aspect of their speech.
5.5 The interviewer
The personal characteristics of the interviewer or interviewers are important whan
considering how to overcome the constraints inherent in a tape-recorded interview with
a relative or complete stranger.
Saville-Troike (1986:111-112) maintains that, 'It is likely that only a researcher who
shares, or comes to share, the intuitions of the speech community under study will be
able to accurately describe the socially shared base which accounts in large part for the
dynamics of communicative interaction'.
Many researchers have opted to use several interviewers in order to broaden the range of
language available for study. Milroy cites Douglas-Cowie's study in 1978 of a Northem
hish village communitywhich, 'demonstrated quite clearlythe differences between the
language addressed to an Ulster-Scots insider and an English outsider' and Viv Edwards
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who, in 1986, found, 'dramatically different patterns, depending on whether the
fieldworker is black or white' (Milroy I987a:64). A controlled experiment which
included sociolinguistic interviews of an African-American teenager by an African-
American adult interviewer and a white adult interviewer resulted in the interviewee
using a significantly greater percentage of African American Vernacular English
features in the interview with the African American fieldworker (Rickford &McNair-
Knox 1994). The researchers concluded that in their experiment 'style shifting [was]
primarily a frrnction of the race of the intervieweds)' (Rickford & McNair-Knox
1994:259).
For their social dialect investigation of language variation in the Porirua community,
Holmes, Bell and Boyce employed four interviewers who lived, or had lived, in Porirua.
Not only did the Porirua survey interviewers have community insider status, they were
also matched with their interviewees for ethnicity and sex, the idea being to encourage
relaxed, free rururing conversation and to avoid possible variation caused by cross-
ethnic or cross-sex interviews (Holmes et all99l:40).
However, as Milroy observes, 'The best solution is not necessarily ... socially matching
fieldworkers to subjects' (Milroy 1987a:81). In some communities attitudes to males
and females need to be taken into account. Milroy describes the situation pertaining in
her study of language variation in Belfast communities. 'The fieldworker had to be a
woman. Women were much less likely to be attacked than men, and since male
strangers were at that time viewed with considerable suspicion in many parts of Belfast,
they were likely to be in some danger if they visited one place over a protracted period'
(Milroy l98Tb:M). A similar situation existed in inner-city Detroit when Walter F.
Edwards was studying African American English. 'A householder in the area was much
more likely to let a strange woman into his or her house than a shange male' (Edwards
1992:113). Edwards hired four females as interviewers, but only one proved to be very
successful. She was 'remarkably fearless about working in the area and very obviously
enjoyed conducting interviews' (Edwards 1992:ll3).
Wolfram and Schilling-Estes observe that, 'outsiders may also possess the personal
characteristics that help make a person a good fieldworker. Thus, it is often the case that
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people with empathetic, non-threatening conversational styles end up getting better
interviews than field workers who are carefully selected to match the status, age and
gender characteristics of the interviewee' (Wolfram & Schilling-Estes, 1998:2M).
Having considered all of the above I decided I would examine the advantages of using
one person, namely myself, as the single interviewer for most of the data collection in-
Taranaki and Wellington (ie. except for four interviews by Dinah Priestley and the ten
Porirua Corpus interviews).
Had I opted to employ interviewers who matched subjects in terms of age, sex, ethnicity
and home location, I would have needed a team of twelve interviewers all of whom
would have required careful vetting for their ability to listen and encowage relaxed and
natural conversation. Training in interviewing techniques would also have been
necessary. This would have been a massive, time consuming and expensive undertaking
with no guarantee that all interviewers would be equally effective.
Disadvantages in doing the interviewing myself might seem equally daunting. I could be
classified as a middle-aged, middle-class, city dwelling woman having very little in
common with either of the age groups to be interviewed (young adults and the elderly)
or either of the Taranaki groups (New Plymouth and rural South Taranaki), although I
shared the same Pakeha ethnicity as all the interviewees.
Having a single interviewer had the advantage, however, that the social situation in all
the interviews was be consistent. I also had some historical background to give me an
enW point to conversation with people in Taranaki. I had spent seven years of my early
adulthood living in New Plymouth and I had had rural experience holidaying with
farming relatives. In addition to this it seemed highly likely that a middle-aged woman
would be considered non-threatening byboth young and old, and male and female
subjects.
In fact my semi-insider, semi-outsider status proved to be rather useful. My seven years
in Taranaki gave me a genuine interest in the affairs of the region and it also gave me a
degree of credibility amongst the locals. I was not seen as just another nosy parker
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5.6
university person. As someone who had returned to the area after some years away it
seemed natural to be asking the sort of things I was asking and subjects responded
generously.
My status as a Wellingtonian helped in the interviewing of the Wellington young men as
did the fact that I already knew three of them well.
Dinah Priestley was the sole interviewer for her oral history project. She, like me, could
be classified as a middle-aged, middle-class, Pakeha wellingtonian. She is an
experienced and highly competent interviewer. She approached her interviews in similar
fashion to the Porirua field workers and myself.
The ten interviews which I selected for analysis from the Porirua survey were conducted
by a young woman who was resident in the area. She was matched in age with the five
young women interviewed but not with the five elderly women.
Recording interviewees
In most cases interviews were conducted in subjects' own homes, the idea being to
minimise inconvenience to subjects and maximise the chances of relaxed,
conversational speech, approximating as closely as possible the vernacular. I tried to do
the recording in spaces where there were plenty of soft furnishings in order to reduce the
likelihood of echo. Unfortunately this was not always possible. On occasion I recorded
people at their place of work, in one instance in the office of a funeral parlour and in
another in a room designed for patient interviews. In both cases the offices used were
minimally fumished.
ln most cases I conducted interviews in one sitting of sixty to ninety minutes duration.'
The advantage of making more than one visit was brought home to me, however, on the
one occasion when I made a return visit. Half way through the first recording session the
tape recorder failed. When I returned the next week with a replacement recorder the
young woman being interviewed was noticeably more relaxed and conversation flowed
easily. The fact that I had made a return trip to Taranaki from Wellington expressly to.
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see her may have impressed her. She was also more familiar with me and the notion of
being recorded. Unfortunately time constraints and distance meant I was unable to spend
more time getting to know most of the interviewees. However, in spite of all the
problems inherent in interviewing and tape recording people who were for the most part
strangers to me, I managed to collect a substantial corpus of material suitable for
prosodic analysis. A handful of Taranaki participants requested copies of their tapes
such was their enthusiasm for the project. One elderly man wanted to keep a record of
stories he had told me for his grandchildren and great grandchildren. A young woman
was astounded at some of the things her partner had told me, ('You never told me about
that!') and the couple wanted a record of it.
Wolfram (personal communication) recommended to me the practice ofhaving three
people present during an interview, thus altering the dynamics of the one-on-one
interview where two strangers talking face to face could feel awkward. In the research
which Wolfram conducted in North Carolina, pairs of interviewers were used (Wolfram,
Hazen & Schilling-Estes 1999). Advantages in doing this are that 'fieldworkers can
work together to keep the discussion going; and there are fewer lulls in the conversation
when one fieldworker needs to look at notes for the new questions. Also one
fieldworker can monitor the recording equipment which is often a distraction in one-to-
one interviews' (Milroy & Gordon 2003:66). For practical reasons I was the sole
fieldworker in the interviews I conducted in Taranaki and Wellington, there was only
one interviewer in the Porirua Survey interviews, and Dinah Priestley conducted her
own recordings for her oral history project. However in several cases a third person,
usually a partner or child, was present during recording in Taranaki and in some cases,
in Porirua. I was told by a friend in Taranaki that one particular elderlywoman whom I
hoped to interview, was probably too shy to be recorded unless her husband could be
present, so I interviewed them together. This was a very satisfactory arrangement with
both partners coaxing and helping each other and,I think, enjoyrng the experience. On
the whole, the presence of a third party tended to make the subject feel more secure and
consequently relaxed, resulting in more casual sounding conversation. The
disadvantages of occasional intemrptions or extraneous noises off were therefore
outweighed. There was, however, one exception. one yotrng woman said she felt
intimidated by her husband's presence and she asked him to 'please go away!'
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Sensitivity to the dynamics of individual relationships is called for in the interviewer. I
do not believe that the fact that, in some interviews, a third party was present, resulted in
hugely variable data. The presence of a third person helped in situations where an
interviewee was very reserved, while for most interviewees the presence of another
person was not necessary for the encouragement of fluent conversation.
Much as I tried to keep exfianeous sounds to a minimum there were many noises over
which I had little or no control including: cicadas in late summer, the squawking of pet
budgies, dogs barking, lawn mowers, washing machines, traffrc noise, trains, a fork lift
driving past the window, toddlers chatting and singing, chiming clocks (very common)
and the ubiquitous telephone ringrng.
A Sony professional WM-D6C wallsnan cassette recorder was used for recording in
conjunction with a lapel microphone. Most people managed to ignore the presence of
the microphone to the extent that they forgot it was attached to them if they were called
away to answer the telephone or door. Some subjects had a tendency to absenhnindedly
fiddle with the cord as they talked but this does not appear to have adversely effected the
sound quality of the recordings.
).t Ethical considerations
The University's Human Ethics Committee required that pennission be obtained from
participants before any recording was undertaken. Everyone was therefore asked to sign
a form giving consent to be recorded and for the taped material to be placed in the
Wellington Archive of Spoken New Zealand English for the use of linguistic researchers
(see Appendix l). I reassured participants before I began recording that their identity
would be kept confidential and their name would not be attached to either tape
recordings or transcripts. These would be identifiable by code only. Participants were
also asked if they would like to receive a summary of my findings.
Similar permission had been obtained from Porirua project participants at the time of
their being recorded. I wrote to participants in Priestley's oral history project and
obtained pennission to analyse their speech for my research.
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During the course of making the Taranaki recordings I encountered an ethical problem
which I had not anticipated. In one or two of the interviews the tone veered towards that
of a social therapy session and I felt obliged to switch off the recorder because I thought
the subject matter was not entirely appropriate for this exercise. The situation was
reminiscent of that in which Lesley Milroy found herself in Belfast where many
recordings of a particular family'resembled therapy sessions more closely than
sociolinguistic field tapes. I sometimes felt that I was taking unfair advantage of the
family's need to talk through their problems with a sympathetic outsider' (Milroy
1987a:90). This was very much how I felt on occasion.
5.8 The interview
Since participant observation of the type undertaken by Eckert (1988) and others was
not possible for this project, I chose to collect data through the medium of
sociolinguistic interviews. For their project, Holmes et al (1991) used an interview
schedule administered by an interviewer in the interviewee's home, following the
standard technique of most social dialect surveys which had been conducted until that
time. Well known examples of such surveys include Labov's work in New York (Labov
1966), Trudgill's investigation of the speech of people in Norwich (Trudgill 1974), and
Horvath's work in Sydney (Horvath 1985). More recent and local examples include the
social dialect suwey undertaken by Vine in Wanganui, a provincial town of New
Zealand approximately midway between Wellington and New Plymouth (Vine 1995)
and the sociolinguistic study of Aucklanders conducted byBatterham @atterham 1995).
My interview schedule, described below and attached as Appendix 2, was similar to that
used by Holmes et al (1991) and also to the one used by Priestley who devised her oral
history interview schedule with the help of Holmes ensuring comparability of data.
Although not identical in fonnat, the interviews from all three corpora were sufficiently
similar in content and approach to provide data for analysis which was stylistically
comparable.
The interview schedule I used included similar, though not identical, sections to those of
the Porirua and oral historyprojects. Basic biographical infonnation was sought, there'
were questions designed to elicit free flowing conversation and interviewees were asked
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to read scripted passages and word lists. Most important for my needs were the
conversational sections and the biographical material. Also necessary were questions
concerning speakers' rural or urban orientation, given that one of my aims was to
investigate possible correlations between rural or urban orientation and pattems of pitch
movement. Word lists and reading passages which were collected were not needed for
this project but could provide the basis for future study of language variation. Wordlists
were available for some of the Priestley interviewees, but her informants did not read
the reading passage.
5.8.I Language questions
The first section of the schedule focussed on what interviewees believed about regional
variation in New Zealand. English. They had been told that this was my research topic
and were not surprised to be asked such questions. The questions received carefully
considered responses. Taranaki respondents were well aware of a special Southland way
of speaking, rffiypeople having had first hand contact with Soutilanders. Both
Taranaki and Southland are prime dairy farming areas and there is a degree of mobility
between regions. Interestingly most people living in Taranaki maintained that they
would not be able to tell if another person came from Taranaki simply by the way they
spoke, This differed from what I found when I piloted my interview schedule with
Taranaki born people who had moved to Wellington for job related reasons. This sample
of two believed that there were discernible differences and that they probably could tell
another Taranaki person by the way they spoke. Other Taranakians currently working in
Wellington have also told me of feeling self conscious about their speech on first
moving to Wellington. It would seem that people need to move outside their home
region before becoming aware of their special way of speaking. Wellingtonians did not
believe there was a special Wellington way of speaking. When asked about possible
ruraVurban differences most respondents referred to specifically rural lexical items, and
to a rural tendency to use slangy speech.
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5.8.2 British and American lexical items
There followed a list of lexical items which was used in the Porirua survey (Holmes et
al 1991) and in an earlier survey in Dunedin @ayard 1987). lnformants were asked
which of two alternative words, meaning the same ftiog, they would use most of the
time. One word in each pair was British and the other was its American equivalent.
Again, this sort of question was not surprising in a language focussed interview. No
formal analysis of this section has been undertaken.
5.8.3 L-vocalisation
Still in relatively formal vein, I included a word list and short reading passages devised
by B. Horvath to provide data for an Australasian regional survey of lll vocalisation
(Horvath & Horvath 2002). This section was included in the Taranaki corpus only and
the material has not as yet been analysed.
5.8.4 Rural/Urban orientation questions
In the next section informants were asked questions designed to determine their position
on the rural orientation index described in Section 5.2. Topics to do with schooling,
commercial transactions, the whereabouts of kin, the amount of contact with them,
voluntary associations (where friends lived, what social groups and clubs they belonged
to) and aspirations for the future were covered. Questions to do with occupation and
residency were covered in the demographic section at the end of the schedule.
5.8.5 Word list
The word list which included minimal pairs incorporated vowel and consonant sounds
which might help distinguish possible regional varieties of New ZeilandEnglish. The
list was similar to those used in the Porirua survey (Holmes et al 1991) and in
Priestley's oral history project. Fortunately most speakers had little difficulty coping
with the reading task. In the two cases where there was an obvious problem (one
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because ofpoor eye sight and the other from lack of confidence) I helped with the first
page and did not give them the complete set to read. This material awaits analysis.
5,8.6 General conversation
By this stage in the interview I hoped that subjects would be accustomed to the tape
recorder and me and would be sufficiently relaxed to talk relatively informally. They
might also be relieved to have finished ploughing their way through a long and boring
list of words and at last be able to move onto something else. From this point on my
chief objective was to encourage fluent, relaxed conversation, minimising the
'obssrver's paradox' (Labov 1972c). Henceforth the interview took the form of sets of
questions based around topics which might be of interest to interviewee$ a technique
not unlike the system of conversational modules described by Labov (1984). I did not
stick rigidly to the list of questions and did not broach all topics with every speaker.
Whilst endeavouring not to do too much of the talking myself, I did participate in the
conversation, following Labov's advice, 'volunteering experience, responding to new
issues, and following the subject's main interests and ideas wherever they [went]'
(Labov 1984:36-37). Topics of conversation included childhood reminiscences, family
relationships, the classic 'danger of death' question, local driving conditions and
standards, worh and the state of the nation. Family relationships and the state of the
nation were, on the whole, less productive than other topics and I therefore tended not to
venture into this territory very often. Childhood reminiscences, standards of driving, and
work were fruitful topics tls was, in many instances, the 'danger of death' question. I
believe I got good results to this question largely because, immediately before asking the
question, I asked interviewees to read the 'danger of death' story written for the Porirua
project. It appeared to jolt the memories of many people and they were happy to relate'
their own scary experiences in a natural and unselfconscious manner. On the other hand,
in a few cases, the question elicited a laugh and, no, they had had very safe, sheltered
lives to date (cross fingers).
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5.9
5.8.7 Demographic information
I decided to gather biographical information about interviewees at the end of the
interview, partly because if I asked for it earlier, t risked setting up a more formal tone
than desirable, and partly because by this stage in the interview much of the information
I wanted had already been volunteered, thus reducing the number of tedious questions
necessaxy. Information gleaned from this section was important for ensuring that
informants fitted my non-linguistic criteria. Criteria of age, sex, ethnicity, socio-
economic class and residency needed to be satisfied. Other questions were designed to
elicit inforrnation which could be useful in the interpretation of my findings. lnto this
category fell questions to do with the informant's parents' and partner's residential and
occupational histories. I was also interested to know the extent of people's exposure to
the Maori language. Interestingly, on ocqrsion some of these snaight-forward questions
prompted quite loquacious responses.
Analysis
"when the f;eldwork is finally completed, any sense of relief evaporates rapidly
as the reality of analysis of all that data dawns " (Feagin 2002:36).
5.9.1 Text type
Analysis began with the selection, from the speech samples of each speaker, of passages
which were suitable for intonation analysis. I opted for narrative speech samples for the
reasons outlined below.
Ladefoged (1997:140) recommended that short naratives or other material containing
longer stretches of speech be recorded in the field when data was required for the study
of the rhyhm and intonation of languages which are endangered. The same would be
true for language varieties such as Taranaki English which are not necessarily
endangered, but which have not as yet been thoroughly described. He suggested local
folk tales or short autobiographical narratives might be suitable. In a comparison of the
intonation of two Northern Australian languages Fletcher and Evans (2002) followed
Ladefoged's advice and recorded and analysed two spontaneouslyproduced narratives,
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one in Kundedjnjenghmi and the other in Dalabon. The researchers felt that the
conventional experimental procedure of recording tokens inserted in carrier sentences or
dialogues would not be adequate for eliciting the patterns of pitch prominence, boundary
marking and timing which were the focus of their study.
It has been demonsfated that the High Rising Terminal (I{RT), the steep rise in pitch at
the end of a non-interrogative intonational phrase which is a salient feature of New
Zealand English, is more likely to occur in narrative texts than in descriptive,
explanatory or opinion-giving texts (Allan 1990, Britain 1992, Ainsworth 1994).
Wa:ren and Britain (2000) established that the structural elements in texts which appeal
to hearers' understanding and empathy are most likely to carry HRTs and these elements
are typical of narrative texts. The HRT is not in itself the focus of this research but the
feature displays an interesting degree of pitch movement. Text which favours the
production of this feature may display other dpamic patterns which could give rise to a
perceived singsong quality in speech, although this still remains to be empirically tested.
Whether or not this association exists, it is important that comparisons be made between
texts which are as similar as possible. Since narratives formed part of all three corpora,
and since there is already a suggestion in the HRT studies that nanative styles are more
likely to show extensive pitch movements, it seemed appropriate to focus on these text
types for present puposes.
Wherever possible I selected for analysis sections of speech data from the corpora which
conformed with Labov's definition of narative, where a minimal narrative is 'a
sequence of two clauses which are temporally ordered' (Labov 1972b:360). Fully-
formed oral narratives in Labov's framework contain the following six elements: an
abstract, orientation detail, complicating action recounting what happened, an evaluation
which gives an indication as to what makes the story interesting, a resolution saytng
what happened in the end, and a coda signalling the end of the story. Not everynarrative
in my corpus contained all six elements but most contained more than the minimal two
temporally ordered clauses.
Where fluent narative sections of speech were difficult to find I occasionally used
sections which might be termed 'factual reporting' such as childhood reminiscences, or
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descriptions of a typical day's work. Although not strictly speaking narratives, the
passages selected were at least fluent and contained more than one clause. For the most
part, however, narratives were abundantly available. The majority of speakers had
interesting stories to tell in response to the 'danger of death' question. The question was
positioned immediately after a reading passage which told the story of a person who got
into trouble trying to get their sailing dinghy back to shore. This prompted the naration
of numerous stories from people's pasts featuring lakes, rivers and the sea. The
recreational preferences of many of the subjects were centred around aquatic sports -
fishing, diving, swimming, waterskiing, sailing and swfing - a watery focus which
reflects the island status of New Zealand. The corpus contains harrowing tales of
swimmers and surfboard riders being swept out to sea on rip tides and others being
dumped by freak waves. ln one a diver surfaced to see his support boat disappearing
over the horizon. There is a handful of stories which concern the hazards of farming,
particularly amongst the elderly, and one might well wonder at the standard of driving in
New Zealand given the number of stories involving motor accidents. One of my
favourite stories concerns a novice skier standing petrified at the top of a ski run who
then opts to walk down the mountain rather than risk life and limb by skiing down.
Having selected passages for analysis my next task was to transcribe them.
5.9.2 Transcription of data
In selecting a transcription system appropriate to my needs I had to be mindful of
practical considerations. I needed to be able to transcribe, on my own, a large amount of
material. I decided that five minutes of conversational speech per speaker would provide
an adequate sarnple for present purposes allowing sufficient time for each speaker to tell
at least one, if not more stories in full and to demonstrate their normal intonational
repertoire. All told this came to a period of approximately three hours of data needing
close analysis (some 73,418 syllables in 15,358 intonation groups). Crystal (1969) found
that a period of three hours of connected, informal, 'educated' English speech was
sufficiently long to be representative of the wide range of prosodic features which he
described. He listened to thirty speakers in all. 'The deciding matter in this question of
length is practicality, in terms of the linguist's time. Transcribing the speech accurately
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to account for all the linguistic contrasts was a task which took well over a year - and
this excludes the checking of the transcription by two other linguists' (Crystal 1969:13).
The transcription of my data also took well over a year.
I decided on an analysis which was purely auditory because the intention was to
examine a large amount of spoken material from a broad range of speakers and to give
an indicative description of the intonation patterns revealed. My aim was to uncover any
regional and/or social differences in intonation which might exist in New Zealand
English. Acoustic analysis of such a volume of data was quite impractical, although
acoustic analysis of specific features, eg rises in pitch used by different social groups,
might be appropriate for subsequent research.
I employed a system of tonetic stress marks similar to those used by O'Connor and
Arnold (1961) and Crystal (1969) where the shape of the tonetic stress marks reflected
the pitch movement associated with stressed syllables. See Table 5.2 below for the
diacritic marks used. The advantages of using such a system of notation were noted by
Williams (1996:47):
'From the point of view of the transcriber...the notation is ideal for use at speed,
as only a few marks must be added to the text. The system is compact, relatively
easy to print, and efficient for both Eanscriber and reader. It was originally
fomrulated with the needs of foreign learners of English in mind (eg. O'Connor
& Arnold 1961), rather than for the expression of a particular intonational
theory, and so was designed to be practical and easy to learn by non-specialists'.
I used a broad (systematic) set of categories for transcription based on the traditional
British systern. In using the broad transcription system devised by O'Connor and Amold
for transcription of the intonation of British English I hazarded a guess that British
structural rules applied to New ZealandEnglish intonation. Given the British origins of
New Zealand English (see SectionZ.l.l) and historical connections with Britain this
seemed a not unreasonable assumption.
A transcription system which focussed on pitch movement or lack of it was needed for
my analysis and the system selected is explicit in marking tunes associated with nuclear
pitch accents, indicating whether they rise or fall or do neither. An altemative
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descriptive framework such as the Autosegmental-Metrical approach (Pierrehumbert,
1980; Beckman & Pienehumbert 1986) sees movements in pitch as the result of tonal'
continuation from one tonal domain to another eg. a falling nuclear accent would be
indicated by a high pitch accent on aprominent syllable (marked H*) and a low phrase
accent (marked L-) at the end of an intonational unit called the intermediate phrase. The
'British'traditional method of O'Coruror and Arnold (1961) and Crystal (1969) with its
explicit focus on movement seemed most appropriate for present purposes.
5.9.3 Auditory analysis
The auditory analysis was undertaken as follows:
5.9.3. I Orthographic transcription
Five minute sections of narrative text from each recording were orthographically
transcribed using a Sony BM-77 transcribing machine with backspacing and slow
playback facilities.
5 -9.3.2 Intonation goup boundaries
Intonation groups, the basic units of intonational structure, were identified (following
Cruttenden 1997:29-37). The boundaries of intonational groups were sometimes clearly
identifiable and sometimes less so. Wennerstrom (2001a), in a summary of previous
discussions of what constitutes an intonational phrase (equivalent to an intonation
goup) says, that
'the ideal intonational phrase coincides with a cluster of linguistic features, any
of which may be useful in its identification. It can be uttered within one breathj it
is often set offby pauses; it gradually declines in pitch throughout its duration; it
ends with a final lengthening, slower tempo, and possible changes in voice
quality; it forms the domain of certain phonological rules; and it may coincide
with syntactic constituents' (Wennerstrom 200 I a: 3 0).
With this ideal in mind, I identified the boundaries of the units by the presence of some
or all of the following characteristics: a pause, lengthening of the final syllable with
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concomitant slowing of tempo, increase or decrease in volume, pitch discontinuity,
terminal falls or rises in pitch, and anacrusis (speeding up of unstressed syllables at the
beginning of an intonational goup).Very often syntactic cues indicated intonation
group boundaries and many boundaries coincided with changes in speaker firrn.
Pauses were marked with a plus sign, +. A pause may serve as a turn holder while the
speaker plans the rest of their utterance or it may indicate word finding difficulty.
Pauses may also occur when the speaker is correcting a false start.
The following extract illustrates typical placement of intonation group boundaries. I
have marked the boundaries as I heard them with a vertical bar 'l'.
so now all I do is ski and fishl + the only one that can hurt me is myselfl nowl
Figure 5.3. Placement of intonation group boundaries
5.9.3.3 Identification of accent units
Syllables which were rhythmically prominent, ie. stressed, and pitch prominent
(accented) were auditorally identified. Pitch prominence could be expressed as moving
pitch, as a step up or step down in pitch, or as a change in pitch trend (eg. from falling to
rising, or from level to rising). 'Accent unit' is the term for the domain of a pitch accent
which is linked to a prominent syllable. The realisation of a pitch accent is not limited to
the prominent syllable itself, but can spread over syllables up to, but not including, the
next pitch accent.
The following diagram indicates where accent units are located in the speech exhact
used above. Italics mark pitch prominent syllables and the underlined sections mark the
domain of the numbered accent units.
so now all I do is sh and Ml + the ozLv one that can hurt me is my seIA nowl
1234t231
Figure 5.4. Location of accent units
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5.9.3.4 Description of accent units
Accent units within the intonation groups were marked according to whether they were
rising, falling, or level in pitch. The most prominently accented syllable in each
intonation Soup, ie. the one with the most marked pitch level or pitch movement and
normally the last accented syllable in the g'oup, was identified as the nuclear accent
unit. Some nuclear accent units were characterised by a combination of both rising and
falling pitch movement and were marked accordingly. This category of nuclear accent
was called 'complex' and could include the following combinations of movement: rise-
fall or fall-rise, and occasionally rise-fall-rise or fall-rise-fall. One speaker managed an
extraordinary rise-fall-rise-fall-rise! There were also instances of compound nuclear
accents where each movement, rising or falling, was clearly associated with a different
prominent syllable.
Typically, identification of the nucleus was a straightforward task, with one accented
syllable being clearly more prominent than others in the intonation goup. However,
glven that the data being transcribed was informal, conversational speech, there were
instances of speaker hesitations and false starts resulting in incomplete intonation
groups which had no nucleus at all.In even more informal data, no doubt intemrptions
would also have been a feature of the conversations, resulting in incomplete intonatiori
groups. But in these conversations the interviewer aimed to encourage free flowing,
fluent speech and intemrptions were kept to a minimum.
5.9.3.5 Structure of intonation groups
The section of the intonation group which extends from the first non-nuclear pitch
accent up to, but not including, the nucleus is referred to as the 'head'. There may be a
'pre-head' or pre-onset which contains syllables within an intonation group which
precede the first pitch accent. There is also often a nuclear tail which consists of an
unspecified number of stressed or unstressed syllables following the nuclear accent and
it continues the pitch movement of the nuclear accent until the end of the intonation
group.
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The illustration below shows an intonation group with accent units marked for pitch
movement (r indicates a falling non-nuclear accent and \ indicates a falling nuclear
accent), and the underlining showing the placement ofpre-head, head, nuclear accent
and nuclear tail.
the-v sort of 
'do all the opubs in VIa weral
[pre-head] [head ] [nucleus] [nuclear tail]
Figure 5.5. Intonation group structure
5.9.3.6 Declination
Declination is 'the phenomenon wherebypitch (strictly speaking, fundamental
frequency) is on average lower at the end of an intonation-goup than at the beginning'
(Cruttenden 1997:162). Evidence for its existence in RP is derived from carefully
controlled sentences which were read aloud and subjected to precise acoustic
measurements. The declination is represented by 'a slightly declining baseline and a
more steeply declining top line, thus producing a narrowing of pitch range as the
intonation-goup progresses' (Cruttenden 1997:162). Cruttenden suggests that the
patterns produced in this carefully controlled situation could be regarded as 'neutral'
intonation patterns 'from which more expressive intonations in natural conversation
may deviate' (Cruftenden 1997:162). Conscious of this 'neutral' or'default'pattem for
RP English, I auditorally assessed accented syllables which did not sit neatly on the
declination line, If they started at a markedly higher pitch than the preceding accented
syllable they were considered to show 'up-step', which was marked by an up arow, '[, if
they started at a lower pitch than the preceding accented syllable they showed 'down-
step', which was marked by a down arrow, l, and if they started at the same pitch as th9
preceding accented syllable they showed 'continuation' of the pitch level, which was
marked by a horizontal arrow, ---*. Used alonen on an unstressed syllable, the arrows
marked a pitch pattem which was significantly above or below the expected pitch level.
It is somewhat debatable whether or not the declination line typical of RP English
should be regarded as the default pattem for New Zealand English. It was clearly present
for some speakers in my corpus but less clearly so for others. Where the declination line
appeared to be absent and the base-line was level in pitch I used the arrow synbols to
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mark pitch level above or below what might be expected, given my auditory assessment
of what might be the speaker's normal pitch base-line. The issue of whether the base- .
line declines or whether it is level is an important one in the description of New Zealand
English intonation, but baselines as such were beyond the scope of this project. My
focus was on movement away from the base-line, whether declining or level.
5.9.3.7 Prosodic features hanscribed
The following is the set of characters used to represent prosodic features in the texts:
intonation goup boundary
falling nucleus
rising nucleus
rise-fall nucleus (complex)
fall-rise nucleus (complex)
rise + fall nucleus (compound - each pitch movement is
associated with a different prominent syllable)
fall + rise nucleus (compound - each pitch movement is
associated with a different prominent syllable)
level nucleus
falling non-nuclear accent
rising non-nuclear accent
level non-nuclear accent
stressed but unaccented
stepped up onset
I stepped down onset
level onset
+ pause
Table 5.2. Characters used to represent prosodicfeatures
lr0
A sample of approximately 50Yo of my auditory assessments was checked byone of my
supervisors, Paul Waren, and a high degree of consensus wits reached. Blind checks
were also undertaken on sections of the transcriptions. My assessments did not vary
greatly from one listening to another. A few adjustnents were necessary but overall
there was a high level of consistency.
The following is a sample section of transcribed text.
i was + \divingl + was only a ocoupla' years aVgol Vactuallyl + r,out Vherel +
\andl i'd * rbeen on the \bottoml + 'getting \craysl + and i'd rgot a 
'lot of
\crays flaughs]l + \andl * r,when i rwentto come l-opl * r w€ have a
\acketl nwhich + in:flates with \airl and it *r just .brings you,/upl if you've
'got al + Iike \generallyl you can \swim upl 'but if you've + 'got a 'sack of
-crayslor -whateverland you've \quite \weighedl + 'weighed Adownl + \yoirl
+ just oblow up your + .compenl-satorl 'takes you to the i-topl well i +
\kicked upl for the \topl + ..blew up my \compensatorl + and + the rlittle +
\valve at the \top herel was * i'd rpulled it to -bits I to -fix itl a 'few days
be\forel + and i rhadn't.put it 'back to\getherl + and it + de\flatedl and i
'started to \sinkl + and then i rkicked my.wayback t-upl and \blew itl and
\blew it'upl and i \realisedl what would \happenl + and the \guysl that were
in the \boatl had \gonel + bout a rkilometre down the + \coastl to 'pick
someone,/else upl
5.9.4 Quantitative analysis of data
A minimum of 200 intonation groups per speaker were analysed.
5.9.4.1 Length of intonation groups
The number of syllables per intonation group was averaged for each speaker and the
range of syllables per intonation group was 3.68 - 5.94,with an overall average of 4.78
syllables. The number of accent units (including nuclear accent units) per intonation
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group was also averaged for each speaker. The range per intonation group was 1.52 -
2,7I,with an overall average of 1.94 accent units.
It has been found that the average lenglh of an intonation group varies according to the
style of speech. The more formal the speech style, the longer the intonation group
(Crystal 1969). Warren and Daly (2005 f.c.) reported 4.70 words per intonation group in
a survey of New Zealandnews readers' speech. Chafe (199a:63) divides intonation
groups into three categories - 'fragmentary' (ie. incomplete), 'substantive' (conveying
'substantive ideas of events, states, or referents') and 'regulatory' (having 'regulatory
functions in the sense of regulating interaction or information flow'. Utterances such as
'Well' and 'mhm' come into this category.) In the conversational sample he measured,
regulatory intonation groups tended to be short, with a mean length of 1.36 words and
substantive intonation groups were longer with a mean length of 4.84 words. In the
conversational data in my corpus, speakers were composing what they wanted to say and
relaying it ahnost simultaneously. Hesitation features such as pauses and false starts
were evident while speakers organised their thoughts. There were also numerous
instances of 'regulatory' units such as 'um', 'yeah' and 'mhm'. These units were
included in my count. The consequently relatively short intonation groups were [pical
of informal speech styles.
5.9.4.2 Changes in pitch direction per intonation group and per accent unit
The first step in the analysis was to find a method of globally measuring changes in
pitch direction that would allow for the measurement of differences between the sets of
sample texts. I counted changes in pitch direction firstly in each intonation group and
then in each accent unit. My count of changes in pitch direction included changes of
direction within complex nuclei, changes from rising accent units to falling accent units
in the head and from falling accent units to rising accent units in the head. Where there
was a step up to a level or falling pitch accent, the step up was counted as a change in
pitch direction and where there was a step down to a level or rising pitch accent, the step
down was counted as a change in pitch direction. In passages of continuous speech,
resetting of pitch upwards or downwards at the beginning of a new intonation group
after a fall or rise at the end of the previous intonation goup counted as a change of
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direction. Resetting of pitch at the beginning of a new intonation'paragraph' was not '
counted as a change of pitch direction. Paragraphs in written speech have analogues in
spoken speech. There are prosodic markers, particularly in organised or rehearsed
speech styles such as news-reading, or story telling, which indicate the introduction of
new subject matter. Tench (1996:23) describes a typical intonation paragraph in RP
English as follows: 'the first onset syllable of the initial intonation unit of the new item
is high and then comes a gradual descent in the general pitch level of the following units
until the lowest point is reached with the final unit.' The descent in pitch level in New
ZealandEnglish may not be as pronounced as in RP but new subjects are nevertheless
clearly marked intonationally. Speakers tend to expand their pitch range at the onset of a
new topic and contract the range at its conclusion.
The number of changes of pitch direction per intonation group and per accent unit was
averaged for each speaker.
Figure 5.6 below illustrates the counting of changes of pitch direction in a sample text.
The asterisks mark where the pitch changes direction from down to up and from up to
down.
f\onc was in l\noosa in au A sralia I
'o 
oo
a
Pitch dircction:
Changc of dircction:
Figure 5.6 Changes of pitch direction in an intonation
group
5.9.4.3 Nuclear accents
My attention turned next to the analysis of nuclear accents. The nucleus is the most
prominent and salient accent in the intonation goup and could therefore be expected to
make a major contribution to the perception of intonation. Pitch movements associated
aa
down up down updown
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with nuclear accents largely determine the tune of the intonation group (Cruttenden
1997). Analysis of broad tune types could reveal patterns which might relate to an
impression of sing-songy or flat speech.
Percentages of nuclear accents which were rising, falling, level and complex were
calculated.
5.9.4.4 Non-nuclear accents
I looked next at non-nuclear accents because I wanted to see if a preference for moving
pitch or for level pitch would extend from nuclear accents to other accent units. I
calculated percentages of level and falling non-nuclear accents. There were very few
rising non-nuclear accents (0.23%overall as compare d,to 36.75% falling non-nuclear
accents and 63.01% level non-nuclear accents).
5.9.4.5 Falling accents with boosted onsets (nuclear and non-nuclear)
I then narrowed my focus further by investigating the manner in which each falling
accent was approached or 'attacked'. I selected falling accents because speakers used
more falling accents than other non-level accents. The count of falling accents included
nuclear and non-nuclear falling accents. The manner in which speakers approached
falling accents varied. The starting point of downward pitch movement was usually
slightly above that of the preceding unaccented syllable, but sometimes there was a
noticeable step up to it (kanscribed as l\ or I 
'), sometimes the onset was level with the
previous unaccented syllable (transcribed as *\ or -r) and occasionally there was a
noticeable downwards step to the onset of the fall in pitch (transcribed as l\ or I r).
There were instances of stepped up onsets to falls which were insuffrciently boosted to
be transcribed as l\. Such cases were marked as standard falls \).
I calculated the percentage of falling accents which had a noticeably stepped up onset,
working on the assumption that if speech is characterised by a high percentage of falling
accents which have boosted onsets, the effect will be of considerable pitch movement.
The listener may well perceive the speech as being 'sing-songy'.
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Calculating the percentage of falling accents with boosted onsets in speakers' intonation
is not unlike the method used by Wolfram and Thomas (2002) for distinguishing
intonational differences between African Americans and European Americans. They
compared the frequency of high pitch accents in connected speech. A high pitch accent
was defined as 'a stressed syllable whose pitch was higher than that of the immediately
preceding stressed syllable' and the marking of high pitch accents was conducted
impressionistically (Wolfram & Thomas 2002:155). They found that African Americans
in Hyde County, where the research was undertaken, showed more high pitch accents in
their speech than their European American neighbours and that the ethnic difference
appeared to be a long-standing one. Their results were consistent with research findings
that African Americans show a wider pitch range than European Americans (e.g. Tarone
1973: Hudson & Holbrook 1981, 1982). Falling accents with boosted onsets are a type
of 'high pitch accent' as described above and they too prove to be a useful tool in
distinguishing between dialects, or in this case, incipient dialects.
5.9.4.6 Level accents with boosted onsets (nuclear and non-nuclear)
Raised pitch can be realised either as an upwards movement in pitch, or as a level accent
with a noticeably stepped up onset. I calculated the percentage of level accents which .
had noticeably stepped up onsets because use of this pitch pattem could contribute to an
impression of 'sing-songy' intonation.
By globally measuring changes in pitch direction and then narowing the focus to the
pitch movement present in particular tlpes of accent unit I constructed an index which
could be loosely described as a 'singsong' index, by which I could measure the
difference between sample texts. Details of the differences found are described in the
next chapter.
5.9.4.7 Statistical analvsis
In order to examine the potential influence of lncation, Age and Gender on the above
feafures of intonation, a multiway analysis of variance (ANOVA) was performed for
each variable. This procedure was appropriate because all factors at once were taken
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into consideration. 'While computing the effect of one independent variable, it
[A]iOVA] explicitly controls for the effect of all other known independent variables'
(Guy 1993: 237) andthe procedrue also examines possible interactional effects among
variables. Had I examined each factor individuallythe results produeed wouldhave
been less accurate and important information missed. As it transpired, there was
considerable interaction amongst the independent variables as can be secn in Chapter 6
and the implications of these interactions are explored in Chapter 7.
Having described in some detail the methodology employed in this project I tum now to
the major findings of my research.
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6.1
CHAPTER SIX: RESULTS
In this chapter I describe in more detail the measurement of 'sing-songyness', or 'pitch
dynamism,' of speakers' intonation. My measure of 'pitch dlmamism' was the number
of times on average speakers changed pitch direction within intonation groups and
accent units, the relative proportion of pitch accents characterised by movement, and the
proportion of pitch accents having boosted onsets. I list the intonational features studied
and the social factors considered, giving reasons as to why each was selected for
analysis. I then describe how analysis of variance was undertaken and the results of the
analysis are outlined. The implications of the results will be discussed in Chapter 7.
Dependent variables
The dependent variables selected for analysis consisted of seven features relating to
pitch movement within intonation groups. The features and the rationale for their
inclusion are outlined below:
(l) average number of changes of pitch direction per intonation group
This variable was selected to provide a global measure of how often speakers changed
pitch direction in their speech. A description of how changes in pitch direction were
counted is given in Section 5.9.4.2.
(2) average number of changes of pitch direction per accent unit
I reasoned that the impression of 'sing-songlmess' would depend on what kind of accent
units were present and how many there were per intonation group. Because there was
potential variation in the number of accent units per intonation group, it was necessary
to be sure that the first measure, the number of times a speaker changed pitch direction
per intonation group, was not being unduly influenced by differences in phrasing. I
therefore looked at the phrasing at a more local level to see if there was a parallel pattern
between variables (1) and (2). I had no clear expectation that there would be great
differences between speakers in the length of their intonation groups because texts
selected for analysis were of a similar type. (See Section 5.9.1 for description of text
bpe).
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(3) percentage of nuclear accents with moving pitch
Nuclear accents, because of their prominence, contribute in large part to the listener's
perception of the character of a speaker's intonation. They determine the tune of an
intonation goup (see Section 5.9.4.3). Nuclear accents characterised by pitch
movement, whether falling, rising or a mixture of both, were of interest because one
could expect intonation characterised by a lot of pitch movement to sound more 'sing-
songy' than intonation which had a high proportion of level nuclear accents.
(4) percentage of complex nuclear accents
Complex nuclear accents were of particular interest in this study because each accent by
definition contains at least one change ofpitch direction, from falling to rising pitch, or
from rising to falling pitch. Intonation characterised by a lot of pitch movement might
be expected to contain a higher percentage of complex nuclear accents than would
intonation characterised by minimal pitch movement.
(5) percentage of non-nuclear accents with movement
Although not as salient as nuclear accents, non-nuclear accents also contribute to the
tune of an intonation goup and I was interested to see if a preference for moving pitch
or level pitch would extend to other accent units. A nuclear accent which has moving
pitch is not necessarily preceded by non-nuclear accents characterised by movement and
level nuclear accents may be preceded by non-nuclear accents which are characterised
by movement. I selected non-nuclear accents with pitch movement as a dependent
variable for the same reason I chose nuclear accents with movement.
(6) percentage offaUing accents (nuclear and non-nuclear) having boosted onsets
The way in which a speaker attacks accents may have an effect on a listener's perception
of that speaker's intonation. If speech is characterised by a high percentage of falling
accents which have boosted onsets the effect will be of considerable pitch movement, 
.
utilising more of the speaker's pitch range. This may contribute to an impression of
'sing-songy' intonation. Hence my interest in falling accents with boosted onsets.
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(7) percentage of larcl accents (nuclear and non-nuclear) having boosted onsets
Level accents with boosted or stepped up onsets were selected as dependent variables
because, although there is no pitch movement in the accent itsell the onset amounts to a
change in pitch direction. It is not unlike a rising accent in this respect. A high
percentage of level accents with boosted onsets could contribute to an impression of
' sing-songy' intonation.
The dependent variables were entered into analysis of variance (ANOVA), with
independent variables as specified below. Since they dealt with proportional data the .
proportion scores corresponding to the percentages in dependent variables (3) - (7) were
subjected to arcsine transform (2arcsiney'p) in order to convert the binomial disfibution
into a normal distribution.
Independent variables
A total of three independent variables were included in the analyses. These were:
(A) tocation - (r) South Taranaki dairy farming community (henceforth referred
to as 'South Taranaki', (ii) New Plymouth or (iii)Wellington
@) Gender - male or female
(C) Age - old or young
The above factors were selected as independent variables because they best addressed
the research questions posed in Section 4.3.They were the design factors selected in my
sampling procedure (see Section 5.1).
6.2
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South
Taranaki
New Plymouth Wellington Totals
Old Males 5 5 ) l5
Old Females 5 5 ) l5
Young Males 5 5 ) l5
Young
Females
5 ) f l5
Totals 20 20 20 60
Table 6.1. The sample
Table 6.1 shows the complete data coverage.
For exploration of any significant main effects of Location, post hoc analyses (Fishers
Protected LSD) were carried out comparing pairs of means (eg. Wellington and South
Taranaki, or Wellington and New Plymouth).
Results for dependent variables
Results are presented below for each of the dependent variables (l) - (7).
Figures referred to in the text are presented on pages 128-137,137. The figures are
presented by factor so that attention is drawn to commonalities in the social patterning
for different intonational features.
(l) average number of changes of pitch direction per intonation group
The dependent variable here was the average number of changes of pitch direction
(CoD) per intonation group.
The ANOVA showed significant main effects of location (F[2,48] : 18.54, p<0.001)
and Age (F[l,48] :28.40, p<0.001) but not of Gender (F[2,48] :2.19). The interaction
of Location and Genderwas significant (F[2,48] :8.88, p<0.001) as was the interaction
of Location, Gender and Age (F[2,48] :12.73,p<0.001). These effects are shown in
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Figures 6.1, 6.1 1, 6.16 arfi 6.2l.It is clear from Figure 6.1 that the significant effect of
Location results from differences between South Taranaki and New Plymouth, and New
Plymouth and Wellington. Individual comparisons in the post hoc tests showed that both
South Taranaki and New Plymouth speakers used significantly more changes of pitch
direction than Wellington speakers (p<0.001, p<0.005 respectively). In addition South
Taranaki speakers used more than New Plymouth speakers (p<0.01).
The main effect of Age (see Figure 6.11) results from a greater incidence of changes in
pitch direction for the older age group.
The interaction of Location and Gender (Figure 6.l6) arises because the effect of
Location is present for the males only, South Taranaki males using more changes in
pitch direction than New Plymouth males who in tum use more than Wellington males.
Another way of looking at this is that the difference between males and females is much
more marked for South Taranaki than either of the other groups.
The complex interaction of Location, Gender and Age is shown in Figure 6.21, We see
that the effect of Location is different for each of the four groups - old males, old
females, young males and young females. The old South Taranaki males have higher
scores than the old males of New Plymouth and Wellington; the old females of South
Taranaki and New Plymouth have higher scores than the old females of Wellinglon; the
young males of South Taranaki and New Plymouth have higher scores than the young.
males of Wellington; and there is little difference between the young fernale groups,
though the Wellington fernales have slightly higher scores than the South Taranaki and
New Plymouth females. The effect of Age - the old using more changes of pitch
direction than younger speakers - is apparent for all pairings of old and young except for
the New Plymouth males and the Wellington females where there is very little
difference. The old South Taranaki males stand out as having the highest scores and the
young Wellington males stand out as having the lowest scores.
(2) average number of changes of pitch direction per accent unit
The dependent variable here was the average number of changes of pitch direction per
accent unit.
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The ANOVA showed significant main effects of Location (F[2,48] : 18.23, p<0.001),
Gender (F[1,48] : 4.13, p<0.05) and Age (F[1,48] : 6.4I, p<0.05). There were also
significant interactions of Location and Gender (F[2,48] : 11.19, p<0.001), and of
Location, Gender and Age (F[2,48] : 13.72, p<0.001. These effects are shown in
Figures 6.2, 6.7,6.12,6.I7 and 6.22. Figure 6.2 shows that, as with the previous
variable, the significant effect of Location results from differences between South
Taranaki and New Plymouth, and between New Plymouth and Wellington. Post hoc
tests showed that both the South Taranaki and New Plymouth speakers used
significantly more changes ofpitch direction per accent unit than did Wellington
speakers (both at the level of p<0.001). Within Taranaki the South Taranaki speakers
used significantlymore than the New Plymouth speakers (p<0.05).
The main effect of Gender (see Figure 6.7) results from a greater incidence of changes
of pitch direction per accent unit for male speakers than for female speakers.
The main effect for Age (see Figure 6.12) results from a greater incidence of changes of
pitch direction per accent unit for older speakers than for younger speakers.
As with the previous variable the interaction of Location and Gender (see Figure 6.17)
arises because the Location effect is present with the males only and the difference
between males and females is much more marked for South Taranaki than either of the
other groups. The counts for the New Plymouth males and females are identical for this
variable.
The complex interaction of Location, Gender and Age is shown in Figure 6.22. As with
the first variable, the effect of [,ocation was different for each of the four groups: the old
South Taranaki males had higher scores than the old New Plymouth and old Wellinglon
males; the old South Taranaki and old New Plyrnouth females had higher scores than
the old Wellington females; the young South Taranaki men had the highest scores for
their age Broup, closely followed by the young New Plymouth males and the young
Wellington males had the lowest scores; the young females had similar scores though
the young Wellington females had slightly higher scores than the young South Taranaki
and young New Plymouth females. Again, as with the first variable, the old had higher
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scores than the young in all pairs of old and young except in the case of New Plymouth
males and Wellington females. Here the New Plymouth males, old and young, had
similar scores while the Wellington young females had higher scores than the
Wellington old females. Once again the South Taranaki old males had the highest scores
of all cell groups and the Wellington young males had the lowest scores. There was an
effect of Gender - males having higher scores than females - amongst the old and young
of South Taranaki, and the old of Wellington. The young of Wellington showed a
different gender pattem with the young Wellington females having higher scores than
the young Wellington males. There were less marked and less consistent patterns across
the old and young New Plymouth groups.
(3) percentage nuclear accents with moving pitch
The dependent variable here was the percentage of nuclear accents characterised by
moving pitch. Analysis of variance was performed on arcsine transformed proponion
data (2arcsiney'p).
The ANOVA showed significant main effects of l,ocation (F[2,48] :13.74, p<0.001)
and Age (F[l,4S] :25.46,p<0.001), but not of Gender (F[1,48] :0.49).The interaction
of Location and Gender was also significant (F[2,48] : 8.13, p<0.001) as was the
interaction of Location, Gender and Age (F[2,48] : 13.I7,p<0.001). These effects are
shown in Figures 6.3,6.13,6.18 and 6.23. Once again it is clear from Figure 6.3 that the
significant effect of Location results from differences between South Taranaki and New
Plymouth, and New Plymouth and Wellington . Post hoc tests showed that both the
South Taranaki and New Pllmouth speakers used significantlymore nuclei with moving
pitch than the Wellingtonians (p<0.001 and p<0.005 respectively). In addition the South
Taranaki speakers used significantly more nuclei with moving pitch than New Plymouth
speakers (p<0.05).
The main effect of Age (see Figure 6.13) results from a greater incidence of nuclei with
moving pitch for the older speakers.
As with the previous variables the interaction of location and Gender (see Figure 6.18)
arises because the Location effect is present with the males only.
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Figure 6.23 shows the interaction of Location, Gender and Age. As with the first two
variables, the effect of Location was different for each of the four groups - old males,
old females, young males and young females. Location pattemed for each group in a
similar fashion to the way in which it patterned for the first variable (average changes of
pitch direction per intonation goup). The old South Taranaki males had higher scores
than the old New Plymouth and old Wellington males; the old South Taranaki and New
Plymouth females had higher scores than the old Wellington females; the young South
Taranaki and New Plymouth males had higher scores than the young Wellinglon males;
the Wellington young females had marginally higher scores than the South Taranaki and
New Plymouth young females. The effect of Age - the older speakers using more
nuclear accents with moving pitch than the younger speakers - was present for the South
Taranaki and New Plymouth females and for the Wellington males. Age seemed to have
little effect on the South Taranaki and New Plymouth males, and the Wellington
females.
(4) percentage complex nuclear accents
The dependent variable here was the percentage of nuclear accents which were complex,
ie.'those which were characterised by falling then rising pitch or rising then falling pitch.
Analysis of variance was performed on arcsine transformed proportion data
(2arcsiney'p).
The ANOVA showed significant main effects of Gender only (F[1,48] :9.83,
p<0.005). The effects of Location and Age were not significant ((F[2,48] = 1.25),
(F[1,48] :3.61) respectively) and nor was the interaction of Location, Gender and Age
(F[2,48] :0.18).
The main effect of Gender (Figure 6.8) results from a greater incidence of complex
nuclei for the women.
(5) percentage non-nuclear accents with moving pitch
The dependent variable here was the percentage of non-nuclear accents characterised by
moving pitch. Analysis of variance was performed on arcsine transformed proportion
data (2arcsin/p).
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The ANOVA showed significant main effects of Location (F[2,48] :14.95,p<0.001)
and Gender (F[,48] :21.70,p<0.001), but not of Age (F[,48] :0.69). The interaction
of Location and Gender was also significant (F[2,48] : 16.26, p<0.001) as was the
interaction of Location, Gender and Age (F[2,48] :11.20, p<0.001). These effects are
shown in Figures 6.4,6.9,6.19 and 6.24. Figure 6.4 shows that the significant effect of
Location results from differences between Taranaki locations and Wellington. Post hoc
tests showed that both South Taranaki and New Plymouth speakers used significantly'
more non-nuclear accents with moving pitch than Wellinglonians (both at the level of
p<0.001). The South Taranaki speakers did not use significantlymore moving non-
nuclear accents than the New Plymouth speakers (p<0.171).
The main effect of Gender (see Figure 6.9) results from a greater incidence of non-
nuclear accents with moving pitch for the men.
The interaction of Location and Gender (Figure 6.19) arises again because the l,ocation
effect applies only to the males and because there is a gander difference in South
Taranaki only.
The interaction of Location, Gender and Age is shown in Figure 6.24. As with the first
three variables, the effect of Location was different for each of the four groups - old
males, old females, yomg males and young females. Location patterned for each goup
in a similar fashion to the way in which it pattemed for the second variable (average
changes of pitch direction per accent unit). The old South Taranaki males used more
non-nuclear accents with moving pitch than the old New Plymouth and old Wellington
males; the old New Plymouth females used more than the old South Taranaki females,
who used more than the old Wellinglon females; the young South Taranaki males had
higher scores than the young New Plymouth males and the young Wellington males had
the lowest scores; the young Wellinglon females had higher scores than the young South
Taranaki and New Plymouth females. For this variable there is a gender effect - males
having higher scores than females - for four of the male/female pairs. There are two
exceptions to this pattern. These are the old New Plymouth speakers and the young
Wellington speakers. In both these cases the females have higher scores than the males.
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(6) percentage offalling accents (nuclear and non-nuclear) having boosted onsets
The dependent variable here was the percentage of falling accents (both nuclear and
non-nuclear) which had boosted onsets. Analysis of variance was performed on arcsine
hansformed proportion data (2arcsine/p).
The ANOVA showed significant main effects of Location (F[2,48]:5.27, p<0.01) and
Age (F[1,48] :63.13, p<0.001), but not of Gender (F[,48] :0.33).The interaction of
Location and Gender was also significant (F[2,48] :3.63, p<0.05) as was the interaction
of Location, Gender and Age (F[2,48] :5.99, p<0.005). These effects are shown in
Figures 6.5,6.14,6.20 and 6.25.Itis clear from Figure 6.5 that the significant effect of
Location results from the difference between the South Taranaki speakers and the
Wellingtonians. The post hoc tests showed that the South Taranaki speakers used
significantly more falling accents with boosted onsets than did the Wellingtonians
0<0.005). Differences between New Plymouth and South Taranaki speakers were not
significant (p<0.121) and nor were differences between New Plymouth speakers and the
Wellingtonians (p<0. I 0l ).
The main effect of Age (see Figure 6.14) results from a greater incidence of falling
accents with boosted onsets for the older speakers.
Once again Location and Gender (Figure 6.20) interacted such that the Location effect
was present only for the men with very little difference amongst the women. And the
difference between men and women was much more marked for South Taranaki than
either of the other groups.
Figure 6.25 shows the interaction of Location, Gender and Age. The Location effect -
South Taranaki > New Plymouth > Wellington - was present for this variable amongst
the old males, the old females and the young males, but the order was reversed for the
young female goup. The age effect - old speakers having higher scores than young
speakers - was present for all the old/young pairs. The young South Taranaki males,
however, were much closer to the old South Taranaki males than were the other young
speakers to older members of their Location and Gender matched groups.
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(7) percentage oflevel accents (nuclear and non-nuclear) having boosted onsets
The dependent variable here was the percentage of level accents (nuclear and non-
nuclear) having boosted onsets. Analysis of variance was performed on arcsine
transformed proportion data (2arcsiner/p).
The ANOVA showed a significant main effect of Location (F[2,48] :6.57, p<0.005),
of Gender (F[1,48] : 53.45, p<0.001) and of Age (F[,48] :20.26, p<0.001). The
interaction of Location, Gender and Age was also significant (F[2,48] :3.89, p<0.05).
These effects are shown inFigures 6.6,6.10,6.15 and 6.26.It is clear from Figure 6.6
that the significant effect of Location results from differences between the Taranaki
locations and Wellington. Individual comparisons in the post hoc tests showed that the
South Taranaki and New Plymouth speakers used significantly more level accents with
boosted onsets than Wellington speakers (p<0.001 and p<0.05 respectively). There was
no significant difference between South Taranaki and New Plymouth speakers.
The main effect of Gender (see Figure 6.10) results from a greater incidence of level
accents with boosted onsets for the women.
The main effect of Age (see Figure 6.15) results from the fact that the elderly speakers
had a higher incidence of level accents with boosted onsets than the younger speakers..
The interaction of Location, Gender and Age is shown in Figure 6.26.For this variable
it is only the old fernales who clearly reflect the overall effect for Location - South
Taranaki > New Plymouth > Wellington. The effect of Gender - in this instance females
having higher scores than males - is present for all male/female pairs of groups with the
exception of the old Wellington males and females who have very similar scores.
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6.3.1. Signilicant Main Effects of Location
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6.3.2 Significant Main Effects of Gender
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6.3.3 Significant Main Etftcts ofAge
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Figure 6.14 Percent offalltng accents
with boosted onset
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6.3-4 Significant lnteractions of Location and Gender
Figure 6.16 Average change of pitch
direction per intonation group
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Figure 6.20 Percent offalling accents
with hoosted onset
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6.4 Summary of results
In summary, results of the analysis of variance showed that:
. For six of the seven intonational variables studied there were main effects of
location, speakers from Taranaki displaying more pitch dynamism than
Wellingtonians (see Figures 6.1 - 6.6).
. For four of the variables studied there were main effects of Gender. For two of
these four variables (CoDs/accent unit and non-nuclear accents with moving
pitch) the men showed more pitch dynamism than the women and for the other
two (complex nuclear accents and level accents with boosted onsets) women had
higher scores than the men (see Figures 6.7 - 6.10).
. For five of the variables studied there were main effects of Age, the elderly
speakers displaying more pitch dynarnism than the younger speakers (see Figures
6.11 - 6.1s).
' For five of the variables studied there were interactions of Location and Gender
(see Figures 6.16 - 6.20).It is noticeable in these Figures that the males and
females of New Plymouth and Wellington behave very similarly whereas the
males and females of South Taranaki behave very differently from each other.
. For six of the seven variables there were complex interactions of Location,
Gender and Age (see Figures 6.21 - 6.26).
These results will be discussed in more detail in the next chapter.
6.5 Correlation ofrural orientation index scores with intonational features
In order to ascertain whether rurally oriented people (ie. individuals with high rural
orientation scores) exhibit different intonation pattems to people with urban orientation
(individuals with low rural orientation scores) I applied linear regression techniques to
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the data with the following results. The rural orientation index correlated positively with
changes ofpitch direction por intonation goup (r = 0.40, p<0.001), changes ofpitch
direction per accent unit (r = 0.36, p<0.005) and use of accents with moving pitch, both
nuclear (r = 0.35, p<0.005) and non-nuclear (r :0.32,p<0.01). There was no significant
correlation with complex nuclei, falling accents with boosted onsets or level accents
with boosted onsets.
The imptications of the results outlined in this chapter are discussed in the following .
chapter which attempts to bring together atl my findings on variation in the intonation of
speakers from Taranaki and Wellington.
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CHAPTER SEVEN: DISCUSSION
7.1 lntroduction
In the preceding chapter I outlined the primary results of this study by describing the
variation associated with each of the intonational features being examined. For purposes
of presentational clarity, I kept to a minimum attempts to interpret my findings. Having
looked at each feature individually, I now approach the results from a broader
perspective, drawing links between individual findings and relating them to insights
gained from other studies.
I begin my discussion by focussing on the research questions listed in Section 4.3 and
ascertaining to what extent I am able to answer them. My results show that the situation
is a complicated one. I will answer the questions by looking at the main effects revealed
by my analysis, and at the same time noting the complex interactions between variables.
I then address the question of what supporting evidence is needed for my finding that
regional variation exists in New Zealand English. Finally I provide a critical discussion
of the methodology used to find answers to the questions.
7.2 Research questions
The complex interactions outlined in Chapter 6 illustrate how difficult it is to give
straight answers to the research questions posed. I shall attempt to clariff the situation
by extracting from my results three general rules for pitch dynamism and noting a series
of apparent exceptions to these rules. I emphasis here that these 'rules' are purely
descriptive and have no regulatory firnction. By analysing the exceptions I illustrate how
the rules interact with each other. The rules and exceptions are discussed in the context
of the research questions. Explanations for the exceptions are posited. I hope in this way
to show that the situation I have described is less chaotic than might at first appear.
Exceptions can sometimes provide us with useful clues as to what underlies linguistic'
change.
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7.2.1 Rules for pitch dynamism
Analysis of all samples in the study showed that as a rule:
(i) Speakers in Taranaki locations showed more pitch dynamism than Wellingtonians.
(ii) Male speakers showed more pitch dynamism across the intonation group as a whole
whereas female speakers showed more dramatic pitch movement, especially in features
associated with the nucleus.
(iii) Older speakers showed more pitch dynamism than younger speakers.
7.2.2 Exceptions to the rules
(i) Exceptions to the fust rule were the young dairy farming women in South Taranaki
and the young women ofNew Plymouth who had pitch dynamism patterns more like
Wellingtonians than like their fellow Taranakians.
(ii) Exceptions to the second rule were the young men of Wellington who had very low
pitch dynamism scores for all features and the elderly women of Taranaki (both the
dairy farming womon of South Taranaki and the women of New Plymouth) who had
high pitch dynamism scores for all features.
(iii) Exceptions to the third rule were the young men of Taranaki, and the young dairy
farming men of South Taranaki in particular. The young women of Wellington were
also unusual in that for some variables they had higher counts than the elderly
Wellington women.
7.2.3 Regional variation
Question I: Is there regional variation in New Zealand English intonation?
My results show that there is evidence of regional variation in New Zealand English
intonation, but the picture is complicated by the interaction of regional differences with
factors such as gender, age, and rural or urban orientation. A clearer answer to this first
research question emerges only after these factors have been discussed. The question
will be revisited in Section 7.2.18 below.
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7.2.4 location
Question 2: Does Taranaki Englishpos.sess intonationalfeatures which distinguish it
from the English spoken in Wellington?
Rule (i) above, namely that speakers in Taranaki locations showed more pitch
dynamism than Wellingtonians, relates most obviously to Research Question (2) and it
suggests that this question can be answered in the affirmative. It appears at first sight
that Taranaki English does possess intonational features which distinguish it from the
English spoken in Wellington. My frndings confirm that, of those surveyed, most people
living in Taranaki locations displayed more pitch movement than most Wellingtonians.
This was demonstrated by the Taranaki speakers' greater use of changes of pitch
direction per intonation group and per accent unit. Consistent with this finding was the
fact that people from Taranaki locations had a greater tendency than the Wellinglonians
to use accents, both nuclear and non-nuclear, which were characterised by moving pitch.
Adding to the effect of greater pitch movement amongst speakers from Taranaki is the
finding that the people in Taranaki locations showed a greater tendency to use boosted
accents (both fatling and level) than did the Wellingtonians.
The order from most frequent to least frequent use of all the intonational features
indicating dynamism under scrutiny (with the exception of complex nuclei), was the
South Taranaki dairy farming community, New Plyrrouth, then Wellington (see Figures
6.1-6.5). It should be noted though that the differences between each of the locations
were not necessarily statistically significant. In the case of non-nuclear accents with
moving pitch and accents with boosted onsets the differences between the dairy farmers
and New Plymouth were not significant. And in the case of falling accents with boosted
onsets the difference between New Plymouth and Wellington was not significant.
The finding that overall there was more pitch variation in the speech of most Taranaki
speakers surveyed than in the speech of most Wellingtonians surveyed suggests that
Taranaki English does possess intonational features which distinguish it from the
English spoken in Wellington. But the fact that not all Taranaki speakers share the same
preference for pitch variation suggests that a change with respect to these linguistic
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features might be underway. The change could be the result of 'hierarchical' diffusion
(Callary 1975, Trudgill 19S3) whereby a linguistic innovation begins in a larger
population centre and then trickles down to smaller centres. In this case the linguistic
innovation consists of a comparative lack of pitch variation. According to the theory of
hierarchical diffusion the tendency towards flatter intonation would have started in the
centre with the biggest population, Wellington, then moved to New Plymouth, the next
most populous centre, and thence to the more sparsely populated South Taranaki dairy
farming community. The results described above suggest that such a pattern of diffrtsion
is taking place.
The hierarchical model of diffusion appears more appropriate in this instance than
either the cultural hearth model, which focuses on the speech locality in which an
innovation first appears and from which it spreads more widel5 or the core-periphery
model with its focus on change spreading from the rapidly growing periphery to the
more slowly growing older core (Howath & Horvath 1997).
As noted in Section 2.5, proponents of geolinguistic theory such as Britain (1991) and
Horvath and Horvath Q002) emphasise the need to examine the effects of 'place' as
opposed to 'space' in order to understand the geographic distribution of linguistic
features, 'place' referring to 'the ensemble of sociolinguistic conditions within a speech
locality', and 'space' to the physical relationship between speech localities (Horvath &
Horvath 2002:63). The need to look beyond physical space, or in my terminology
'location', is clearly evident when the speech behaviour of individual groups of speakers
within my corpus is examined.
Consideration of the way in which Gender and Age interacted with Location with
respect to the features being studied shows that it cannot necessarily be said that because
someone comes from Location x their speech is likely to be characterised by particular
intonational features. There was a significant interaction of Location, Gender and Age
for all features except complex nuclei. In other words, whether or not a speaker is likely
to have particular intonation pattems depends not only on their Location but also on
their Gender and their Age. A speaker might be from the South Taranaki dairy farrning
community, but if they were male they were likely to have high scores for pitch
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movement and if they were female their scores would be lower. ln addition to this an
elderly dairy farming man was likely to have more pitch movement than a young dairy
farming man, and an elderly dairy farming woman was likely to have more pitch
movement than a young dairy farming woman. There was not much difference overall
between male and female speakers in New Plymouth but when the age of speakers was
considered it was clear that elderly New Plymouth women had more pitch movement
than both elderly and young New Plymouth men and considerably more than young
New Plymouth women. In the case of Wellington speakers, the men had intonation
characterised by less pitch movement than the women, but when the age of the speakers
was considered as well as their gender, the elderly Wellington men were shown to have
more pitch movement than Wellington women both young and old. The Wellington
young men had the lowest pitch movement scores of all groups.
This is potentially very confusing. But for the most part the different sample groups do
conform to Rule (i) for Location, the exceptions being as stated above, the young
women of Taranaki, whose intonation is notable for its relative evenness of pitch. The
young women's behaviour, however, is in line with Rule (ii) relating to Gender and
Rule (iii) relating to Age.
7.2.5 Gender
Rule (ii) that male speakers showed more pitch dynamism across the intonation group as
a whole than female speakers whereas female speakers showed more dramatic pitch
movement, especially in features associated with the nucleus, relates to Research
Question 3.
Question 3: Are there intonational differences in the English spoken by male and
female speakers in these regions?
Analysis ofthe intonational features surveyed indicated some differences between the
men and the women in the sample. In some respects the men showed more pitch
variation than did the women. The men in the sample changed pitch direction more
frequently per accent unit than did the women. They also used more non-nuclear accents
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characterised by moving pitch than the women. On the other hand level accents with
boosted onsets and complex nuclear accents were clearly favoured by women. Counts
for changes of direction per intonation group showed no significant gender difference,
and there was no significant male or female preference for nuclei with moving pitch, or
for falling accents with boosted onsets. This may be because men and women are using
different means of marking changes in pitch. This applies to rises in panicular, women
having higher counts than men for boosting as opposed to moving pitch.
These results are interesting in that a different gender pattern might be predicted on the
basis of stereotypical descriptions of female intonation (admittedly American female
intonation) of the type listed by Henton (1989:299): 'high-pitched', 'shrill', 'over-
emotional' 'swoopy'; or by McConnell-Ginet (1983:555): 'more dynamic than men's,
displaying wider ranges of pitches, more frequent and rapid shifts in pitch, and more
frequently ending with a non-falling terminal than men's.' Such characterisation would
predict that the women might favour more pitch movement than the men. It does not
appear from my results that this was necessarily the case except that boosting might be
considered to be more dramatic and rapid than moving pitch. Using my measure of pitch
variation it was apparent that, where there was a significant gender difference, it tended
to be the men who had more pitch movement than the women.
With respect to two of the features examined, however, the women tended towards
McConnell-Ginet's stereotype that their intonation 'more frequently end[s] with a non-
falling terminal than men's' (McConnell-Ginet 1983:555). The two features I refer to
are level accents with boosted onsets and complex nuclear accents, the latter including
fall-rise accents. These features amount to upwards change in pitch direction and could
be described as 'non-falling terminals' (for'terminal' read nuclear accent). They often
serve a similar function to the High Rising Terminal (HRT) which has been shown to Le
associated more with female than male speech (see Section 4.7.2.3.2). Although data
were not specifically analysed for HRTs they were clearly present in the intonation of
many speakers. It is my impression that in my data HRTs tend to be preceded by level
sections of intonation, and falling terminals by falling accents. The pattern of falls is
characterised by more changes in pitch direction since each falling accent starts at a
higher pitch level than the end of the preceding falling accent. The women were shown
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to use fewer non-nuclear accents with moving pitch than the men, which is consistent
with their preference for level accents with boosted onsets and complex fall-rise nuclei
which sometimes functioned as HRTs. I make no claims, however, that speakers with
intonation characterised by a lot of pitch movement up and down did not also produce
HRTs. Complex fall-rise nuclei and level accents with boosted onsets are perhaps not
good indicators of 'sing-songyness' if they are commonly preceded by level accents.
The same caution for the main effect of Gender applies as with the main effect of
Location. It does not necessarily follow that because a speaker in the corpus is male or
female they are likely to have a particular set of intonational features. Where they live
and how old they are is also important. Of all the features, complex nuclei alone
appeared to be affected by a single variable. Women, whether from Taranaki or
Weltington, whether old or yomg, used more complex nuclei than men. This is possibly
an exarnple of the phenomenon described by Edelsky (1979) as 'listener-orientation
adaptive pitch tuning'. Edelsky found that women speakers of American English used
more complex intonation patterns when interacting with a female interviewer. The three
interviewers of women in the present project were all women. Unless the interviews
were repeated with men doing the interviewing there is no way of knowing if the female
interviewees were adapting theirpitch to the pitch pattems of the interviewer.
The complex way in which Location and Age interact with Gender can be seen in
Figures 6.21 - 6.26 md the interactions are described in Section 6.3. Of particular
interest here are the exceptions to Rule (ii). The young men of Wellington had the
lowest of all the scores on the pitch dynamism scale in spite of the general rule that
males showed more pitch dynamism than females across the intonation group as a
whole. Their scores, however, were completely in tune with Rule (i) for Location and
Rule (iii) for Age. The elderly women of Taranaki did not conform to Rule (ii) either,
their pitch dynamism scores being at the high end of the scale unlike most of their
gender. But, as with the young Wellington men, their scores were in keeping with the
rules for Location and Age.
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7.2.6 Age
The next research question deals with the issue of age and is linked to Rule (iii) that
older speakers showed more pitch dynamism than younger speakers. Answering this
question will provide some indication as to what older intonation patterns were like and
how newer patterns sound.
Question 4: Is there any evidence of change over time in the intonation of speakers from
Taranaki and Wellington?
The results of my analysis provide clear evidence of change over apparent time in the
intonation of speakers from Taranaki and Weltington. There was more pitch variation
amongst the elderly than among the young of both regions. The elderly speakers
changed pitch direction more frequartly per intonation group and per accent unit than
did the younger speakers. They also used more nuclear accents with moving pitch, and
more accents, both falling and level, with boosted onsets. It is noteworthy that the
highest scores for four of the features studied (changes of pitch direction per intonation
goup and per accent unit, and percentage of accents with moving pitch, both nuclear
and non-nuclear) belonged to the elderly men of South Taranaki, in other words the
NORMs, or'nonmobile, older, rural males', preferred by the traditional dialect
geographers (see Section 2.3). If dynamic pitch is conservative, then these men appeiu
to have the most conservative intonation pattems.
Only two of the seven intonational features examined failed to show a significant
difference between the old and the young speakers. These were non-nuclear accents with
moving pitch and complex nuclei.
However, in spite of the main effect of Age on the five variables listed above, there was
an interaction with Age, Location and Gender such that for most variables there was
little difference between the elderly and young men of New Plymouth, and the complex
pattem for Wellington women can be seen in Figures 6.21 - 6.26, wherein sometimes
the young womsn had higher scores than the elderly women, sometimes it was the other
way round and at other times there was little difference between the two groups.
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(I explore possible reasons for this behaviour in Section 7.2.10). Youth, it seems, does
not guarantee less pitch movement. Once again it depends on where a speaker lives and
whether they are male or female. This was particularly apparent where the young dairy
farming men of South Taranaki were concerned. Although their speech was
characterised by less pitch movement than that of the elderly dairy farming men, they
were still amongst the highest scorers for most variables studied. They mayprovide an
exception to Rule (iii) for Age, but they nevertheless conform to Rule (i) for Location
and Rule (ii) for Gender. The other goup I have listed as an exception to Rule (iii) are
the young women of Wellington. They are less exceptional than the young dairy farming
men given that, generally speaking, their intonation could be said to be less dynamic
than that of most elderly people. I highlight them because they nevertheless
demonstrated considerable pitch movement relative to the elderly women of Wellington
on two of the features studied, i.e. changes of pitch direction per accent unit and non-
nuclear accents with moving pitch. In this respect they broke Rule (iii) for Age. Their
scores tend towards the middle of the spectrum for most features but on the whole they
conform with the rules for Location and Gender.
7.2.7 Explanations for exceptional cases
Having observed how the three rules interact, I will now explore the apparently
exceptional cases frrther, seeking explanations for their existence in sociolinguistic and
social network theories. During the course of the discussion reference will be made to
all of the sample groups, each of them having an important part to play in the account,
but particular note will be made of the exceptional groups listed above. I begin with an
examination of the noticeable contrast between the pitch patterns of the young dairy
farming men and women of South Taranaki.
Table 7.1 below shows that the young dairy farming men had higher scores than the
young dairy farming women for five of the seven intonational features studied. The
women had more level accents with boosted onsets (possibly indicating more rapid and
dramatic change in pitch) and similar amounts of complex nuclei, but in all other
respects the young men had intonation which was characterised by more pitch
movement than the young women's.
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The final column for the first two features in the table shows the significance level of t
test analysis comparing data for males and females. The final column for the remaining
five features shows the significance level of chi-square analysis comparing data for
males and females.
Table 7.1. Diferences between young South Taranaki males andfemales.
7.2.8 Social networks
The differences in the intonation patterns favoured by the young men and women in
question could appear somewhat puzzlingat first, particularly if we look at the close-
knit South Taranaki dairy farming cornmunity under scrutiny here in the light of the
social network theory developed within sociolinguistics by Milroy and Milroy (1985).
As noted in Section 2.6,ruralcommunities have traditionally been characterised by the
'dense' and 'multiplex' social networks which the Milroys identified amongst working
class people of Belfast. In such settings a strong sense of solidarity is often found and
pressure exerted on members to conform to social nonns, including mainstream
linguistic values. Husbands and wives in South Taranaki typically worked together as
business partners on their farms. Childcare was shared by both partners. One young
couple described how their preschool children played in a caravan parked alongside the
cowshed, freeing up both parents at milking time. Several of the young men commented
Sth Taranaki
Males
Sth Taranaki
Females
CoD/int. goup 2.68 t.72 p < 0.001
CoD/accent unit t.4l 0.91 p < 0.01
7o nuclei moving 87.16 7t.39 p < 0.001
o/o complex nuclei 13.63 t3.77 NS
o/o nOn-nuc moving 6t.73 29.25 p < 0.001
% falls boost onset 19.59 5.31 p < 0.001
Yo level boost onset 8.7 t3.23 p < 0.01
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that the amount of time they spent with their young families was one of the advantages
of their rural lifestyle over life in town. Most of the speakers in the sample mixed with
each other socially and one of the men and one of the women were married to each
other. According to social network theory these close network ties should correlate with
similar scores on the measure of pitch dynamism, but this was not the case.
7.2.9 Language markets
Careful scrutiny of the speakers' employment histories provided clues as to the possible
source of the gender differences identified. h the biographical section of the
conversational interviews I conducted, interviewees were asked for details of their
schooling and their employment, historical as well as current. All interviewees had been
brought up on dairy farms in South Taranaki, had attended ptimary schools in the region
followed by attendance at Opunake High School. All had spent the early years of their
adulthood away from the area and had returned to take up dairy farming in their mid-
twenties. On leaving high school the men attended polytechnic in New Plymouth, or in
one instance Massey University in Palmerston North, to obtain agricultural and/or trade
certificates/diplomas and they worked in New Plymouth as tradesmen for a few years..
The women on the other hand moved to New Plymouth and worked in offices, banks or
hair dressing salons. The women's jobs could be described as service jobs involving a
lot of contact with people from all walks of life whereas the men's jobs could be
described as practical, and everyday contact would probably have been predominantly
with men in similar employment. This situation is not unlike that described by Nichols
(1983) in a study she undertook of a Gullah-speaking African American island
community in South Carolina. She found that in general the women of the island spoke
a variety of English which more closely resembled standard English than the variety
spoken by the men. This was because the men worked in manual jobs on the mainland
which required physical skills and did not depend on the way they spoke, whereas the.
women worked in service jobs connected with the seasonal tourist industry which
entailed interaction with a wide spectrum of speakers and standard language was called
for. Eckert and McCorurell-Ginet (2003:286) refer to this situation as 'gendered jobs in
the language market'. 'Like the right friends, clothes, manners, haircuts and
automobiles,' they say'the'oright" linguistic variety can facilitate access to positions
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and situations of societal power and the'\Mrong" vanety can block such access' @ckert
& McConnell-Ginet 2003:271).In this case one of the language markets demanded
vernacular or local language and the other required standard or global language.
The years of early adulthood may have been critical in the development of differing
intonational pattems amongst the men and women of South Taranaki. The young
women may have accommodated their pitch patterns to match those of the young
women they were working with in New Plymouth. The intonation of the young New
Plymouth women was notable for a similar lack of pitch dynanism. These women, like
the dairy farming young women, were employed in service jobs such as accounting,
nursing, and floristry. The young men, mixing mostly with each other or with men like
themselves, maintained the intonation patterns they had grown up with. The young men
of New Plymouth had lower pitch dynamism scores than the young dairy farrring men,
but they too had higher scores than the young women of their area. So why is it that the
young women of Taranaki had scores which were similar to the Wellingtonians' scores?
And why is it that, for the most part, their intonation did not conform with the
stereotypical female patterning of intonation as outlined by McConnell-Ginet
(1983:555)? It most certainly could not be accused of being 'swoopy', one of the
descriptors which features in Henton's list of stereotypically female intonation traits
(Henton 1989:299).
7.2.10 Changes old and new
For answers to these two questions we need to consider Rule (iii) that generally
speaking older speakers showed more pitch dynamism than younger speakers. Analysis
of data from the two widely separated ag€ groups provided me with a kind of apparent-
time window onto the diachronic development of change in intonation pattems. In other
words intonation characterised by a comparative lack of pitch dynamism is the more
innovative fonn because it is favoured by the young speakors in the sample and not by
the elderly speakers. This would appear to conflict with the fact that the HRT, a
particularly dynamic intonational feature, is also favoured by younger speakers (Britain
L992). @ut note my cornments regarding a possible connection between HRTs and level
intonation in Section 7.2.5 above. Note also Warrm and Daly's findings regarding
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women's preference for rapid, sudden movements in HRTs (Wanen & Daly 2005 f.c.).
Such movement would be distinct from sing-song patterns which entail more regular
pitch movement up and down). It appears that the young women in the Taranaki sample
have adopted the more innovative level intonation and the young men have not.
This behaviour is perhaps not so surprising if we turn to the findings of other
sociolinguistic researchers. Recall Labov's conclusion based on a very wide range of
research into dialectology that, while women have been shown to lead in linguistic
changes which are new and dynamic, they have also been shown to lag behind men in
the use of variables representing older changes (Labov 1990). Recall also Woods'
(Igg7) illustration of this generalisation in her study of gender-related variation and
linguistic change in the development of New ZealandEnglish in the Otago region of
New Zealand. Her analysis revealed three distinct stages in the diachronic development
of New Zealand English as spoken in Otago with women being the first to adopt
innovative features which were then adopted by men over time, at which point women
had a tendency to revert to earlier forms (see Section2.4.3). Recent work by Warren
(2005) indicates the same pattern may be present in New Zealand English intonation
data which he has been analysing. Analysis showed a generational difference in the use
and shape of rising intonation patterns. He found evidence that 'the norrn for NZE is a
late rise onset, that earlier rises were first introduced by female speakers, predominantly
for questions, and that this pattern was subsequently taken up by males' (Wanen
2005:20). Woods suggested that where it is found that men are leading linguistic
change, it tends to be in situations of geographic restriction and comparative lack of
contact with speakers of different varieties. Labov's (1972a) classic Martha's Vineyard
study (see Sections 2.4.3 and 2.7 .2) proved this point. The men of the community led in
a language change which was clearly not the result of dialect mixing but rather the
adoption of a form associated with conservative usage on the island. In another classic
study Milroy and Milroy (1993) found that 'strictly localised' variants were most
frequently used by men in their Belfast study and 'supralocal' forms were favoured by
women. The same was found to be true of men and women in Newcastle (Milroy 1999).
In this study women were found to be more advanced in terms of dialect levelling in that
they characteristically converged on a limited range of general Northern English vowel
variants, eliminating more locallymarked variants retained by men.
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The situation of the young dairy farming men in South Taranaki could in some regards
be compared with that of the men in Labov's study of Martha's Vineyard (Labov
1972a). The middle-aged fishermen of Martha's Vineyard showed a strong tendency to
maintain the linguistic features typical of the older generation of fishermen in the region.
This was interpreted by Labov as a linguistic response to socio-economic changes in the
community. On Martha's Vineyard there had been a downturn in the fishing industry
and a decline in farming and dairying with a consequent increasing reliance on tourism
and summer holidaymakers for income. The linguistic response amongst the men to
these changes was to demonstrate their pride in being different to the incoming flood of
socio-economically privileged mainlanders by maintaining the linguistic features typical
of the older generation of fishermen. The socio-economic historyof the young dairy
farmers in Taranaki in no way resembles that of the Martha's Vineyard fishennen in
Labov's study. I draw the comparison because of the similar social isolation of the
young Taranaki men and because of the pride they expressed in being from the 'Naki'.
All had had a taste of the world outside South Taranaki and all had subsequently chosen
to return home. AII said they enjoyed their work and liG-style. None had any desire to
live elsewhere. These young men may be subconsciously using older, local intonation-
patterns as a badge of local identity.
The young women's response to a seemingly similar situation was to adopt the linguistic
norrns of society outside the farming community of South Taranaki, accommodating to
the speech patterns of the young women they mixed with in New Plymouth. The
intonation of the young women in New Plyrnouth was in turn very different to that of
the women of their grandmothers' generation who had very dynamic pitch movement,
more in keeping with the stereotypical intonation described by Henton and McConnell-
Ginet. This was possibly symptomatic of the more traditionally'feminine' role they
might have played in society. The intonation of the young women in Taranaki more
closely resembled that of their urban sisters in Wellington. The gender pattem of the
younger age group in Wellington showed a reversal of the situation present in Taranaki.
In Wellington it was the young men who favoured less dynamic pitch movement. In fact
they had the most level intonation of all groups measwed. It is tempting to interpret the
pattem of change from more dynamic to less dynamic pitch movement as being similar
to that pointed out in numerous contexts by Labov (1990) and demonstrated by Woods
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(1997) in Otago with regards to the MOUTH diphthong (see Section2.4.3). Women
may have led the change from dynamic pitch to flatter intonation in Wellington and they
continue to do so in Taranaki. The pattern in Wellington may have become a more
established variant and the men have adopted it, the women meantime having reverted
in part to an earlier norm. Not only is their intonation characterised by more pitch
movement than the young men's, for two of the variables the young women have higher
scores than the elderlywomen of Wellington. With no hard evidence on this issue to
date however, this needs to be a subject for future research.
7 .2.11'Standard' vef,sus'non-standard' intonation
A case can be made that the young women in Taranaki are acting out the role which
New Zealand women have long been playing in adopting innovative features which lead
to changes in the standard accent (see Section2.4.3). By looking at women's usage it
maybe possible to predict what New Zealand English will sound like in future. If this is
so, it would be reasonable to assume that the future standard for New Zealand English
will be, if it is not already, the flattish intonation prefened by the young women of
Taranaki. The distinctiveness of Taranaki's intonation currently rests with the young
rural men who, for now at least, express their staunchness and pride in being from the
'Naki' via their dynamic pitch movement.
7.2.12 Social status
Another approach which can be taken when considering the comparative lack of pitch
variation of the young South Taranaki dairy farming women and the relatively dynamic
intonation of their menfolk is to view the difference from the perspective of social status
and prestige. It may be that the women who work alongside men in equal partnerships
on their famrs have unconsciously rejected speech traits which they see as
stereotypically feminine. Stereogpically feminine intonation pattems of the type listed
by Henton and McConnell-Ginet would be just as inappropriate in the cow shed as high
heeled shoes. This may imply that they wish to sound like men. But which men?
Certainly not the dairy farming men with whom they associate most. And their
intonation is not as level as that of the young men of Wellington. It is more likely that
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their model is not men's intonation at all but the intonation of their sophisticated city
sisters in New Plymouth and Wellington. It is interesting to note that the pattem of men
having more pitch movement than women in South Taranaki is not new. The same
pattern exists, albeit to a lesser extent, among the elderly men and women of the area.
(For one feature in particular, non-nuclear accents with movement, the elderly women's
scores are considerably lower than the elderly men's). The wives of farmers have
traditionally had an important part to play in the running of farms and it may be that
overly'feminine' behaviour in such contexts has always been disfavoured.
7.2.13 Non-conformity, social mobility and innovation
Female innovators have been described by Labov (2001, 2002) as tending to be upper
working class, skilled individuals who have a wide network of contacts outside their
local communities as well as a dense network of local ties. They are observed to have a
history of resistance to repressive authority, to be socially upwardly mobile and to be
well respected within their local social networks. 'The history of our leaders of
linguistic change is a history of nonconformity, and their sociolinguistic position is a
display of nonconformity' (Labov 2001:410).
The Taranaki sample provided at least one example of such an individual. One young
woman grew up in what is known by locals to be the 'roughest' part of New Pl1'mouth,
attended local schools, then went on to university where she qualified as an accountant.
Her work has taken her overseas to conferences. As well as strong local networks she
has national and international contacts. She has demonstrated social mobility and would
be one of the highest achievers in the sample. If we examine her count for falling
accents with boosted onsets, the feature which I claim is possibly most diagnostic of
'sing-songyness' (see Section 7.3.2), we find that she has the lowest count of all the
Taranaki speakers (2.51%). Scrutiny of the whole sample, including Wellington
speakers, shows only two speakers with lower scores. Both of these are young
Wellington men - one with a score of 1.03% and the other with a score of 0. The young
Taranaki women did not all have such non-conformist backgrounds, but the in{luence of
the few that did could have been powerful.
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7 .2.14 Gender socialisation
Looking at the issue from the perspective of gender socialisation throws further light on
possible reasons for the differences between the men and women in the sample. Men
and women draw on different resources to construct their social identities and this can
be reflected in their speech.
'Men must stick to a narrow path and they must not innovate because they fear
the consequences of any behaviour, including sociolinguistic behaviour, which
sets them apart from their peers. Women, on the other hand, are free to use the
symbolic resonrces of phonological variation for purposes other than indexing
gender and to use innovatory forms without fear of the consequences' (Milroy
1999:375).
So one possible explanation for the difference is that the young dairy farming men, who
perhaps feel constrained bypeer norrns, use the conservative, localised, intonational
variants and the young women feel free to use more innovative, supralocal variants.
7.2.I5 Impact of socio-economic and ideological changes
To state the obvious, language is constantly changing. As noted in Section 2.7 .2, fotx
decades on from Labov's study of the speech of Martha's Vineyard, researchers have
returned to the region and found that earlier linguistic pattems have undergone changes
in the intervening years @lake & Josey 2003). Blake and Josey argued that the changes
were linked to socio-economic restructuring and resulting ideological changes taking
place on the island. The locals' allegiance to the traditional way of life has diminished
and there has been a decline in the linguistic marking of opposition to non-local
populations. Changes in the socio-economic and culfural environment of rural South
Taranaki will undoubtedly occur over the coming years just as they have in Martha's
Vineyard. Dairy farming in New Zealand is becoming less and less a family affair. The
recent recruitment campaign on New Zealand television for careers in dairy farming is
unprecedented in my life time. Opening up the South Taranaki rural community to more
outsiders may result in shifting allegiances amongst the local community and there may
be linguistic responses to the impact of the changes. It is not impossible that the current
difference between the intonation pattems of the men and women of the area will be less
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obvious in future. The young men of Taranaki may well follow the lead of the women of
the area and decide it is 'cool' to adopt the supralocal pitch pattems of their urban
counterparts in Wellington. On the other hand, they may choose to continue to express
their 'Naki-ness' by means of their dynamic intonation, just as the young men of the
Cajun English speaking community in rural areas of l,ouisiana have been shown to
display their 'Cajun-ness' through language (Dubois & Horvath 2000), and members of
the Lumbee Native American Indian community have been shown to emphasize their .
cultural and ethnic distinctiveness through their dialect of English (Wolfram &
Dannenburg 1999).
7 .2.16 Summary of explanations
In summary, I posit the following explanations for the linguistic behaviour of the groups
of speakers highlighted as being exceptions to the three rules listed in Section 7.2.1.
The young women on South Taranaki dairy farms do not conform with the rule for
Incation because, having spent three or four years of their early adulthood working in
service jobs in New Plymouth, they have accommodated their speech to that of people
outside South Taranaki, the young women of New Plymouth in particular. Secondly,
because of their status as equal partners in their dairy farming businesses, they have
subconsciously rejected stereotlpically feminine speech patterns such as 'swoopy'
intonation because such patterns might suggest an imbalance of power in relation to the
menfolk of the region.
The young women of New Plymouth do not conform with the rule for Location because
during their working day they are exposed to the speech of other more mobile New
Zealanders and they accommodate their speech to patterns which they see as being new
and 'cool', patterns which are features of the English spoken elsewhere in New Zealand.
In doing so, they are taking on the role that New Zealand women have traditionally
played in the setting of new standards for speech.
The young men of Wellington do not conform with the rule for Gender because,living
as they do in Wellington, which the locals maintain is the cultural as well as the
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administrative capital of New Zealand, theyhave adopted the unemotional sounding
pitch patterns which are an aspect of the accepted prestige accent of the ]orrng people of
New Zealand. It is possible that the women of the area were instrumental in the
establishment of this pattern and have now reverted in part to the earlier pattem of more
pitch movement.
The elderly dairy farming women have less pitch movernent than the elderly dairy
farming men (except in the case of accents with boosted onsets where the elderly
women have more) but more than the other men's groups. It could be said then that as a
whole they do not conform with the rule for Gender. This is because they have
remained faithful to the Taranaki tradition with which they are most familiar, of
favouring intonation characterised by a lot of pitch movement.
The elderly women of New Plymouth do not conform with the rule for Gender because
they too have maintained the old Taranaki dynamic intonation patterns. Their pitch
dynamism scores are higher than their menfolk's. Their intonation patterns are more in
keeping with stereotypes of female intonation patterns, possibly reflecting traditional
societal mores with regard to women's position in relation to men's. The lives of all the
elderly Taranaki women surveyed are notable for their lack of geographical mobility.
With one or two exceptions they have lived their entire lives in New Plymouth or South
Taranaki.
The young dairy farming men of South Taranaki do not conform with the rule for Age
because, by holding on to older, local intonation patterns they are expressing their pride
in being from the 'Naki'. Their dynamic intonation is an expression of their
distinctiveness.
As stated above, the young women of Wellington do not conform with the rule for Age
for two of the variables studied. This may be because, the standard for flatter intonation
pattems having been established in Wellington, the women are now reverting to older
patterns which are characterised by more pitch movement.
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7.2.I7 Rural versus urban orientation
I turn now to the fifth research question which is concemed with how speakers'
orientation to town or country correlates with the intonational features studied. This is
an important question because it may help clariff the extent to which the regional
differences I have found are truly regional as opposed to rural versus urban distinctions.
Question 5: Are there intonational differences between urban and rurally oriented
speakers in Taranaki and Wellington?
As reported in Section 6.5, linear regression scores showed positive correlations
between rural orientation scores and scores for pitch movement. Not surprisingly,
people with the highest rural orientation scores lived on farms, or had spent most of
their lives on farms. People with the lowest rural orientation scores lived in the cities of
New Plymouth and Wellington. The index shows that some individuals who lived in
cities, both New Plymouth and Wellinglon, had more nral connections than other city
dwellers and had scores which reflected this. Conversely not all of the farmers were
completely rural in their orientation. The fact that New Plymouth and Wellington
speakers had similarly low scores overall on the rural orientation scale suggests that
where there were significant intonational differences between New Plymouth and
Wellington speakers, the differences were authentically regional, and not simply rural
versus urban differences. New Pllanouth speakers used significantly more changes of
pitch direction per intonation goup and per accent unit than Wellingtonians. They also
used more accents characterised by moving pitch than Wellingtonians. These
differences would appear to be genuinely regional.
There was no correlation between scores on the rural orientation index and counts of
falling accents with boosted onsets. But there was a significant difference between
speakers from the South Taranaki dairy farming community and Wellingtonians with
respect to this feature. People with rural orientation 
-ight use the feature as much or as
little as might people with urban orientation, yet speakers from one region favoured it
more than speakers from another region, suggesting further evidence of regional
variation.
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7.2.18 Regional variation revisited
Having studied the complicating factors which interact with regional variation I now
return to the fust research question which was:
Is there regional variation in New Zealand English intonation?
In this study I have provided evidence that most of the speakers surveyed in Taranaki
had speech characterised by more pitch dynamism than the speech of most of the
speakers surveyed in Wellington. I cannot claim that a particular intonation pattern is
special to one of the regions studied in the way that Bauer and Bauer could say that a
particular playground expression was unique to one of the dialect regions they identified
in New Zealand, @auer & Bauer 2000a,b,2001,2002a,b,2003) or in the way that non-
prevocalic /r/ is thougbt to be unique to the Southland/South Otago region ofNew
Zealand.. All of the intonational features studied in the present project were present to
some degree in both Taranaki and Wellington. The diflerence lay in the degree to which
the features were present in the speech of people from the two regions. Analysis of the
interactions of Location, Gender and Age provided useful clues as to changes which the
features studied are undergoing in the regions. Study of the relationship between pitch
dynamism and rural versus urban orientation indicated to what extent the intonational
differences found are regional as opposed to rural versus urban.
Having provided evidence of regional variation in New Zealand English intonation I
now address the question of how this finding relates to the work of Bauer and Bauer on
regional variation in the playground language of New Zealand. school children. (See
Sections 2.2 and,3.2).
A northem, a central and a southern region emerged from the Bauers' study. Taranaki
fitted for the most part into the northern region and Wellington belonged to the central
region. A claim was made that Wellington formed a subregion within the much larger
central region, whereas Taranaki did not constitute a subregion in its own right. The
findings suggested, however, that strong internal ties existed within Taranaki. There
were also strong similarities befween Taranaki and the King Country immediately to the
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north. The researchers did not seek evidence of matching regional variation in adult
speech. But the important role which children, particularly those verging on
adolescence, the age at which the children in the playground language survey were
interviewed, play in the development of new dialects has been noted by Kerswill and
Williams in the United Kingdom (Kerswill & Williams 2000) and by Hickey in New
Zealand (Hickey 2003). (See Section2.I.4). There is a strong possibility that, given
evidence for the existence of regional variation in the speech of children in New
zealmd,,matching adult variation may be emerging, if it is not already present.
I have shown that there is a difference between Taranaki and Wellington intonation
patterns but I have not provided proof of a uniquely Taranaki or a uniquely Wellington
way of speaking. For evidence of this, comparison with the intonation of other regions is
needed. It is possible that a study of the intonation of a northern region might show
similarities with Taranaki intonation, indicating that the regional boundaries for
children's language may extend to adult intonation patterns. (Comparison with King
Country speakers could be of particular interest here, given the Bauers' comments about
resemblances between Taranaki and King Country children's choice of playground
expressions. It seems highly likely that there are historical family and commurity
networks between the two predominantly rural regions which might well result in
linguistic similarities). It is equally possible that the intonation patterns of
Wellingtonians are similar to those of other speakers in the central region identified by
the Bauers.
Given the sociolinguistic evidence outlined above, however, I suspect the most likely
scenario is that the flatter intonation favoured by most of the Wellingtonians in the
sample is the 'standard' shared by other New Zealanders. It is my impression
(completely untested) that their intonation is similar to the intonation of most New
Zealanders. I suspect, in other words, that Wellington, with its relatively mobile
population, a feature which it shares with other capital cities, does not constitute a
separate dialect region. Taranaki, on the other hand, may be, or may have been in the
past, a separate region with respect to its intonation patterns. Study of the pitch
dynamism scores of the elderly speakers in the sample can give us some idea of how far
back in time the regional differences in intonation extend. It has been demonstrated that,
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generally speaking, elderly speakers have more pitch dynamism than younger speakers
in the sample. It is also the case that for three of the features studied (namely changes of
pitch direction per intonation goup and per accent unit, and nuclear accents with
moving pitch) the elderly dairy farming men and women of South Taranaki and the
elderly women of New Plymouth had higher counts than the other elderly speakers
surveyed. In the case of falling accents with boosted onsets, elderly men and women of
both South Taranaki and New Plymouth had higher counts than elderly Wellington
speakers, male and female. In the case of level accents with boosted onsets which were
favoured by women more than men, the elderly South Taranaki and New Plymouth
women had notably higher scores than the elderly Wellington women. All of this
suggests that intonational differences between the fwo regions are not new. What it does
not tell us, howeveq is whether or not the elderly Taranaki speakers' high level of pitch
dynamism is shared by elderly speakers from other regions of New Zealand. This is
beyond the scope of the present study. Until comparisons are made with other regions it
will not be possible to say we have conclusive proof of the existence of a Taranaki
regional dialect. At this point I can only rely on my impression that the intonation of
elderly Taranaki speakers is distinctive for its high level ofpitch dynamism compared
with the intonation of most other New Zealanders, not just Wellingtonians. And if the
young men of South Taranaki are able to maintain the dynamic pitch pattems they
currently share with their local elders in the face of other New Zealanders' more level
intonation patterns, in time this aspect of their speech may become more salient than at
present, and a more distinctively Taranaki dialect may yet emerge. Regional differences
are likely to develop in a colonial variety of English as it matures (Bauer & Bauer
2002a:173). Regional variation has been observed in the speech of our neighbours in .
Austalia (Bradley 1989; Horvath & Horvath 2002). Australia was settled by English
speakers from 1788, which is approximately fifty years prior to New Zealand's
settlement by English speakers. 'If dialectal divergence has been observed in Australia
for at least twenty years, it must have started well before that' @auer & Bauer
2002a:173). If the Australian model for the timing of dialectal divergence is anything to
go by then we might expect to see the emergence of regional variation in New Zealand
English about now. And it appears, from the evidence of Bauer and Bauer, that New
zealand, English may be sufficiently mature for this to have occurred.
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If a New Zealand-wide sfudy of intonation were to be undertaken and intonation
characterised by a lot of pitch movement up and down proved to be a particutarly
Taranaki trait, questions could be asked about the origins of this difference. Given the
observation by Walters (2003) that intonational features may be the most enduring
features of speech where there are competing dialects or where one language or dialect
is giving way to another, and given the lack of any other evidence of dialectal
difference, it would be reasonable to assume that dynamic pitch movement in Taranaki
is the last remnant of an input dialect. At this point in New Zealand's history one could
only hazard guesses as to what that input dialect might be. lnfluence from the dialect
spoken by the English speaking settlers from the South West of England seems unlikely
at this stage. It is not impossible that the early twentieth century influx of dairy farming
labour from Switzerland to South Taranaki may have had some influence on the speech
pattems of the area. One of the young South Taranaki men interviewed was a third
generation dairy farmer in the region, with Swiss ancestry on both sides of his family.
His father spoke only Swiss German until he went to school. Kaponga in South
Taranaki is popularly known as the Swiss 'capital' of New Zealand. The following
extraordinary statement by'A Britisher' is an extract from conespondence in the
Hawera.Slar of June 1916 conceming the recent introduction of compulsory military
service (quoted in Amold 1997):
'This new law applies only to British subjects, and the consequences will be that
the farm lands will in many instances, and the artisan employment also, pass into
the hands of Swiss, or as I prefer to cail them, aliens. They (the swiss) are
becoming far too numerous, and unless steps are taken to prevent it, will ere a
few years oust the British - who by national right and by right of present-day
conquest or preservation own the country - and become firmly implanted in our
nation and indelibly stamped in national affairs,.
If anxious sentiments such as these were being expressed by the locals, it seems the
Swiss may have been present in sufficient numbers at the time to have had some
influence on the language being spoken.
During the cowse of this project lay people talked of various possible influences on the
speech of Taranaki people aside from that of the Swiss dairy fanning immigrants. Other
suggestions included the possible influence of a sizeable group of Polish immigrants.
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There are a number of families of hish origin in the area and it was suggested to me that
there could be some influence from the dialect of Maori spoken in the Taranaki region'
Discussion of the possible source or sources of differences in the intonation of Taranaki
speakers requires an open mind and considerably more research into sociohistorical and
related linguistic factors than was possible for the present project.
7.3 Methodological issues
Finally, having discussed the implications of my results, I add a methodological note on
issues which emerged in the course of my research. Specifically, I look at the usefulness
of the index I devised for degrees of pitch movemen! the relative indexicality of
intonational features chosen for examination, my use of narrative texts for intonational
analysis and the issue of where the intonational differences I discovered fit in Ladd's
taxonomy of intonational differences.
7.3.1 Index of pitch movement
The first question to be discussed is whether the 'sing-song' or'pitch dynamism' index I
devised for measuring the quantity and quality of pitch movement in the intonation of
speakers was successful. I believe that this was the case. It proved to be an effective tool
in differentiating between speakers and groups of speakers whose intonation was
characterised by a lot of pitch movement, (in other words 'sing-songy' intonation), and
those with more level intonation.
It could be argued that the method used was too subjective. However,50o/o of the texts
were checked by a second person and blind checks were carried out on substantial
portions, as a result of which only minor alterations were deemed necessary, suggesting
that the method was reliable.
I informally tested the validity of the index on two occasions by playrng two speech
samples to two different classes of third year students of linguistics at Victoria
University of Wellington and then asking them to comment on whether they thought one
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of the speakers had more pitch movement than the other. They confidently claimed that
the yortng Taranaki dairy farming man in the sample had more 'bouncy' intonation than
the young Taranaki dairy farming woman. The young man with the 'bouncy' intonation
had on average 3.02 changes of pitch direction per intonation group and 1.59 changes of
pitch direction per accent unit, while the young woman with the 'flatter' intonation had
on average 1.25 changes of pitch direction per intonation group and 0.66 changes of
pitch direction per accent unit.
The patterning of variable (l) the average number of changes of pitch direction per
intonation gtroup appeared to mirror variable (2) the average number of changes of pitch
direction per accent unit. If a speaker had a higb count of changes of pitch direction per
intonation Soup they also had a high count of changes of pitch direction per accent unit
and, conversely, if they had a low count for one variable they had a low count for the
other. It is perhaps questionable whether variables (l) and (2) are in fact independent of
one another. There was also a good degree of consistency between high counts of
accents with moving pitch and high counts of changes ofpitch per intonation group and
per accent unit. Patterns for accents with boosted onsets did not mirror the other patterns
quite so consistently but analysis of these features was certainly useful, particularly in
disceming gender patterns. The same could be said for the analysis of complex nuclei
which was not useful in differentiating between speakers of different age or locality but
played a significant part in differentiating female intonation pafferns from male
intonation pattems.
7.3.2 Relative indexicality of features
Averaging the number of times a speaker changed pitch direction in each intonation
goup and then in each accent unit provided me with a global measure of changes in
pitch direction. Analysis of nuclear accents gave an indication of whether speakers
favoured tunes which were characterised by pitch movement. And analysis of the
manner in which accents were approached, whether with a boosted step up in pitch, or
with a more standard onset, provided a narrower focus on the amount of pitch
movement present.
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Of the seven intonational features studied it is my impression that a preference for
falling accents with boosted onsets may be the best indicator of 'sing-songyness'
because it features a change in pitch direcfion which is highly salient and it exploits
more of the speaker's usual pitch range. A global count of changes in pitch direction is
helpful, as is knowing what kinds of tunes a speaker favours. However, a speaker might
have intonation characterised by a lot of changes in pitch direction, and a lot of moving
pitch accents, yet their intonation may nevertheless sound flat if their overall pitch range
is narrow. A falling accent with a boosted onset involves a noticeable step up from the
speaker's normal pitch range and movement back down again. So the effect is of more
pitch movement than normal. It is likely that someone whose speech contains a
generous number of these pitch accents may sound more 'sing-songy' than others.
Comparison of speakers' pitch ranges might substantiate this impression. Testing
listeners' perceptions of the relative 'sing-songyness' of firstly, speech containing both
high counts of changes in pitch direction and a high percentage of falling accents with.
boosted onsets, and secondly, speech containing high counts of changes in pitch
direction but few if any falling accents with boosted onsets would also be instructive.
Analysis of variance with respect to this feature showed main effects of Lncation and
Age and interactions of location, Gender and Age. Elderly speakers clearly preferred
the feature, (of the yomg, only the South Taranaki dairy farming men favoured it), and
it was more characteristic on the whole of Taranaki speakers than of Wellingtonians.
The elderly South Taranaki women had the highest scores with the other Taranaki
elderly groups not far behind.
I also contend that complex fall-rise nuclei and level nuclei with boosted onsets may not
be good indicators of 'sing-songy' speech. As indicated in Section 7 .2.5, both these
features can function as HRTs. Although data were not specifically analysed for HRTs, I
gained the impression whilst transcribing intonafion patterns that intonational phrases
ending with HRTs were often, though not always, preceded by level accents. So speech
containing a high percentage of fall-rise nuclei and level nuclei with boosted onsets may
have fewer changes of pitch direction, and sound less 'sing-songy' than speech
containing a high percentage of falling accents.
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7.3.3 Use of narrative texts
My use of narrative texts for analysis was motivated largely because speakers tend to be
at their most fluent when telling stories; they are likely to be emotionally engaged in
their subject matter and to be focussed on what they are sayrng as opposed to how they
are saying it. However, it could be argued that pitch dynamism, or lack of it, is merely
an indication of an individual's storytelling ability. I was aware that, whilst telling
stories, speakers can manipulate their prosody in order to convey emotion and attitude.
Theymay, for example, lengthen the stressed vowels of keywords, and exaggerate
volume and pitch (Wennerstrom 2001a:206). It might be said that prosodic
manipulation is an aspect of 'good' storytelling in that it can make a story sound more
interesting to the listener. A preference for pitch dynamism and exaggerated pitch
movement in the form of falling accents with boosted onsets might indicate that the
storyteller is doing a good job. This being the case it would seem that most of the
Taranaki speakers in the sample were better storytellers than most of the Wellingtonians
and elderly people were better storytellers than most of the young speakers. I believe
this to be quite untrue. As Wennerstom points out'Variation in how extreme a
prosodic display can be depends on the norns of the speech community, the
circumstances surounding the storytelling event, and the individual's own creative
choices' (Wennershom 2001b:218). She cites an example of someone conveying a
series of rather shocking events unemotionally and within a nflrow pitch range.
'Deadpan style invests a certain power in the teller', she says, and 'he is able to tell
calmly of arests and other oodemonic" acts as if they are nothing unusual in his worldly
experience'. The story telling style of the young men of Wellington was notable for its
lack of pitch variation, while at the same time the situations being described were often
full of danger and the stories were far from dull. Perhaps these young men were
deliberately suppressing emotional displayto achieve a 'worldly aura' as was the young
man in Wennerstrom's study. In their world, unemotional sounding speech,
characterised by minimal pitch movement is 'cool'. A 'good' story does not necessarily
correlate with maximal pitch variation and I still maintain that my choice of narrative
texts was quite appropriate for the task at hand.
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7.3.4 Ladd's taxono-rny of intonational differences
Finally, note that it is in the nature of the data presented here that it cannot readily
address the issue of where the differences I found belong in Ladd's taxonomy of
intonational differences (see Section a.l ). My approach was essentially descriptive.
Greater contol of the colleotion and analysis of data is needed in order to determine
whether observed differences are in fact semantic, systemic or realisational. Ftuther
detailed study in this area of intonational analysis is needed.
In the next chapter I look at what conclusions can be drawn from my research findings
and I suggest some future directions for research in this area.
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CHAPTER EIGHT: CONCLUSIONS
I retum now to the quotations with which I introduced this thesis. Can we conclude that
the Taranaki speakers quoted in the introduction are corect in thinking that their speech
is different to that of other New Zealanders, Wellingtonians in particular? I am not in a
position to answer this question with a definite 'Yes' or'No' as I have not analysed the
intonation of these particular individuals. But, having undertaken the research described
in previous chapters, comparing the intonation of Taranakians who chose to stay in
Taranaki, and the intonation of Wellingtonians, I can now assert with more confidence
that there is likely to be something different about their way of speaking. It appears that
the folk impression that there is something different about the Taranaki accent is not
without basis in fact. [n particular Dinah Priestley's perception of a 'sing-songy' quality
to the speech of the elderly Taranaki women provided a useful starting point to this
investigation of exactly what makes the speech of Taranaki different.
In this chapter I summarise the contents of the thesis, highlight its major findings and
conclusions, then indicate directions for future research in the area.
8.1 Summary
Chapter I provided an introduction to the thesis. It was observed that until recently,
there had been little scientific research into regional variation in New Zealand, English
and that examination of New Zealand English intonation was also a relatively new field
of study. My reasons for selecting Taranaki and Wellington as regions for comparison
were outlined.
In Chapter 2 I considered how dialects are formed, with particular reference to the
formation of New Zealand English. British dialects spoken in New Zealand, in the
nineteenth century were briefly reviewed. Theories of dialect mixture and Lass's Law of
Swamping (Lass 1987) were outlined, and the important role children play in the
development of new dialects was emphasised. I then examined methodologies used by
dialectologists to establish the existence of linguistic variation and the reasons for such
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variation. I looked firstly at traditional dialect geography and then at social dialectology,
including social network theory, geolinguistics, social constructionism and ethnography.
Chapter 3 suweyed approaches taken to research on regional variation in New Zealanl
English and outlined the results of these studies. The survey began with the folk
linguistic study undertaken by Pamela Gordon (1997) which explored the views of New
Zealanders on the subject of regional accents in New Zealand. Studies of lexical,
grarrrmatical and phonological variation were also reviewed. Evidence pointed in most
cases to either social class or ethnic variation and not to regional variation. However,
Bartlett (1992,2003), Bauer and Bauer (2000a,b, 2001, 2002a,b,2003), and possibly
Batterham (2000) and Allan and Stark (2000) provided evidence of faces of regional
variation in New Zealand English.
Chapter 4 provided background material for the study of intonation. My reasons for
choosing to look at intonation as a possible area of regional variation in New Zealand
English were outlined. I looked at Ladd's (1996) typological frarnework for intonational
variation, and at impressionistic, sociolinguistic and psycholinguistic/experimental
methodologies used by researchers for the comparison of varieties of English intonation.
The literature on HRTs was reviewed, HRTs having occupied centre stage in the study
of New ZealandEnglish intonation to date. I also outlined research undertaken on
gender comparisons of intonation. Several gender studies niade reference to the
male/female stereoq/pes of intonation pattems cited by McConnell-Ginet (1983) and
Henton (1989), (eg. Warren & Daly 2000, Daly & Wa:ren 2001, Vermillion 2003).
Finally I formulated the research questions which underpin my thesis, and I justified the
questions asked on the basis of material contained in the preceding literature review.
ln Chapter 5 I described and justified firstly, the sociolinguistic method I used for
seeking evidence of possible regional variation in New Zealand English intonation;
secondly, the method used for transcribing patterns of pitch movement; thirdly, the
intonational features selected for analysis; and finally, the statistical analysis undertaken.
In Chapter 6 the primary results of the thesis were listed and the variation associated
with each of the intonational features was examined.
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The first principal finding was that, in general, most Taranaki speakers in the sample
showed more pitch dynamism than most Wellingtonians, exceptions being the young
womsn of Taranaki who had pitch patterns more like Wellingtonians than like their
fellow Taranakians. The South Taranaki dairy farming sample had higher pitch
dynamism scores than the New Plymouth sample who in turn had higher scores than the
Wellington sample, suggesting that the intonation pattems were undergoing change as a
result of hierarchical diffusion. The more level intonation patterns characteristic of
Wellingtonians appear to be spreading to less populated centres.
The second principal finding was that, for some features, male speakers showed more
pitch dynamism than females. In this respect the young men and women did not
conform to stereotypical male/female patterns whereby men's intonation is characterised
by less pitch dynamism than women's. Exceptions in my sample were the young men of
Wellington who had very low pitch dynamism scores and the elderly women of
Taranaki who had high pitch dynamism scores.
The third principal finding was that, overall, the elderly speakers in the sample showed
more pitch dynamism than the younger speakers, exceptions being the young men of
Taranaki, and the young dairy farming men of South Taranaki in particular. The young
women of Wellington were also unusual in that for some variables they had higher pitch
dynamism scores than the elderly Wellington women.
In Chapter 7 I attempted to interpret the results, drawing links between the different
findings outlined in Chapter 6, and relating them to insights gained from other studies.
An interesting question raised by the data was the difference between the intonation
patterns of the young men and women of South Taranaki. Careful scrutiny of social
networks and the 'language markets' to which speakers subscribed showed that all the
young people belonged to strong local networks but that the young women had come
into contact with wider networks in their late teens and early twenties. Consequent
differences in the kind of face to face interactions with others which the men and
women would have experienced could account for differences in intonation patterns.
The women would have been exposed to the newer, more level intonation patterns of
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the young women of New Plymouth who were in turn exposed to similar patterns
amongst young people in the wider community. The Taranaki young women appear to
havs accommodated their speech to that of their peers in the city.
The way in which Gender and Age interacted with location suggested that the move
towards fairly level intonation pattems may have reached completion in Wellington,
with the young men in the sample having the lowest scores for pitch dynamism, the
Wellington women having established the standard at an earlier date. My interpretation
is that the young women of Taranaki seemed to be accommodating to this standard,
while the young men of the area were maintaining the older intonation patterns, and in
so doing, proudly displaying their Naki-ness.
It was also suggested that in South Taranaki the young women, who were equal partners
in the dairy farming businesses they ran with their menfolk, may have subconsciously
rejected intonation patterns which could be seen as stereotypically feminine. These
women may belong to the category of female linguistic innovators described by Labov
(2001) as non-conformists who have strong local networks, are highly skilled and
respected in their communities, and who are upwardlymobile socially.
Another possibiliry is that perhaps the young dairy farming men, feeling constrained by
peer nonns, used more conservative, localised intonational variants while the women
felt free to use the more irnovative, supralocal variants.
It is acknowledged that changes in the socio-economic and cultural environments of the
regions studied are inevitable and that such changes may well result in shifting
allegiances amongst local communities. This in tum could result in complex linguistic
responses to the impact of change. Only time will tell if the young men will continue to
emphasise their Taranaki identity by means of their dynamic intonation .
The index of rural orientation proved helpful in separating genuinely regional
differences from rural versus urban differences. High rural orientation scores correlated
positively with high scores for pitch movement. This might suggest that the differences I
found between Wellington and Taranaki were simply town versus county differences.
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However, the fact that New Plymouth and Wellington speakers had similarly low scores
on the rural orientation scale suggests that where there were significant intonational
differences between New Plymouth and Wellington speakers, the differences were
authentically regional. New Plymouth speakers used significantly more changes of pitch
direction per intonation group and per accent unit, and more accents characterised by
moving pitch than Wellingtonians. These differences appear to be genuinely regional,
and not simplyrural versus urban differences. The way in which falling accents with
boosted onsets pattemed suggested further evidence of regional variation. It was fo*4
that people with rural orientation might use falling accents with boosted onsets as much
or as little as might people with urban orientation, yet speakers from one region, South
Taranaki, favoured this feature more than speakers from another region, Wellington.
The regional factor appears to be operating separately from the rural factor here.
Evidence of differences in the degree of pitch dynamism present in the intonation of the
Taranaki and Wellington speakers supports claims about regional variation in New
ZealandEnglish intonation, but it does not in itself prove the existence of a uniquely
Taranaki or a uniquely Wellinglon way of speaking English. For evidence of this,
comparison with the intonation of other regions in New Zealand is needed.
ln conclusion, whilst acknowledging that my research findings are indicative only, they
nevertheless provide a solid platforrr for future research into regional and social
dialectology in New Zealand English. In the next section I outline some of the directions
which such research could take.
Future directions
8.2.1 Regional comparisons
Research into the intonation of other regions is essential not only for support for the
notion that Taranaki English might be unique, it is also needed as evidence that the
intonation of Wellingtonians may constitute a 'standard' for New Zealand English
intonation. Comments by Bauer and Bauer (2003) suggest that a comparison with the
8.2
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intonation of King Country speakers could be interesting. Comparison with Southland
could also be instructive. Like Taranaki, Southland is relatively isolated, has a thriving
dairy farming industry, some heavy industry, a provincial city and a scattering of small
rural towns. Importantly its people are very proud to identiff as Southlanders and it is
known to have at least one phonological feature unique to the region. It would also be
interesting to know how the intonation of Wellingtonians compares with that of
Aucklanders, Auckland being by far the largest population centre in New Zealand. Over
25Yo of the country's population live in the area. tn their study of playground language,
Bauer and Bauer observed a particularly strong boundary between the northem region to
which Auckland belongs and the central region which has Wellington at its cenhe. [t
would be interesting to know if the same divide exists for pattems of intonation.
8.2.2 Possible sources of difference
For clues as to the possible origins of a uniquely Taranaki English further research int6
the socio-historical background of the region is needed. For example, information about
the numbers of Swiss immigrants to the region, when they arrived, exactly where they
settled, which dialects they spoke, and some clues as to the nature of the intonation
patterns they brought with them would be useful. A comparison of the intonation
patterns of the dialect of Maori spoken in the Taranaki region with the intonation of
other regional dialects of Maori would be interesting, as would a study of the intonation
of English spoken by Maori in Taranaki. If, as Walters observed in his study of Welsh
English, intonational features may be the most enduring features of speech where one
language or dialect is giving way to another, Taranaki English intonation could contain
traces of Swiss German or Taranaki Maori.
8.2.3 Trajectory of change
Analysis of the intonation of speakers selected from the Mobile Disc Recording Unit
tapes made by the National Broadcasting Corporation of New Zealand between 1946 .
and 1948 could provide useful information about earlier patterns of intonational
variation in Taranaki and Wellington. And analysis of today's middle-aged speakers'
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intonation patterns would provide a yet clearer picture of the fiajectory of change in
intonation.
Future monitoring of the intonation patterns of young adults in the two regions studied
would indicate whether or not intonation characterised by a lot of pitch dynamism will
remain a feature of Taranaki English and whether Wellington English will continue to'
be characterised by minimal pitch dynamism.
8.2.4 Acoustic analysis
My intuition that speech containing a generous number of falling accents with boosted
onsets will sound more sing-sonry than speech characterised by falling accents with
standard onsets could be tested by (a) obtaining an exact acoustic measurement of
speakers' pitch range, measurements being taken from the end of an accent preceding a
falling accent to the onset of the falling accent and O) testing listeners' perceptions of
the relative 'sing-songlmess' of firstly, speech containing both high counts of changes in
pitch direction and a high percentage of falling accents with boosted onsets, and
secondly, speech containing high counts of changes in pitch direction but few if any
falling accents with boosted onsets.
I would also like to undertake acoustic analysis of intonation groups containing HRTs to
test my intuition that HRTs tend to be (though they are byno means always) preceded
by level pitch accents. Such a finding would be consistent with the findings of Warren
and Daly (2005 f.c.), and Zwartz and Warren (2003) that rises in New Zealand, English
HRTs are generally late and dramatic.
More controlled data collection and analysis would allow for categorisation of the above
intonational differences as semantic or realisational.
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8.2.5 Gender differences in intonation
The finding that the women in this sample used more complex pitch accents than the
men, irrespective of their age and location, suggests that closer analysis of what kinds of
complex nuclei are being used by whom, and in what contexts, could add to our
knowledge of what distinguishes women's and men's intonation patterns.
8.2.6 Lexical variation
Comments made by some interviewees suggested that there night be lexical items
unique to the Taranaki region and I believe future research into possible regional
variation should encompass lexical variation. When I began thinking about the present
project the expression Naki was used only by Taranaki locals and its meaning was
confined to the local rugby team. Since then it has spread to the wider community and
has become co[rmon currency throughout New Zealand for 'Taranaki.' Exarnples of
specifically Taranaki expressions are Opahappening for Opunake and Taradise for
Taranaki (Peter Little, personal communication). Then there are distinctly local ways of
pronouncing several Taranaki place names. The way in which one says, for example,
Oakura" Hawera or Auroa Road quickly idortifies the speaker as a local or an outsider.
To these lexical items can be added the two playground expressions which Bauer and
Bauer found to be almost exclusively used in Taranaki: twigs for declaring a fruce and
pinner meaning something is easy. I am convinced a wider survey focussed on word
usage would produce interesting findings.
8.3 Contribution of this thesis to social and regional dialectology
In summary, this thesis contributes to the fields of social and regional dialectology in
New Zealand in the following ways:
. it makes a useful addition to work currently being undertaken on the description
of New Zealand English intonation;
. it introduces a mechanism for differentiating between speakers whose intonation
is characterised by a lot of pitch movement and speakers with more level
intonation;
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. it contributes to the field of geolinguistics, the concepts ofboth'space' and
'place' having played an important part in the interpretation of results;
. it introduces an index for measuring the degree to which speakers are rural or
urban in their orientation;
. it contributes to our understanding of differences between rural and urban
varieties of New ZealandEnglish;
' it pioneers sociolinguistic research into the speech of people from Taranaki;
' and last, but not least, it pioneers the study of regional variation in New Zealand
English intonation.
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APPENDICES
Appendix I
VICTORIA UNTVERSITY OF WELLINGTON
CONSENT TO PARTICIPATION IN RESEARCII
NAME OF PROJtrCT: REGIONAL VARIATION IN IYEW ZEALAI\ID
ENGLISH
NAME OF PERSON
RECORDED:
NAME OF'
INTERVIEWER:
DATE OF
INTERVIEW:
PLACE OF
INTERVIEW:
I have been given an explanation of this research project and I understand what it is
about.
I have had an opportunity to ask questions and have them answered to my satisfaction.
I agree that the recording and the transcript of my interview maybe held bythe
Wellington Arohive of Spoken New Zealand English and maybe used for tinguistic
research.
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I underutand that only lir4guistic res€Erc 
-€rs 
will be atlowe to li$eu to the riecoding -
aild itwill boused only forgeauine linguistio restrar'ch purposes.
I rrnierstand that published results will not use my nnne aod trat no opi'nions will be
qtflfblrtcal to me in any way that will idendff me,
tr Iwould like to reqeive asmmaryoffterezulls ofthisresearch when it is
eompleted.
I agroe to takepart in this res€arch"
$ignahrc:
179
Appendix 2
INTERVIEW SCHEDULE
(The schedule was adjustedfor Wellington interviewees where appropriate-)
I am interested in hearing about what it is like to live in Taranaki today compared to
what it used to be like and I am also interested in how people talk around here
I want to be able to remember everything you say so I'd like to use a tape recorder to
help me remember what you tell me.
I will be asking questions about yourself and your background to help me understand
why people talk differently and I will also ask you questions about the words people in
this area use and the way they talk.
The information you give me will be confidential. My fellow researchers and I will be
the only people who will ever hear the tapes and I will not put your name on the tape.
If you have any questions I will be happy to answer them.
Section l. Language Questions
1. A lot of people write letters to the newspapers complaining about the way in which
people speak in New Zealand. Do you like the wayNew Zealanders speak?
2.Do you think people in town speak differently to the way people in the country speak?
If yes, - ln what ways do they sound different?
-What do you think about the way countrypeople speak?
3. Do you think New Zealanders speak differently in different parts ofNew Zealand?
If yes, - Where do they speak differently?
- Can you describe their speech for me please.
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( Prompt possible areas - East Cape, Northland, the South Island, the West Coast,
Southland)
4. Can you tell if someone comes from Taranaki by the way they speak?
If yes ask How can you tell?
Are there any special words or phrases they use?
Any special swear words or anything like that?
Section 2. Lexical Items
There are sometimes two words used in New Zealand for the sarne thing - like
radio/wireless. I am interested in finding out which word people in this area use most of
the time.
. Do you use the word liL or elevator?
Both/any other?
. Do you use the word lorry or truck for a big motor vehicle?
Botb/any other?
. Do you use iersey or sweater or jggqg?
AlVany other?
' Would you say go to the pictures or eo to the movies?
Do you ever use Iligks?
Both/anyother?
. Do you use the word biscuits or cookies?
Both/anyother?
. Do you use the word flashlight or torch?
Both/any other?
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. Do you talk about trousers or @!g?
Botb/any other?
. Do you use the word serviette or napkin?
Both/any other?
. Do you use the word car bonnet or hood?
Both/any other?
. Which do you say, fill the car with gas or fill the car with petol?
(Check if they say gas that they are not talking about CNG or LPG)
Do you ever use benzine?
Do you know anyone who uses benzine?
Both/any other?
. Do you use the word tin or can?
(Check tin of food (eg baked beans) vs can of drink (eg beer)
: Do you use the word footpath or sidewalk or pavement?
Section 3: Word List I
Before doing this section check that the intervianee has no trouble with reading.
Now I'd like you to read aloud some words for me.
This isn't a test of any kind. I am just interested in how people in this area pronounce
these words, so just read them as naturally as you can and not too fast.
Give them 6 words on cardsfirst.
(6 words - each on a separate card:
must. euL howled. hour. durins. enthusiasml
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{f thqy struffile or mufu on e.xelurle (ry. I'hwe ,lost my Slssrr.ri) ittttleave it at that md
say. "Thel'sfine'n,
Iutw n genaatr aonu@sdtlon flrd lwp it. shqt.
dqn-ce
noodlc
girl
doll
gtsaffe
pdl
mask
foul
brld
felt
neodl€
advanoe
peert
Plant
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owl
halt
grasP
toil
toll-booth
Iield of wild flowers
school
Section 4: Reading Passages
Now I'd like you to read some p,$sages aloud onto the tape. They have some words in
them that I'm interested in. Could you please just read them as you would normally, but
not too fast.
Give the interviewee the reading pcnsages on cards.
Please read the passages below clearly and not too fast.
I
Whe,n I was small we used to get a little bottle of milk at school every day. It was cold
when it was delivered. But sometimes it sat in the hall where it was hot and bythe time
we got if it smelled awful. I'll always remember that smell. It was horrible.
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Have you seen that Arnold Schwarznegger film called Junior? Well,I'll tell you about
it. As usual, he's the incredible hulk, but he's also full of fun and plays the fool a lot. He
had me rolling in the aisle. The girls all falt madly in love with him. I think he's real
cool but my friend Salthinks I'm a dill because I'm such a celebrity freak.
m
It's a dreary dull day. It's rainy and cool. I take my raincoat from the hall cupboard and
walk through the puddles to look at the new foal. I whistle for her and she comes
bounding up the hill. Her ears wiggle ecstatically when I give her an apple and some
celery.
w
Sometimes I help deliver Meals on Wheels to old people. I feel sorry for some of them.
Their lives are dull and lonely and some of them only get visits from the local school
girls or someone like me. I go without fail because they rely on me. The food isn't that
great. They boil the vegetables till they're soft and mushy, I don't find it very exciting
myself.
Mrs Nile is one of my favourites. She told me a long story the other day about how she
wants to sell her car to a gentleman friend called Malcolm. She likes to haggle over the
sale so she hasn't made a deal yet. I think her goal is to keep him around - she's a bit
fickle. Poor Mal!
Section 5: Rural Orientation
1. Where did you go to primary school? secondary school?
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2. How far did you have to havel from home to get to school?
3. Did you go to university or polytech or somewhere else for job taining after you left
school?
If yes, Where did you go?
4. Where do you usually go to do your shopping? banking? visit the doctor and dentist?
5. How often do you go to town?
6. Do you have relatives living in Taranaki too? eg. parents, grandparents, brothers,
sisters, cousins, uncles, aunts?
7. If yes Whereabouts do they live?
8. How often do you see them? Every day? Once a month? Once a year? Hardly ever?
9. Where do most of your friends live? In the town? or in the country?
10. What sorts of things do you like to do on your free time?
Prompt as necessary. Any sports? Hobbies?
11. Do you belong to any local clubs or associations? Which ones?
12. Do you go to a local church?
13. What would you say are the benefits of living in the country?
13. What would you say are the benefits of living in town?
14. (For those who live in the country) - What do you think of townies?
(For those who live in town) - What do you think of counfiry people?
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15. Where do you plan to retire?
16. @epending on aru;wer to 15) Would you consider living in the county?
Section 6: Word List 2
Now I've got another list of words for you to read. This is a rather long list. I know it
will be a bit boring for you but it will be very useful for me.
Pleaso read through the words nice and slowly.
READ ACROSS. READ SLOWLY.
SCATI LII\TE BEFORE READING.
gulf street
peering pairing women
dole dolt mcnu
lire Iirenan lire engine fewer
tower towers towering tour owed
cure curing see often
batted battered do grey
sense cents woman
golf
doll
assume presume proven
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nirclesf i$tfdqnt slng dck
boring b'oar bonrd bored stupid
city, eeeily water
rule gnuel scek quarter
f,rult fort here
tnne dune thefe E rag
Pete pit Pot Prt iseues
put Pct sccr6ury
cuf putt mc
b,addy da&ly Luke kiwi
brc beY' bu.Y bo,Y nuhancs
no now ncw
boot bont bout go-t
fetry fairy nothing
port port Part ln-vasion
pult pool pilt Piltl Maorl
tdly tally neal
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dilt dull known
real Scroogereel
poor pour pore
groan grown moan
weather whether each
beer bear bo
hear hair pooch
fear fair cheer
spear spare share
really rarely milk
paw mL
mowtr go
temporary
bough ate
government
chair tree
kauri
fool
dunce dance chance full
Section 7: General Conversation
I'd like to talk for a minute about your childhood in Taranaki and yow family.
Childhood:
What were you like as a child?
Do you remember anyparticular friends you had?
What sort ofthings did pu do together?
Can you tell me about any games you used to play? At home? At your friends' places?
At school?
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What did you liko doing most? lrast?
Do you remember the house you grew up in?
Can you walk me through it, describing it to me room byroom? and the garden? was
there a garden?
How did you get on with your parents as a child?
What was their attitude to education? religion? alcohol? cigarettes?
FamilyiRelationships
[These question are dependent on the nature of the person's family eg. Do they have
children?l
Do you get togetherwith other familymembers for Chrisffias?
What did you do on Christnas Day last yew?
Where were your children born?
Are they/ were they good kids or do they/ did they get up to mischiefl How do you/ did
you keep them in line?
Are they like you? How? What sort of personalities do they have?
Do you remember your first grUboy friend? What were they like?
How did you meet yourwife/husband/partner?
Section 8: Reading Passage 2
Now we have another reading passage.
Give the interviewee the reading passage on the card.
Please read the passage below clearly and not too fast.
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Last summer we went touring around the East Cape area in our old van. We towed our
boat behind us. One day we stopped at a small bay for a bite to eat. I checked the water,
topped up the oil, and followed the family down to the beach. "The sea is just great for
swimming," said Carl. During lunch I decided to sail around a little island about half a
mile off shore. Carl was sleepy and the girls were playng in a pool with their dolls, so I
went alone.
It took about an hour with a fairly strong wind to get all the way around the island. By
then I could see the shore again and I started to feel rather pleased with myself. That was
when things began to go wrong.
The breeze which had blown me out so fast was getting stronger. I pulled in the sail
tight, but the boat was so light that I was being blown out to sea. At first there had been
plenty of people around, but now the sea was almost empty and there was no-one within
hearing distance. I howled till my voice gave up, but it was a waste of time.
I was wearing only shorts and a T-shirt and the wind was cruel. The swell grew bigger
but I kied not to panic. I said to myself, "Carl knows I'm out here. He'll get help." I
decided to take down the sail and row, but still nothing happened. I made scarcely any
progress. The wind got even fiercer and the sky grew dark. I was in real trouble and I
felt awful. I began to pray.
I don't usually believe in miracles but that's how I felt about what happened next. A
motor boat appeared round the island heading straight towards me. One of the men in it
threw me a rope. "Catch pal," he called. I tied it to a wire hoop on the hull and they
towed me back to shore. A woman had spotted me through her binoculars. She saw I
was in houble and sent the boat out to get me.
And where was Carl? Well he'd driven round to the next bay. He thought I must have
sailed in there by mistake. Lucky I hadn't waited for him to rescue me!
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Section 9: General Conversation 2
Danser of Death
Have you ever found yourself in a situation like the one in the reading passage where
you thoughtn "This is it. I'm going to die."?
Could you tell me about that?
Roads/Drivine
You hear in the media about some pretty awful things happening on the roads in
Taranaki. I'd like to talk about this for a bit.
What do you think ofthe standard of driving in Taranaki?
Do you think old/young people are better drivers?
Are there any roads which are particularly dangerous in this area?
Are there any dangerous spots you'd warn people about?
Have ever seen a bad accident around here? What happened?
Work
kt's move onto a less gloomy zubject. Work. Let's talk about work.
Can you tell me about a tlpical day at your work? When do you have to start your day?
When does it finish?
What are the main things that you have to do?
(For farmers) What changes have you seen in the farrring scene in the past few years?
What do you think fanning will be like in the 21" century?
What other sort of changes have you noticed in the past few years?
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State of the Nation
And what do you think of the state of the nation generally? Education? Health system?
Are things improving? Deteriorating?
Section 10: Demographic Information
Finally some questions about you -
A. Residential History
l. How long have you lived in Taranaki?
2. Depending on answer to Ql
Were you born in Taranaki?
or (a) And where were you bom?
O) At what age did you come to live in Taranaki?
3. Have you spent more than 12 months total away from Taranaki in the last three years?
If yes, please state year(s) and time spent away from Taranaki in that (those) yeaci.
4. How long in total have you spent away from Taranaki in your life?
5. What places did you live in for at least 3 years before you turned 20?
6. Where else have you lived for at least l0 years?
7. Have you ever lived overseas for 3 or more years?
If yes, please state years and time spent overseas.
8. Are or have you been married or in a long term relationship?
9.If yes to Q6
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Where was your wife/husband/partner born?
If overseas When did s/he come to New Zealand?
Where did s/he live before they were 20?
10. Where was your mother born?
If overseas When did she come to New Zealarrd?
11. Which language did yotr mother speak first at home?
12. Where was your father born?
If overseas When did he come to New Zealand?
13. Which language did your father speak first at home?
B. Gender, Age, Ethnicity
10. Which gender is the speaker? F or M. Circle the appropriate letter.
ll. Which of these age groups do you belong to?
Show interviewee the card and circle appropriate goup below
20-24 25-29
30-34 35-39
40-u 45-49
50-54 55-59
60-64 65-69
70 -74 75 -79
80-84 85-89
90 years and over
12. Which ethnic group do you identiffwith?
13. Which ethnic goup does your wife/trusband/parhner identiff with?
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14. Is/was your mother Maori? Of European ancestry? Other?
15. Is/was your father Maori? Of European ancestry? Other?
16. Can you speak Maori?
17. If no to Q16 Have you ever learnt Maori?
C. Education and Occupation
18. How old were you when you left school?
19. Did you pitss any school exams?
Speciff (eg. School Certificate, University Entrance, Matriculation. The highest
qualification the person obtained.)
20. Have you passed any exams since you left school?
specify (eg. trade certificate, apprenticeship, secretarial, university. The highest
qualifi cation the person obtained.)
21. Are you working in paid employment at present?
Circle answer Yes No
If yes What is your current job?
If no Have you ever had apaid job?
If yes What was it?
22.rs your wife/trusband/partrer working in paid employnent at present?
Circle answer Yes No
If yes What is their current job?
If no Have they ever had a paid job?
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If 1rcs Whatwas it?
23. \lfhat doee/ did yorrr fathen do for a liviag?
24.Do lou know what lotr father's fathet did?
25. Ulhaf about your mothef? What doeddid she do for a living?
26. Do,you know'what )rour mother',s mother and fathe,r did?
TIIE END
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